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ÀBSTRÀCT

The bheory

of

contestable markets states

that

even highly concen-

if their narkets äre contestable.
The specific objectives of this thesis arer to evaluate markel contestability as a theory and its usefulness in poJ-iiy analysis; to examine whether airline narkets, in general, and Canadian narkets, in
particular, are contestâblei to exanine fhe applicability of market
contestabiLity as a welfare standard for the Canadian air transport;
traled industries

may be deregulated

to examine policies to enhance market contestability in Canadian airline markets and their limitations; and to evaluate the proposals to
deregulate Canadian

air trãnsport.

analysis is both theoretical and empirical. The lheory is
evaLuated, on the basis of iEs assumptions and analytical logic, as an
The

industry model and as a welfare standard. Àirline economics are

then

systemalically revieved in terms of contestability theory and the ap-

plicabiLily of the theory as a welfare standard for the industry is

is extended to examination of specific evidence from dereguLalion of the U.S. airline industry. The specific
conditions of Canadian air transport are then related to the issues of
discussed,

The analysis

contestability and proposals to deregulate the industry are criLically
examined.

The assumptions

restriclive

of

lhe contestability theory are found to be very

and the theory

is

generalLy inconsistent

- iv -

!¡ith the charac-

teristics of airline markets. Canadian airLine narkets reveal Lorl
contestability - making the theory inappropriate as a model of Canadian air transport. Às a rlel-fare standard, the theory has limited acceptability for southern routes but is inappropriate in the north.
However, market power of lhe carriers is a serious problern and proposals to reLax rate-setting regulation are found !o be inappropriate.

is

to be of limited use in public policy analysis
and this limitation is apparent in lhe context of Canadian air transport. PubIic policies ¡owards Canadian airlines should not be based
The theory

found

on the assumption that lhe industry

ís, or can be made, contestable.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

1,1

STÀTEI{ENT OF THE PROBLEI,Í

air transportation induslry is undergoing regulatory
reform. This reform is part of a broader reassessment of objectives
and instruments of public policy towards the transportation sector in
general. In the document 'Freedom to I'tove'(Mazankowski,l985), the Minister of Transport, the Honorab.Le Don Mazankowski has stated¡
(a) tess regulation, leading to Less government interference, wilI encourage innovation and enterprise;
(b) Greater reliance on conpetiLion and market forces will
result in lower unit costs, more cornpeLitive prices, and
wider range of services to shippers and lhe pubLic.
The Canadian

The proposed reguLatory reform,

therefore,

gree of public intervention, which

is

aimes

to

reduce the de-

to result in ímproved
performance by the industry. The expectations of improved performance, however, are not cJ.early related to the industry's economícs and
marketstructure. In the traditional structure-conduct-performance
paradigm of industrial organization, market porler, associated with
expecled

high concentralion, has been considered an important determinan! of

industry conduct and performance. In this paradigm, the basic condi-

costs, localion,

tions(

such as technology,

demand

elasticity, substitutes) relate to narket structure (

product differentiaLion,
number of

2

firms, barriers to entry

tical integration,

and

exit,

number

of buyers, information, ver-

of conglomerateness, etc, ), which in turn
reLa!es to conduct ( pricing, product strategy, advertising, research
degree

and developnent and in!ernaJ.

tive

and

organization)

and performance

( alloca-

x-efficiency, technological progress, equity and employment).

The relationship wiChin the paradigm should not be construed as one of

directional causality.

Feedbacks and

interactions between the model's

variables are aLlowed. within this paradigm, high leveIs of concen-

tration ( monopoly,oligopoly) are considered lo be potential sources
of market failure leading to inefficient pricing and non-optinal resource allocation. The possiblily of this inefficiency, in turn, has

intervention. The !!¡o basic looLs of
public intervention have been antitrust legislation and regulaLion,
The prÍncipal task of antitrust legislation has been to prevent high
concentration in industries which are not characlerized by economies
of scale and to prevent anticompelitve conduct( Breyer, 1982). ReguIation, on the other hand, deals !rith situations where high concentration has been justified by the presence of economies of scal.e ( nahn,
provided a ralionale for public

1971l,.

0ne

recen! atternpt to

the rationale for regulâtion is the
(Baumol, I,tillig and Panzer, 1982 ),1

l{eaken

theory of contestable markets

et al, (1982) define market contestabilily by the conditions of
free entry and exit and the impossibility of predatory conduct and

Baumol

strategic entry deterrence.

When

enlry and exit are free, the threat

of entry may discipline the existing firms and prevent monopolistic/

i

Referred !o hereafter as (Baumol et

aI.,

1982),

3

oligopolistic pricing. Thus, contestãbIe markets

may

exhibit

many of

the desirable characteristics, usually associated l¿ith perfect

compe-

is highly concentrated. The theory
claims lo provide a sLatic (partial equilibrium) theory of industry
structure, conduct and performance, more generally applicable than it
This is obtained by providing
was before (Baumo1 et a1.,1982,p.361 ).
a new welfare standard which can be used to evaluate the performance
of the industries.
tition,

even though the industry

offer the concept of perfect contestable markets as a net,t
wideLy appJ.icabLe benchmark lhat both encompasses and transcends the concept of perfectly competitive markets. In par-

We

ticular, unlike perfect competitionf perfect conlestability
can provide a standard for the perfornance of markets in
which concentration is inevitable because of the production
technol ogy (Baumol

et a1.,1982,p.13).

In addition to providing a new welfare standard, market contest-

ability

can

be

used as a

descriptive model for industries character-

ized by freedom of entry and exit (Baumol et al.,1986,p.361), In

such

industries the theory questions the need for regulation and antitrust

intervenLion. 0n the olher hand, industries which are not currentLy
contestabìe should be brought to the contestability ideal by a means
of public policies, However, it should be emphasized that
to lhe authors of lhe theory, there are cases
t i !rust íntervention are justified.

according

where regulalion and an-

Contestability theory !¡as never intended as an excuse for
wholesale deregulation or immunity from the antitrust authorities.. .It is, therefore, simply not Iegitimate to proceed without empirical evidence about some particuLar indus-

try in real.ity, lo clain that it can do no wrong because the
new theory(aIIegedJ.y) claims thal market forces r¡ilI constrain firms adequalely no matter how smal1 their numbers
where markets are characterized neither by a
rnay be,..
large nunber of incumbents nor by ease of entry, public sector intervention may be required to prevenl the exercise of
monopoly porler (Baumol, 1985,p. 13).

4

Therefore, in designing public policies towards an industry it is essential to examine first whether the industry is contestable and hotl

to the contestability ideal. If the industry
cannot be brought sufficiently close to the contestabi'Ìity ideal, then
requJ.ation ând antitrust intervention may be required !o improve the
ctose

i!

inCuslry

can be brought

pe r f orna nc

Às an example

e.

of conLestable markets,

ten make use of the

Baumol

e!

aJ..

(1982,p.7), of-

airline industry: "il is highly plausible that

air travel provides real examples of contestable markets". The theory
of conlestable markets has already had an impact on the shape and
scope of deregulation of the Àmerican airline industry.2 I! has also
found favorable reception among some Canadian econonists (Reschenthal-

er

and Stanbury,

1983).

The influence

of the theory

can also be found

in the document 'Freedom to I'tove'(Mazankowski,1985,p.28)i "Freedom of
entry and exit ín the domestic markets and the attendant increase in
competition would eliminate the need for continued tariff regulation".
Given the high levels of concentration within lhe Canadian airline industry, the issue of contestability is of fundamental importance when
designing public policies torlards this industry.

2

In the introduction to Baumol et aI. (1982), Etizabeth Bailey has
stated¡ "During the summer of. 1977, I became a Conmissioner at the
CivÍ1 Àeronautic Board...I rlas fascinated by the notion of idealized
economic markets that are open to enLry by entrepreneurs who face no
disadvantages vis-a-vis incumbent firms...It struck me that the
lheory of peifectly contestable narkets had direct relevance for
policy".

5

1,2

OBJECTIVES OF THE SN'DY

The general

objective of this thesis is to

exami

ne whether market

conteslability can be used as a theoretical framework for naking policies to$ards the

Canadian

airline

industry.

The spec i f ic objectives

are as follows:
1.

To evaluate market conteslablity as a theory and

its

usefulness

for public policy analysis.

airline markets, in general, and the Canadian airline marketsr in particular, are contestable,
To examine whether narket contestability is an appropriale welfare standard for the Canadian airline industry.
To examine policies which can be used to enhance market conteslability in the Canadian airline markets, and to identify
their L imi tat i ons.
Based on the proceeding analysis, to evaluate the proposals in
To examine Ìrhether

?

¿.

5.

the document 'Freedom to Move' which deaL with entry and pricin9.

1.3

I.ÍETHOD OF

TÏE

SN'ÐY

This method concentrates on idenlifying essenlial characteristics

of

conÈestable markets and comparing them

wilh the characteristics

the airline industry. There will be a theoretical discussion of

ket contestability as an indusLry nodel and a welfare standard,

is

intended

of

mar-

which

lo identify the limitations of lhe lheory. In order to

6

evaluate market contestability as a model and

a welfare

standard for

airlines, it is necessary to relate the theory !o the economics of the
industry. The analysis of airline economics t¡iLl be both at the theoretical and ernpirical levels. Empirical analysis wilL involve the examination of airline costs, asset structure as well as other relevant
characteristics, and the evidence from the Àmerican deregulation of
airlines. This incLudes data on types of entry and the performance of
ne1,| entrants, competitive responses of the established carriers and
concentration trends, Some additional inferences wilL be drawn from
sludíes conducted by other authors.
The analysis

r¡ilL lhen be extended !o

eval-uate the

particular

con-

ditions of the Canadian industry. This wilÌ be primarily an empirical
analysis and !¡i]1 involve a discussion on concentration ratios, shares

of international traffic and other relevant characteristics. The results of this analysis will be used to make inferences about contestability of the Canadian airline markets and desirability of enhancing contestability in the industry.
and the importance

The

finding of lhe preceding analysis wiLl then be used to evaluate

airlines.

However,

be necessary

to restate

the concrete proposals to deregulate the Canadian
before such an evaluation can be made,

it rlill

the basic argumen!s for air transport regulation and to review the

hislory of airline regulation in

Canada.

1,4

IIMITÀTIONS OF THE SN'DY

I'tarket contestabiLity, as a theory,

is slill

incomplebe and

is

con-

in progress, raLher than completed
body of doctrine" (Baunol et a1.,1982,p.483), which identifies the
first liniLation of the studyi the theoretical anaJ.ysis of market contestability cannot be complete and will be constrained by lhe policy
orientation and by the stated objectives of this thesis.
sidered

by its

authors as "work

of market contestability should ideally be supplemented by a test in which the industry performance is conpared with the
prediclions of lhe theory. Unfortunately, such a test cannol be apThe analysis

plied to the

Canadian markets because

airLine fares have been control-

led and set by the regulatory agency, rather lhan by the airlÍnes.

of gradual deregulation has not yet been completed and it
will be some tine before this hest can be performed in Canada.
The process

far as the Àmerican experience is concerned, a number of performance lests have been conducted for the American industry ( e'g.
Às

Graham, Kaplan and Sibley(1983)

and Call

and Keleer('1985)) and the

findings of these tests r+ill be referred to in lhis study. The Iimi-

the results of these tests are that
these !est were performed in the period of industry's transitio¡ to
lhe deregulated environment. It is not clear that the adjustment process in the U.S. has ended and until the industry adjusts fully to the
deregulated environment, the performance tests may yield biased retation of inferences

sults.

drawn form

1.5

ORGÀNIZÀTION OF THE SN'ÐY

The !hesis wilJ. proceed

Chapter 2

in the following

manner:

wilL introduce the theory of conlestable markets and

relate it to the historicaJ. developnent of the field of indus-

trial organization. 1t rrilL indicate to llhat degree marke! contestability is a continualion of past research in industrial
organiza!ion and to what degree it constitutes a deviation from
the established structure-conduct-performance paradigm. The as-

of

wilI be identified and related issues, such
as nultiproduct cos! concepts and suslainability will be dissumptions

theory

cussed. I,lelfare characteristics
posed
2,

of contestable

markets and pro-

public policies will then be examined.

as an industry
model and a welfare standard. The conditions for 'hit-and-run'
entry and their limitations will be idenrified. Linitations of
market conlestability as a welfare standard wiIl also be presented including cases of innova!ion, 'Iemon' type market failure, first move advanlages and comrnitnents, and unsustainabiliChapter

3 will

evaluate market contestability

ty.
3.

will rel-ate market contestability to the economics of
the airline industry, including demand and supply condltions,
economies of scale and scope, network economies, barriers to
entry and a possibility of strategic behavior. There tlill be a

Chapter 4

discussion and evaluation of market contestability as a welfare
slandard

for the industry.

9

L

Chapter

5 will

compare behavioral assumptions and predic!ions

of !he theory with the empirical evidence fron deregulation of
the U.S. airline industry, Special emphasis will be given to
the particular condiLions of lhe American airLine industry at
the time of deregulation, the experience of the nerr jet entrants and competitive responses of !he established carriers.
There r¿ill also be a discussion of the related issues such as
destructive conpetition, concentration trends and safety.
5.

Chapter 6

will

review the the traditional rationale

for

regula-

will relate the proposals
lo deregulate the Canadian airline industry to the history of
airline reguJ-ation in Canada. The question of contestabilily
of the Canadian airline industry wiLL then be addressed. There
witl be presentation and discussion of the sources of deviation of transportation industries

tions from contestability
market

contestability,

enhance

and

and the the

desirabili!y of

and an exanination

contestability.

'Freedom

of public policies lo

to Move' proposals dealing

with pricing and entry r,'i11 then be evaluated.
6.

Chapter 7

will

enhancing

present summary and conclusions.

Chapter

II

THEORETICAI OVERVIEI{

This chapter relates market contestability hypothesis

to the his-

torical development of industrial organization. It also introduces
basic assumptions of the theory and its welfare and policy implications.

2,1

HISTORICÀI INTRODUCTION

of the field of induslrial organization can probably be traced, as can anything else in the economic theory, to Àdam
Smith and his theory of price, the organization of firm and the nature
of conpetition. Competitíon was viewed by Smith as t.he rivalry of the
firns rather than the nunber of firms in the market. The analysis of
conpetitive rivalry was subsequent,ly refined by Jevons(1871) and Edgeberth(1925). Compelitive rivalry was idenlified as the mechanism
bringinq equality of prices and costs. Ho!¡ever, it was Cournot(1838),
who first identified the nonopoly problen as related to the downward
stoping denand curve. This led to lhe profit maximizing price/output
The developrnent

combination defined by

ly refined

MR

= MC. The lheory

of

monopo].y Ì,¡as subsequent-

to decreasing average costs and compeLition !o increasing average costs. Follorling the
!¡ork of Kniqht(1921), competition lias defined not so much as the riby Marshal(1925), who related monopoly

'10

11

valry, but as the market slructure rlith
at

minimum average

identical firms operating

cos!. Thus, the research in the field of industrial

organizalion concentrated

tion.

many

on tllo polar cases! nonopoly

and competi-

of this approach lrere soon identified and new
cases of monopo).istic competition(Chamberlin,1935) and oLigopoThe shortcomings

1y(Robinson,1934) were introduced. Inleractions betlreen oligopolists

an irnportant area of study(HalI and Hitch,1939i and
Sweezy,'1 939). Development and application of game theory to lhe problems of economics by John von Neumann and Oscar Morgenstern (1944)
added an important lheoretical tool that helped in formalizing of model.s of strategic inleractions between firms. Following the trork of Mabecame

son(1939) and Bain(1958), the industrial organization studies

became

organized around the paradigm of basic conditions-structure-conduct-

performance. Soon two basic approaches became recognizable.

One,

Iink,

the

iden!ified with Bain, stressed the structureother, best described in scherer(1970),
-conduct-performance
model'

performance

emphasized

relationship, with possible

the full structure

feedbacks anong the

s variables.

The development

of the paradigm was instrumental in

t.he growth of

the empirícal studies that follo!¡ed. These sLudiès, conducted by
merous

aulhors, concentrated prirnarily on issues of

nu-

scaJ.e econonies,

concentration ratios and profitability and issues of technoLogical

structure. IndusErial organization, both as a
part of economic theory and as an empirical field, was understood primarily as dealing wilh lhe internal conditions of the industry. The
internal conditions, or actual conpetilion, rlere given by the number
progress and market

12

of firms,

product differentiaLion, types

of rivalry

and collusion and

other relevant factors.

Traditionally, industrial organization theory played a very important role in providing the theoretical framer¡ork for the design and
implementation of public poJ.icies tor,rards industries ( especially antitrust and regulation). The indusLrial organization research helped
to identify the crucial elements of structure and conduc! such as
concentration raÈios, product differentlation, pricing st.rategies,
elc., and link them !rith industry perforrnance, This in turn allowed
public authorities to formulate poì.icies and organize the collection
of relevant data.
The

role of potential competition or gls!¡e! conditions

was

firs!

ident i f ied by CIark(1901,p.13):

prices are unduly high, osing lo the grasping policy of
!rustr whab happens? New competition usually appears in
the fieId. capital is seeking outlets, but it has become
hard to find then. ReadiIy, and sometimes almost recklessly, does it build new nills and begin to compete with
trusls, rihen these consolidated companies do not know enough
to proceed on a conservative plan.

When

some

However,

it

sas Bain(1956,p.3), who formally recognized barriers to

entry as an important determinant of market structure.

He defined

barríers to entry as "the extent to whích in lhe long run, the estabIished firms can elevate their seJ.ling prices above the minimal average cost

of production

entrants to enLer the

and

distribution... . .without inducing potential

industry".

He

specified three sources of enlry

barr i ers l
'1

.

absolute cost advantages

of

incumbent

firns

13

)

economies

2

product di f ferent iat ion advantages.

The problem

of scale and

of

whether scale econonies can be

treated as a source

of barriers to entry divided industrial organization theorists into
trro groups. The first one, foltowing Bain(1956), and subsequent refinements by Sylos-Labini (1956) and Modgiliani (1958 ) , recognized economies

of scale as a a legitinate barrier to entry r,tith both structural

structural element was defined by the
shape of average cost curve, and lhe behavioral element by the so
called - Sylos Postulate (entrant's belief that the incumbent firm/
f irrns wilt not reduce pre-entry level of oulpu! if the entry takes
place). The monopolist, faced with the threat of entry, had !Ì¡o basic
and behavioral dimensions. The

choicesr
1.

at the monopolislic level. The problem here was
that the entry at the suboptimal scale may become profitable.
The alteróative strategy lras to set a price, at a Loner than
monopolistic level in such a way that no entry at suboptimal
scale ( satísfying the residual demand) couLd take place. The
Se! the price

demand

curve

facing the potential entrant t.tas just

t.angent to

Èhe enlrant ' s ÀTc curve(Modgi1iani,1958).

a 'J.imit príce' stralegy. It is important
to nolef however, that for this strategy to t,tork the entrant has to

The second option was called

believe

that

PostuLate, (the problem

ferred

trith the sylos
of the credibility of this strategy will be re-

the incumbent

lo in Chapter 3.)

will

behave consistently
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The second approach,

identified with lhe new Chicago School, re-

jected economies of scale as a source of barriers to entry as Iong
entrants have access to the same technology as

Thus, the

meaning

of barriers to entry

r¡as

the

as

incumbent firms.

different then that

of

Bain: "a barrier to entry may be defined as a cosl of producing( at
sone or every rale of ou!pu!) which must be borne by a firm which
seeks to enter an industry but is not borne by firms already in the
industry"(Stigter,1968,p.67). 9rriting in this spirit oemsetz(1968),
suggested

that a natural

rnonopoly based on economies

of scale need

not

require monopolistic prices. There wiII be no nonopolislic prices if
the whole narket can be challenged. Thus, the conpetiLion is not !¡ith-

þ the market but for Èhe market. However, for this competition to be
a real disciplining force, the entrant has to face the same costs as
the incumben!. The presence of sunk costs r,riIl violate this condiLion,
since the sunk costs are already bygone for the incumbent, while for
the entrant lhey are still a part of the opportunity cost. Thus, barriers to entry are relaled lo the sunk costs.
This line of reasoning, in a different theoretical framework,

+¡as

is reLated to the
anaLysis of Schelling(1960) on the credibiJ.ity of lhreats. The timit
price strategy to deter entry cannot be successful if Sylos Postulate
is not lhe best strategy of monopolist, l{hen the entry does take
place, Thus, the monopolist has to commit himself !o the market, for
continued by Eaton and Lipsey(1981). Their study

example, by investing
Baumol

gler's

et

aL.

in product specific

equipnent.

(1982,p.280), define barriers to entry following Sti-

and Damsetz's approach,

hence, their

preoccupation with sunk
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çith barriers to entry. Fixed cost if they
are not sunk are consistent vith free en!ry and exit. Since terminology is important here, it is necessary to define fixed and sunk costs
costs as being

synonymous

more precise).y.

Def: tong-run fixed cost is the magnitude F(w) in the longrun totaì cost function C(y,w):
C

(y,rl)

= b*F(w) +

v(y,ri) r

b=0

if y=0;

b=1

if

y>0

where Lim v(y,w) = V(0,ç) = 0,

y+0

v(.) is

nondecreasÍng in all arguments, and y and H are, respectively, the vectors of output guantities and input prices (Baumol et aI.,1982,p.280).

Thus, long run fixed cosls are those thät cannot be reduced by decreases

in

production.

output but which can be eLiminaLed by

total

cessation of

costs on the oLher hand, are those that cannot be
elininated ( in some defined period ) even by lotal cessation of proSunk

duction.

¡ Let C (y,w.s) represent the short-run cost function,
applicable to plans for the fLoti of production, ¿hat occurs
s units of tine in the future. Then, K (n,s) is the sunk
cos! for at least s years, if :
Def

C (y,w,s) = K (rl,s) + 6(y,w,s)
G(0,w,s) =

0

lim x(l,s)=0
sìoo

as in the

J.ong

run no costs are sunk.

The complete theory

of contestabl.e markels is

based on

ing assumptions:

1. all firms have access to the same technology

the foIloç:
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2, lhere is full and symmeLric information
3. there are no externalities
4. entry and exit is absolutely f ree and costless
5.'hit-and-run' entry is possible.
of a possibiLity of 'hit-and-run' entry is of crucíaL significance here. It neans that the new firm can enter the market, undercut the incumbent and exit the market before the incumbent
firm can react, This assumplion' therefore, eliminates the possibility of straLegic entry deterrence. Given these assurnptions, two important concepts of feasibiLity and sustainability are introduced.
Def.: An industry configuration of 'm' firms is feasible if
a given vector of prices and outpuls allows each firm to
break even and if the production is suffícien! to meet deThe assumption

mand.

Def.: Àn industry st,ructure is susLainable if it is feasible
and if no potential competitor can make positive profits by
supplying quantilies fhat do not exceed total market demand ( Baurnol

et a1.,1986,p,3a1).

À possibility of 'hit-and-run' entry imp).ies that "even a very
transient profi! opportunity need not be neglected by a potential entrant, for he can go in, and, before prices change, collect his gains
and then depart without cos!' should the climate grow hostile"(BaumoI,1982,p.4), which in turn, implies !hat to prevent enlry,
incumbents must produce efficiently and earn zero economic profits. No
markel structure, in which f irrns earn positive economic profits or are
inefficient can be sustainable. It is not important rrhether the induslry is a natural monopoly or oligopoly' the threat of entry forces
the incumbent firns only to break even.
Monopolists
sheep

and oligopolists

who populate

in 'wolves' clothing, for

under

such markets are

lhis

arrangement po-

1',t

can be as effective as actual competitors in
forc i ng pro social behavior upon incumbents, r,rhether or not
is attractive to then(Baumol et
such behavi or
aJ..,1982,p.350).

tential rivals

The

power of potent ial competition in contestable markets is suffi-

cient to

compensate for

The theory

the lack of competition in the market.

of contestable markets developed so far has been organ-

ized along four major issues:

1.
2.
3.
4,

contestabi I i ty

cost concepts applicable to multiproduct
determination

of industry structure

and

cases

sustainability

welfare characLeristic of conlestable markets and policy impJ.ications.

2,2

I.II'LTIPRODUCT COST CONCEPTS

of the normative aspects of the theory is to delermine the most
efficient industry structure for a given state of technology. In order
to do this the relevant cost functions need to be examined. In the
economic literature, the production process was usually discussed
r,,ithin a framework of a single producÈ cost function, even though most
of the firms produce more than one outpul. Baumol et aI., have developed sone nell cost concepts that can be used to study a multiproduct
firm. The basic phenomena that distinguishes lhe multiproduct case
from that of the single product is defined as economies of scoÞe.
one

For exanple,

in

the two product case economies of scope can be de-

scribed by Lhe following:

c(yr,yz) < C(yr,0) + c(0,y2).
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This

means

that

or

tr.ro,

more products can be produced cheaper together

than separately. Economies of scope can be also described using an-

other cost concept trans-ray convexity. Trans-ray convexity relates to
any

cross section of the cost hypersurface

which connects points

on

lhe output axes. I! requires tha! the production cost of a weighled

of a pair of output bundles, yl

averâge

weighted average
t i on

of the costs of

and

y2,

be greater then the

producing each

of them in isola-

(rigure 1).

c(y2)

c (y)

c

F

Economies

of

scope

i

gure

1:

(yr)

Trans-Ray Convexity

are important in both normative and positive analy-

sis as lhey provide a necessary condition for the existance of mulliproduct firms in perfectly conLestable markets. In addition to economies

of

scope and trans-ray

concepts

of

convexity,

Baumol

incremental cost and subadditivity.

et aL(1982) define lhe
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The incremental cos! of product 'i', is the addition
firm's
to the
total cost resulting the given output of prodIt
is
uct'i'.
the firm's total cost r,rith a given vector of
outputs, minus what that total cost would be if producLion
of good'i'were abandoned, all other output quantities re-

Def.:

maining unchanged.

Def.: À cost functlon is subadditive for a particular output vector, when y can be produced more cheaply by a single
firm, than by any combination of smaller firms.
Subadditivity of costs is of special inportance here as ít defines
the case of 'natural' monopoly. In a single product case the following propositions

1.

The

hoLd:

cost function is strictly subadditive if either of the foI-

lowi ng

is

true:

of scale for all outputs q
b) C is strictly concave for all q and C(0) > 0
a)

C has economies

2. Neither scale econonÍes nor concavity are necessary for subadditivity of a cost function. Subadditivity is consisten! tliLh
increasing marginal cost at aLI levels of output, and t,¡iLh increasing average cost

This, in turn,

at

some(

but not all ) levels of oulput.

of scale
provides a sufficient but not a necessary condition for natural
impJ.ies

rnonopoly ( Sharkey,

1

982

that the presence of

economies

),

Subadditivity in a nultiproduct case is more cornplex than single out-

of scale are
neither necessary nor sufficienÈ for subadditivity. Global strict
concavity of the cost function is not sufficient for subaddilivity.
Subadditivity is not an easy matter to test, as it involves knowledge
of the cost functions of different f irrns, which may be difficult to
put subadditivity. For example, nultiproduct

econornies
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obtain. It

wouLd be desirable

pJ.ete information on the cost

tions have been proved to hold

1.

ro identify subadditivity rr,ithou!

functions. The foll-owing
in a mu).tiproduct case:

com-

two proposi-

is suf!icient for subadditivity( cost complementarity occurs if an increase in the ou¡put of one product, tends to reduce lhe incremental cosl of producing other
Cost conplementarity

output

s),

2. Either trans-ray convexity or
with econonies of scale is

in combínation
suf f ic ient for subadclitivi-

quasiconvex i ty

ty (Sharkey, 1 982 ) .

Both trans-ray convexity and cost complernentarity

of joint production, which

reflect the econo-

to technological aspects of
production within a single plant, organizational advântages of producing different products within one firm, marketing advantages and pecu-

mies

niary

may be due

economies.

The discussed

cost concepls have bolh normative and positive impli-

in a sense that the properties of lhe firm's cost
function reveal the most efficient industry structure. Positive in a
sense that when technology and cost functíons change, lhe changes in

cations.

Normative

the industry structure can be predicted,

2,3
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DETERMINÀTIoN

oF

I NDUSTRY sTRUcTuRE ÀND SUSTÀINÀBILITY

cost functions identify the mos: efficient mðrket
struciure of
an industry. Howsyg¡, market forces ,-,iìl not
necessarijy Leacì the in_
dustry tovards this structure and the optimal.
narket sÈruciure may be
unsustainable. Às an iLìustration of this,
consider the follorinc ex_
The

ample (ni

gure 2).

P,
P7

Pj
P9

Qe

Figure

Suppose

2:

that the

Q¿

Qr

Q:

UnsustðinâbiLity of Naturaì

-:------------à
Q"

Monopo).y

curve De intersects the average cost
curve(ÀTc) at a point A. At this point,
ÀTc is decrining and therefore
this is the case of natural monopoly. !lhen the incumbent
firm sets its
demand

price at po it breaks even and satisfies
aLl. market demand at this
price. Thus, the industry structure is feasible.
In ôddition to this,
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no entrant can corne

and

offer a lower price than lhat of the

incum-

is sustainable. Suppose noI,¡
that the relevant demand curve is Dr this is still a natural monopoly when the range of cost subadditivity exiends to Qs. The distinction
bent

firm,

in

Thus, the industry structure

betrleen subadditivity and declining average cost has important impli-

cations for the stability of natural monopoly in a contestable market.

will result if the natural monopolist cannot find a
price at which the totâl market demand is satisfíed, revenues cover
cosls and no entry Ís profitable. Fron Figure 2, ít ís clear that the
Unsustainability

monopolist cannot charge a price lower than P1
and

at leasl

break

even.

, satisfy narket

demand

For example, consider a price equal to

P3

is 0¡ . If the incunbent supplies Q3 at
P3 i! has to incur losses since Ps is beLo$ average total cost at 0¡ .
If the incumbent sels a price greater or equal to Pr which rrilI satisfy the condition of feasibility, a nerl entrant can come in, offer the
lower price and make positive economic profils. For example, the new
entrant may offer price P2 and make econonic profits by supplying Q2 .
for which a quanlity

demanded

will allow lhe incumbent firm
to prevent entry and break even at the same time. The oplimal market
structure - the natural monopoly will break down. For the single output case the decreasing average cost provides a sufficient condiLion
for sustainabitity(Sharkey,1982). UnsustainabiLity will be less likeIy if average cost curves has flat bottom portions as illustrated in
Figure 3. The natural monopoJ.y wiIl be sustainabLe for outputs beThus, there

is

no staLionary price which

tween 0=0 and Q¡

.
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Ql

QO

Figure

3:

Q2

Q¡

OUTPIJT

FLat Bottomed Average Cost Curve

For a muLLipLe product

f

irrn the folLowing proposition

provicìes tbe

for sustainability:
If the cost function of a natural monopoly is trans-ray convex and exhibits economies of scal.e, Ramsey prices are sus-

suff icient condition

¡a

inabl.e(Sharkey, 1 982,p.

1

01

).

3

et ai. (1982), avoid using a game theoretical approach in
iiscussing unsustainability on !he grounds that the characteris!ic
Baumol

function of the game, which describes benefits of any coalition acting

iLs orrn, Ieaves unspecified !he narket mechanism through which
these payoffs are obtained. Even !rith this Limitation, game iheory can

on

provide some important insights abou! sustainability.

¡

Ramsey

enue
even.

-

prices are given

TotaL

by

the solu! ion to:

max

Prof i t =

Total

Cost subject to a constraint lha! a firm has to

Rev-

break
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There are tt,lo $ays

in ¡¡hich sustainability can be discussed using

tooLs. First, unsustainability can be vierred as a
noncooperative gane in which one firm, the natural monopoly, is required to make lhe first move by announcing a price. À single competitor can respond by staying out of the market or by entering at some
price lower then the monopo).ist's. Firns are assumed to be acLive
gâme

theoreticaL

players, r¡hiIe consumers are treated as passive agents whose behavior
is specified, via lheir demand functions, in the rules of the game.
The second approach assumes consumers to be active players, tihiLe
f irrns

are passive. Each player in the

êir or group of similar
orln resources

game represents

consu'ners whose

a single

consum-

objectíve is to convert lheir

into a vector of outpuls. If lhe production process ex-

hibits subadditivity, they wilL find it advantageous to form coalitions. Firns may be identified with the set of possible coalitions of
buyers. Àctive firms will correspond to the coalitions that actually
forn at the conclusion of the game, whereas lhe inactive but poten!ialIy competitive firms will correspond to the unsuccessful coalition(s). SusLainable natural monopoly results if the conditions of individual ratÍonality, group rationality and Pareto optimality are
simultaneously satisfied or Lhat the core of the game is not empty.
As an exanple of this approach consider a so called 'cost sharing
'game using a case given by Faulhaber(1975). This exampLe involves
the problem of supplying $ater to a residential comnunity. Let N=[
1,2,,,,n ] denote the set of all buyers and S represent a subset of N.
There are many production arrangenents by r,rhich water can be supplied,
Each neighborhood can

groups

of

have its own r+ell, storage tank and

neighborhoods can

have

common

pumpsi

facilities; or the entire

1Ê

nopoly, then C

If lhe utility is a natural

facility.

community can use a common

is subadditive. That isr

c(S) + c(T) > c(suT), r¡hen sAT =

1.

s c(S) for

.E D

2,

rÊl'

mo-

all

ø

SC N.

!p=clHl

?

L--l

prices

high
cost, and coalitions of

The

rnuçt be

that

enough so

revenues are

equaÌ to total

their own cannot be better
off breaking away forn lhe '9rand' coalition. Prices lhat satisfy (1)
to (3) define the core of the gane. Suppose thal the conlestabilily
condilions are salisfied, that is all firms in the industry have access to the same technology and that entry and exit is free. For sin-

plicity,

assume

buyers acling on

only three neighbors

in

the community' and that lhe

cost of supplying water is;

1.

when

c(1)=c(2)=c(3)=300,

each neighborhood obtains services

separatel-y,

2,

C(1

,2 )=C ( 1 ,3 )=C (2

,3

)=400

'

rlhen

t,rlo

neighborhoods enter

coali-

I ion.

3.

C(1,2,3)=630,
common fac i 1i

when

waler

is

supplied to

all

neighborhoods by

a

ty.

Clearly, the cheapes! \,,ay from the social point of view is to use a
conmon facilily, with cost=630. Unfortunalely, this arrangement is not
stable, since any two neighborhoods have an incentive to break fron
the grand coalition and produce on
t hen

I

¡

c(1,2)=¿00 + c(3)=300

]

=700

their o!¡n. The cost !o society is
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More

formally, the conditíons for the

game

require that the following
p1

s

300

p2

s

300

2

p3 <

300

L

p1 + p2 5

400

p2 + p3 S

400

c

p1 + p3 s

400

7.

pr + pz + p3 = 630

1.

(4), (5)

(6) it

be

existence of the

core of

the

sati sf ied simuJ.laneously:

that: pr + pz + p3 S 600, but the
Lowest total cost to the community is 630 (by (7) ). Thus, the core
of the game is empty and the natural monopoly is no! sustainable.
nrorn

The

situa!ion

analysis.
Y= (y (

maximum

that

each buyer has a maxinum

,

which

No buyer can be asked

added

to

lhe

price that he is

is

to

is

denoled by vec-

pay more than the

is willing to pay. Therefore, in addition to the usual core

conditions, prices must also satisfy
p(i

when demand

( tastes are heterogeneous ),

1l , y (2],. , . . y ( n ) )

he

foLlows

becomes rnore complicaled

Suppose now,

wiLling to pay

tor

and

l

) s y(i), for i = 1.....n.

Thus, the non-empty core nay be necessary but not a sufficient condi-

!ion for sustainability. a subsidy might be necessary to attract
customers into the joint coalition.a
4 The subsidies may

some

involve the products or the consumers. In the
of commodities coincided
so that this distinction t,,as not necessary. In general, consumer

above examples, the comnodities and groups
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when

strategic interaction and bargaining are aLlowed, it is possi-

ble lhat

some arrangement which preserves

tion wiIl be found. In the

social optinaLity in produc-

above exampJ.e,

lhe grand coalition

breaks

of the p).ayers is faced with higher
cost( c=300). It would be rational for one player to approach the
olher players and to suggest that they aLlow it to join the coalition.
It can guarantee that they will be as well off r¡ith a coalition as
without it'. For example in a grand coalition the cost can be divided :
( 200, 200, 250 ). The actual allocation of cost will depend on bargaining skills and strategies. One possible solution could be based on
dol,¡n

to a coaLition of

tf,|o and one

the Shapley Value Concept.5

Municípal-ities considering building a common irrigation

(o¡her

will

examples

can

come

from trânsportation or

be an example where the consumers are

system

telecommunication)

true active players.

Thus,

groups do not have to be defined over the commodities. TraditionalIy, the term cross-subsidy referred to subsidies among and between
goods, and anonymous equity described the absence of consumer subsidies. wil.iiq(1979) and Faulhaber and Levinson(1981), described the
relatÍonship betrleen commodity-free prices( no cross- subsidy) and
consumer-subsidy free prices( anonymous equity). This relationship
is based on the differences in demand patterns across consumer
groups. Thus, when consumers have identical demand palterns, then
aII prices are anonymously eguitable, even ín the presence of crosssubsidies. However, when consumer's demands are heterogeneous in
that consumers choose different bundles of goods, cross-subsidy may
lead !o prices involving consumer's subsidies. The absence of consumer subsidy, however, does not mean lhat lhe prices are'justror
'equitable' in any broad sense. What is considered just and equitable depends on value systems which will differ in different socie-

ties.

5 The Shaptey VaLue Concept can be described in the following way:
when pLayer 'i' joins coalition S lo form coalition ( S +'i'),
it
seems justified to allocate a share to hi¡n which ís in proportion to
what he a]lows the coalition to gain as a result of his entry. ShapLey now makes two hypoLheses. 0n the one hand, he imputes the lotal

of his marginal contributions to player'i'and on the other hand,
he consideres that a coalition of n players may form itself in all
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lhe bargaining to reach the optimal solution despite the empty corel

lake place. Hhen there are many consumers they cannot be truly
'active'. The truly active players are firms entering the market and
offering a better deal to the group of customers. Ho!¡ever, firns are

may

usually precluded from dividing markets and establishing side pay-

to obt'ain lhe jointLy optimal solution
rihen the core is ernpty. In situations like this, the condition of non
empty core will be necessary for sustainability.
ments, which mighl be necessary

The unsustainabilíty

that has been discussed so far, could be de-

fined as a market failure which prevents the socially optimal solution

to

energe

or remain. In contestable markels, with free entry

and

exit,

the distinction between ex-ante and ex-Dost unsuslainability is of

Little relevance.
this distinction

}{hen sunk costs and

other imperfections are present

may be important.

illustrate the difference between ex-ante and ex-post unsustainability, suppose that in the 'cost sharing' example of Section 2.3,
technology exhibits some sunk cos! SC= 30, which is independen! of the
scale of operation. Ex-ante, no costs are sunk, so an empty core may
preclude the socially optimal solution. However, if Ehe solution is
reached, due to bargaining or government intervention, the joint solution will be ex-post sustainable. (c(1,2,3) = 600, and the core given
by fhe price vector ( 200,200,200 ) is no longer empty. ) Thus, public
To

intervention is no Ionger necessary.

possible orders. The payoff distribution according to the average of
these varíous fornation orders is lhen caLLed the Shapley Value

(shapley,

1

964 ) .
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sustainability is the presence of
trânsaction costs. When the coalition cannot be formed without cost,
the ex-post characteristic function of the players wilL have lo include lhe vaLue of transaction cos¡s, Thus, suppose that lhere are
transaction costs of forming a coalition, TRC= 20. The conditions for
Another factor enhancing ex-post

the core are norl given by:

1.

C(i) s

300 +

c(1,2)

s 400

20

c(2,3)

s 400

20

)

s 400

20

c(1,3

3.

c( 1,2,3) = 630

which results
tor

20

r

in a stabLe and unique solution given by the price

vec-

Q10 ,210,210]. .6

in nature, they l.¡arrant lreatment
as a separate category because of theÍr policy implications. Typica).ly, lechnology relaled sunk costs canno! be legisLated away by public
authoriLies and are therefore unlikely to be used as policy instruments. Transaction costs, on the other hand can be easily legislalWhiIe transaction costs are sunk

ed

(e,9, entry Iicences).
Public policíes designed to deal with

should consider the nature

tainability

ô

may

the

of the problem.

unsustainablity problem

Ex-ante and ex-post unsus-

require a continuous entry regulalion. Ex-ante unsus-

ln general, the existence of the core does not imply that the solution is unique. More than one price vector can be in the core.
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tainability rlith ex-post sustainability may require only a !emporary
intervention designed to establish the optimal market structure.
2,r

¡{ELFÀRE ÀND POTICY IMPLICÀTIONS OF CONTESTÀBLE I.ÍÀRI(ETS

Baumol

et al.'s analysis of the welfare characteristics of conte-

stable markels is static in nature and does no! go beyond the notions

surpluses. If the assumptions of the
contestabilíty hypothesis are met, a list of the industry's welfare
of consumer's

and producer's

characteristics wilL be as follows:
t.

A contestable market never

offers more then a normal rate of

return, irrespective of market structure. Positive profits aIinduce entry i an entrant by setting a slightly lower
price can still earn positive profit. For contestabl.e market lo
ways

be suslainable,

profíts

häve

to

be equal

to zero.

characleristic of a contestable rnarket ís the lack
of any sort of inefficiency, If a firm were to earn non-negative profits whiLe producing at higher cost than necessary, an
The second

entrant could undercut Èhe firm's prices and earn a positive

profit
3.

The induslry configuration has

notf

4,

by operating more efficienlly,

lo be

efficient. If it is
could reduce totaL cost. Àn
mosl

of output
entrant whose size corresponds to that rearrangement can earn
positive profits at prices belorr those held previously.
No cross-subsidies are possible in perfeclLy contestable markebs. If any product or set of products of !he incumbent firms
do not yield incremental net revenues as great as its incremensorne rearrangement
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lal net costs,

then an entrant can cut prices and earD

more

than the incumbent previousJ.y did. The entrant wiLl not produce
money

losing products, concentrating only on a profitable set.

Given !he above welfare characterislics

of contestable markets, if

the induslry is structurally contestable and has sustainable configurations available to it,

il is suggested tha! "the industry is
best Ieft to iLs olln devices tlilh no government interference, even if
it is composed of a very smaIl nurnber of firms" (Baumol et
than

aI. ,1982,p.466). Monopolies need not be regul-ated and nergers leading

be prevented.

contestability, therefore, can be used !o design a nelr set of policy guidelines for regulators and antitrust authorities. These guidelines can be used to identify cases where no public intervention is necessary and cases where
sone form of public íntervenLion nay be needed.
to

monopolies need not

Given
sunk

Market

thal the prime source of barriers !o entry is the presence

cost, public policies

of

should rlork torlards reducing sunk costs in

the industry. Technologically determined sunk costs usually cannot

be

'legislaled attay', thus, separation of sunk cosls from the industry
seems as the only policy option. The problen, then, iB lo rlhat degree

the rest of the industry. WhiIe
highways, airports may be exanples of separable facilities, there may
be cases where separability is difficult if not impossibLe.
these faciLities are separable from

Ì,lhen

separability ís possible, public authorities should

that lhe

access

to these facilities is equal for both the

firms and the potential entrants. This

may be

ensure

incumbent

difficult in cases

of
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grouing demand and Iumpiness in

the construclion

of the
facilities. Thus, in times of insufficient capacity, a system of capacity allocaLion has !o be designed. This system shouLd eLiminate any
disadvantages lhat the entranls nay have in getting access to the limi

and expansion

!ed capacity.

entry, such as licences
(other than lhose dic!ated for reasons of safety and consumer's protection), should be eliminaLed. Since barriers to exit may become a
barrier to entry, exit inpedirnents should be eliminated as welI.
When markeLs

are sustainable, barriers to

pricing, other competition policy
issues have not been addressed rrithin lhe conLestability framework.
It is not surprising given that in contestable markets, the basic conditions of demand and technology, but not firns' conduct determine the
industry performance. Às far as predatory pricing is concerned, BaumoI
et al. (1982,P.482) claim that it is unlikely in contestable narkets.
If entry is realJ-y free and exit really costless, predation
can have no payoff. By nost definitions, a predatory acl is
one that is not ín the firm's normal business interest, and
so it must incur at least an opportunity cosl for the enterprise that undertakes it.
But where the entrant can run
away costlessly, there is liltle to be gained by using costIy predatory measures to drÍve him out.
In markets lhat are not perfectly conlestable, Baumol et
at.(1982,p.475) suggesl a rather simple rule which they call'Quasiperrnanence of Price Reductions '. Àcòording to this rule, lhe established firn is allowed to lower prices in response to entry, but is
not pernitted to raise these prices if the entrant is forced out of
the narke!. Baumol et al. claim that this rule should force the exWith an exception of predatory

isting firms to adopt a permanent 'limit pricing' straLegy, which is
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very close to pricing in contestable markets. in practice this rule

difficult to inpLement. Changes in input prices, productivity rates and inflation rates, all have effect on prices. Thus,
the public authority would have to monitor the costs in the industry
to be able to identify these changes and allow the firms to change

rnay be

very

prices accordingly. 0therwise, the 'quasipernanence' rule would

hamper

optimal resource allocation. The data colleclion requirements and the

all variables that
this proposition will amount to little
necessity to monitor

sornething

that

does not

When, despiLe

effect cost, suggest that
less then price regulation,

may

quile agree with the spirit of their

approach.

intervention, markets are stiIl far from contestabil-

ity ideal, regulation or antitrust intervention night be justified.
in fields, where technological conditions impose heavy sunk
costs and other obstacles to exit and entry, markets t¡ilI
not be contestable and the market mechanism cannot aLlrays be
trusted !o produce benign results. In such circumstances,
one may, for example still not wish !o preclude single-firm
production in an industry that is clearly a natural monopoIy. But this monopoly will be a legítimate candidate for
reguJ.ation or antitrust scrutiny(Baumol et al., 1982,p.478).
Hor¡ever, in situations like this, lhe cosl of public inLervention has
to be compared r.,ith the inefficiency existing in the indus!ry.
The above

policy prescriptions involve the case of sustainable

mar-

ket structures. In cases of unsustainability, Baumol et
al.(1982,p.473), suggesl a compleLe reversal of policies.

First, it nay be considered appropriate to adopt prograns
that inhibit enlry into the affected markets. Second, it nay
be desirable to revise received attitudes toward such entrydeterring measures as strategic pricing - the use of the
threat of responsive prices. Rather than constituting an
instrument of predãtion, such strategic behavior nay be the
only means open to the market mechanisrn to rnaintain any sort
of order and any approxination to equilibrium.
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These propositions are

paradoxical. The firsl

one

is the opposite of

the general approach torvards entry barriers, and the second relies

on

predatory pricing,which was found impossible in contestable markeLs in

the f irst place(l),

In the mulliproduct case, the unsustainabiJ.ity of the optinal market organizatíon

rnay

arise

r,lhen

the economies of scope are weak, whíle

the economies in the provision of

some

producl are

significant.

Àlso,

a netl substiLute product may disrupt a currently optimal structure.

et al.(1982,p.475), quote the Pos! 0ffice as an example:
The U.S. Postal Service seems to provide a slriking example
of this problem, which may plague it increasingly in lhe future, as an electronic mail becomes increasingly inexpensive
in comparison with the first class mail, The fac! that the
two are close substitutes may mean that firms specializing
in electronic communication can dratl large numbers of customers away from the U.S. Postal Service, The latLer may
find itself ltithout any prices against such competiLion,
even if the two bypes of mail do offer sufficient economies
of scope to make it efficient for one enterprise to supply

Baumol

then both.

restriction of the substítute product or some sort of price discriminalion wilhin the current product
mix to preserve the competitiveness of the product threatened with the
ne\i subsÈitute. Ho$ever, since the cost estimâtion, especially in the
Àn inlervention here could invoLve

is very difficult and its resul.ts often doubtful, one
can never be sure if the benefits of economies of scope are greater
than the benefits of new products. The probJ.em of imperfect informamutiproduct case

tion and shortcomings of currently available estimation techniques
plies to all lypes of unsustainabiLity. Under these circumstances,

apthe

lack of perfect knowledge on by the public authorities, should favor

entry,
f i rms.

and the burden

of proof against entry should be on the existing
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Given

that

sunk costs

and othèr mârket imperfections are usually

present in nost industries,

the unsustainability

problem should be

a

rare phenomena. Since an investigation may be very difficult and lhe
possible intervention may have detrimenlal side-effects,'correcting'

the unsustainability problem has to be done with exlreme care.

ever,

when

the unsuslainability of

How-

an industry may seriously affect

or society in general, the investigation of the problem and possible intervention seems justified.

oLher industries

to the historical
development of industriaL organization and has discussed the basic
concepts and assumplions of the theory. Market contestability is a
continuation of past research on barriers to enlry and their effects
on conduct and perfornance of industries. The traditional mainstream
approach considers entry barriers as they interact with structure,
conduct and performance of industries, In conteslable markets, however, the external conditions dominate the inlernal conditions, and
conduct and performance are independent from the induslry structure.
ContestabLe markets are defined by freedom of enLry in the Stiglerian
sense and by the possibility of 'hit-and-run' entry. These characterislics of contestable markels ensure that in the absence of unsusLainabilify, the indusLry performance is consistent !rith Pareto optimality, even in monopoly.
The incursion by entrants into the narket, may effectively
discipline the monopolist, even if entry is never successful. It can force the monopolist to curb his avarice and
This chapter has reLated market contestability

forgo profits he might otherwise have enjoyed. Indeed, in
the absence of entry barriers, in perfectly contestable markets, it can force him to accep! earnings no higher than
those available under perfect competition(Baumol et
a!, ,1982,p.224) ,
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if the rnost
efficient market structure is not sustainable. Tllo type of unsustainability can be distinguished - ex-ante and ex-post unsustainability.
Market contestability may not ensure Pâreto optimality

Ex-ante unsusLainability does not aIlorl lhe

optimal market structure

to eÍìerge. It is possible, however, that if the industry is protected
fron the opportunislic en!ry in the
market slructure wiLl be ex-post

stager the opLimal
sustainable. The presence of sunk and
deveJ-opment

transacLion cosls has been found äs a factor enhancing market sustain-

ability.
Despite the claims !hât market conLestability "provides the build-

ing block of a nerl theory of industrial organization which will transform
a

l.

the field

, 1 98 2 , p. XI I

I

and make
)

,

it

more applicable

to reaL

world"(Baumol e!

market contestability cannot be considered as an

al-

ternative to structure-conduct-performance paradigm of industrial or-

ganizaLion. In lhe Presidential Àddress delivered to the meeting of

stated: "I musl
the analysis I wiIl report here as
terns, such as 'rebellion' or 'up-

Àmerican Economics Àssociation, Baumol(1982,p.1) has

resist the temptation to describe
anything like revolution. Perhaps

rising' are more apt". Also in the discussion of contestable oligopoJ.ies, Baumol et al., (1982,p.345) have pointed ou! that "in reality
many oligopoly markets are far from contestable. For an anaJ.ysis of
these

cases,

model of

one must

turn !o the standard oligopoLy models. But the

oligopoly in

contestable. market,s provides

a

bench

mark,...with which both theoretical and actual performance.,.can

be

usefully compared". Thus, the principal applications of the theory
are that of a selfare slandard for

all

indusLries and an industry

mod-

3'1

el for industries characterized
!y of 'hit-and-run' entry.

by freedom of entry and the possibili-

chapter

III

CONTESTÀBILITY ÀS ÀN I}IDUSTRY I,ÍODEL ÀND

A

WELFÀRE

STÀNDÀRD

This chapter exâmines the limitations of market contestability

as

is a discussion

of

an industry model and a welfare standard. There

conditions necessary for 'hit-and-run'

entry, strategic entry deterrence and and first move advantages of established firms. Limitations
of market conlestability as a welfare standard wilI then be presenled.

3.1

HIT-ÀND-RI'N ENTRY

The

welfare characteristics of conteslable

markets

have

been ob-

et aL., when 'hit-and-run' entry has provided lhe
discípJ-ining mechanisrn. The importance of 'hit-and-run' entry in the
contestability theory necessitates a closer examination of conditions
tained

by

Baumol

under which such entry

the

f oIIow i

ng

Ís possible.

Baumol

et aI.(1982,p.11) provide

list:

1. Antitrust or reguLatory

price

poLicy which actually inhibits
changes by incumbents in response to entry.

2,

Bertrand-Nash expectations on the part of potential entrants that they will assume that incumbents will not change
prices in response to entry...Here, paradoxically, il is the
2a
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entrantrs belief lhat incumbents' prices will
which may make such price changes inevitable,

not

change

3. If an entrant's output is 'smalI' relative to that of the
industry, the magnitude of these required adjustments may
also be 'sma1J.', and hence it may be justifiable for the
entrant to ignore them,

4, If an entrant can quickly take advantage of a profit opporLunity offered by curren! prices and can rrithdran quickly
without exit cost if prices are adjusted to eliminate the
profit opportunity, incumbents will not be able to protect
themselves from the potential-entry pressures by threatening
strategic price

Responding

responses.

to the criLicism of contestability theory by Reynolds

and Schwartz(1983), Baumol

et al. (1983,p.493)

added one more

possibil-

ityr
require is that before making his investment in the
market, the polenLial entrant be able to enter contracls !o
supply polential customers for a nontrivial intervaL of
À11 we
t ime.

first condilion involves either regulation or antitrust. It
applies to cases when incumbents, but no! entrants, are subject to
The

antitrust cons!raints price adjustments
by incumbents. The case of regulation involves an inconsistency, If
the regulatory syslem is in place, why wouldn't the regulatory agency

price regulation and/or

when

set prices at lhe optimal level, in the first place? In addition to

this,

all firms in the industry. The new
once it enters the market. This ruLe

reguLation typically involves

entrant becames an incumben!

lherefore implies lhat firms would be treated differently depending on
the time of their entry into the industry. Àntitrust constraint

may

of a freeze of lhe incumbent's prices or a form of
'quasípermanence of price reduction'. Às indicated in Section 2.4

involve

a

case

such intervention may lead

disguised regulation.

to allocative inefficiency

and be

a form

of
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The second

case invoLves entrant's belief of no price

the incunbent,

The ques!ion

is

r¡hat

response of

is the basis for this belief, If

the incunbent is not constrained by public policies and there are
informational probJ.ems, strategic responses nay be Ín

est. This, condition, therefore,
tional

assumes

that

no

its best inler-

bhe entrant has

irra-

bel i efs.

third case involves a 'smalI' entry. This, however, results in
a contradiction. First, if there are economies of scale present, a
small entrant has to experience a cost disadvanlage versus the estabThe

lished firm. This, in turn, results in a barrier to enlry in the Sti-

glerian sense, which violates lhe crucial assunplion of the contest-

ability theory. Secondly, if a small entrant does not experience a
cost disadvantage, then the industry is naturalLy competilive. The
of contesLability degenerates into the case of perfect competition. Snall scale entry also opens a possibility of deterring the fi-

case

nancialì.y constrained entrant when the bigger estabLished
cess

a

to greater financial resources.

game

An example

of

such a

firn

has ac-

strategy, in

theoretic framework, has been recently given by Benoit(1984).

The next case involves a

situation

when

a price response lag

of

the

exit lags of the entrant. While theorelically possible, Ít is a very speeiaL case, the relevance of which
has to established empirically. ReynoJ.ds and Schr¡artz(1983), have
demonstrated that a vioLation of thís condition nay, under some cirincumbent exceeds an entry and

cumstances, lead !o a paradoxical result of monopolistic price always
prevaiJ.ing in conlestable markets.T
7 Consider a case when there are no sunk

costs, there is

no entry

Lag
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last condition involves a possibility of ex-ante conlracting
between potential enlranls and customers. In many markets such conThe

trac!íng

of

mäy

customers

not be possible, especially in markets where the

is large

and they are not organized. Àlso, custoners

refrain form entering the contracts if transac!ion costs are
and there

is uncertainty

about future demand,

substitutes and other relevant factors.s

is large

number

When

present

cos!s, availabiLity
the

number

of

may

of

customers

to resort. to sorne
about ils prices.

and lhey are unorganized, a new entrant has

of public adver!ising !o inform the customers
Public advertising, however, implies that the incumbent firms will be
informed as well. This, in turn, will enhance the established firms'
form

ability to react strategically. In addition to this, public advertising typically reaches customers gradually. This

may precJ.ude

the abil-

ity of an entrant to take over lhe whole market. The gradual entry,
however, will resuLt in a barrier to entry before the minimum efficient scale is reached by the entrant.

the exit lag is identical for the incumben! and t.he entrant.
(Market conLestabiLity implies a symmetry between incumbents and
entrants.) ¡f the incümbent sets prices ai a compe!itive leveL naturally no entry follot,¡s. Suppose however, that tile incunbent sets
his preentry prices at a monopoly Level. Positive profits r+i11 atträct entry but as there are no sunk costs for both entrant and incumben! alike, lhe incumbenL nay exit the market having earned positive profits. Nori, the entrant is in a position of a monopolist and
the same reasoning will apply to him. Thus, the only rational choice
will be to set a monopoly price. In this almost perfectly contestable market only monopoJ.istic price wilI prevail, rriLh sequentiaL entry and exit - result completely opposite to the predictions of the
and

!heory.

I

l.lilliamson(1985) provides an extensive discussion of condiLions facilitating and inhabÍting contractual arrangements between buyers
and sellers.
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Finally, 'hit
goods

and

following entry

run' entry implies buying and selling capital
and

exit. In lhe market economy,

buying and

cosls and
The prices of assets may drop at the tine of exit, and lhe
entrant will face a possible capital loss. Transaction costs and risks
(similarly as sunk costs) !¡iIl impose an additional entry barrier.

selling
risks.

productive equipnent always invoLves transaction

that the conditions required for 'hit-and-run' enLry are
very restrictive. This has both posilive and normative inplications.

It

appears

They are

positive in the sense that the industry has to be examined if

of the above conditions apply to it before the contestability
lheory can be used as a model of this industry, and normative in the
sense that the industries free of sunk costs and other barriers to entry may deviate from the contestability ideal if 'hit-end-run' entry
is not possible. The impossibility of 'hit-and-run' entry is of special relevance for the issue of allocative efficiency. If prices can
be adjusted quickly, there is no reason to set them in the anticipalion of entry. It may be more profitable to sel prices at the monopoIistic level and adjust them if entry Lakes place,
any

3.2

FIRST I'IOVE ADVÀNTÀGESI INFOR¡,ÍÀTION ÀND CONTESTÀBIIJlTY

I,¡hen

filled,

neither of the conditions defining 'hit-and-run' entry

is

fuL-

there is a possibility of predatory behavior. Strategic entry

deterrence can be modeled using a simple trro agent game given by Dix-
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it(1982),

Consider a two-stage game between an established

firm

and

a

(figure 4). The first sLage is lhe entran!'s decision, If he decides !o stay out, bhe incumbent payoff is equal to
monopoly profits, M. lf entry occurs, the established firm decides
whether to fight a price war with payotfs W to each, or to share the
market with profits S to each duopolist. Is is assumed that M>S>O>W,
which means that duopoly is still profiLable, while price war is mutuprospective entrant

ENTRANT

I

N--I

NCIJI'Í

BENT_
F

r

cHT------------- (

Figure

M,0

)

s, s

)

W, W

)

4: Entry Deterrence Game

a1ly destrucLive. The game is noncooperative, so the Nash-equilibrium

to be a natural soLution concept. It is easy to see !hat. the
strategy pâir FIGHT IF ENTRY for the eslablished firm and STAY oUT for
seems

the entrant constÍtutes such an equil.ibrium( as both incumbent and
entrant have no incentive to change their strategies if the other par-

ty's

is given). This equilibrium is not unique - the game has
a second Nash equilibrium given by strategies SHARE IF ENTRY for the
incurnbent and IN for the entrant. In the first equilibrium entrant is
better off slaying out if lhe incumben! strategy is always fight. The
incumbent,in this case, feels free to pLan a price war knowing that it
is never going to occur. This does not seen very realistic. In treatstraLegy
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ing the established strategy as given, the potenlial entrant is giving

credibility to a threat which the incumbent has no ex-post incenLive
to fuLfill. ( If entry occurs even by mistake, the incumbent has no
incentive to fight as he is clearLy better off by sharing, S>W ). To
deaL tlith such counLer- intuitive equilibria, SeLten(1976) introduced
the concept of perfect equilibrium. Perfect equilibrium requires !hat
each of the strategies slarting f rorn any point of the game tree should
optinal. Thís excludes equiLibria that are based on expectations by
one player of another's behavior that would not be rational for the
be

latter to carry out if called upon to do so. Thus, lhe strategy FIGHT
IF ENTRy will not be a perfect equilibrium, as lhe enlrant knows bhat
the optímal response to enlry is sharing. The game has one perfec!
equilibrium, which ís IN and SHÀRE IF ENTRY. In order to make a credible lhreat, the incumbent would have to be better off by choosing to
fight when entry occurs rather than by sharing.
Market conteslability model assunes

that the sunk costs are

exoge-

nously delermined, In many índustries, however, firms have a choice
bett.teen technologies characterized by

different IeveIs of

sunk costs,

cost technologies, firms may commit themselves
!o entry deterring strategies. Commitment may aLso be increased by

By choosing high sunk

incurring extra expenditures, such as increased advertisíng. Àn exam-

ple of such a case is given in Figure 5.

be

Using

this

gane, commitment

incurring cost 'Cr by the established firms in
readiness to fight a price war. The cost C does not change his payoff

can

described as

if a war occursf but lowers it by C otherwise, The established firm
wilI find ir optimal to fight ín the evenl of entry if W > ( S-C ).
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The established

S, that is
C

firm will bear cost

making no commitment and

C when M - C exceeds

sharing.

From

this,

the payoff of
rle have l"l-S

>

> S-W, which establishes lhe condition for credibLe entry deter-

rence.

ENTRANT_---I

N--- I NCIJMBENT--_------

Figure

Consider

not.r

5:

FIGHT---------( W, W

)

Credible Entry Deterrence

an extension

of the

above game. The incurnbent

conmilted, it ís the entrânt who makes the conmitnent. This

is

garne

given in Figure 6.

0ur----------

------------(

M,0

)

SHÀRE---------( S, S-C
ENTRANT----I
(

N--- I NCIJMBENT-_-------

)

FrcHT---------(

6:

Credible Strategies of an Enlrant

coÌ'err rED

Figure

not

ll, w

)

)

is
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The game

has a unique Nash-equiJ.ibrium with the entrant entering

the incumbent sharing lhe market as long as ( S-C ) > 0 >

entrant,

and S > W for

the incumbent. Thus, sunk costs

Þf

for

and

the

may enhance

entry rather than deter it,

if it is the entrant t{ho has the first
nove advantage. Sunk costs, therefore, result in barriers to entry
only in combination wí!h the first rnove advantage by the incumben!
firm. Given that by definition, the incumbent is in the market first,
it should have an incentive to create barriers to entry, not only to
make its entry deterring strategy credible, but also to prevent entrants from conmiting themselves,
Another lype

s

of the first rìove

sults from product
pe!ítion Bai n (1956,

d

i f f e r e n t i a t i on .

p.116

)

incumbent

firn re-

In the book Barriers to

Net{, Com-

advantage

of the

stated:

In general product differentiation

may

Lead to significan!

buyer preferences between established products and the products of new entrant firms. There is a good a priori possibility, moreover that most buyers wiII on balance prefer established and known products to new and unknown ones.., This
general tendency of buyers to prefer established to ner,r
products may place potential entrants to a differenlialed
product industry at a disadvantage as compared to firms already esLablished in the industry.

Product differentiaLion involves botb the

characteristics

mix(tancaster,1981), and iLs perception by lhe consumers. Às long

as

firms can duplicate the châracteristics ¡nix of the product it should

s Appelbaum and Chin tim(1985) presen! a model in which a firm, entering a market for a new product, faces a trade-off between lhe informational advantage of Later conmitments and the production efficiency of early commitments. The high degree of uncertainty will cause
lhe incumbents to choose more flexible lechnologies( r¡ith Iower sunk
costs) of produclion resulting in higher market contestability.
Thus, the degree of precommitrnent !rill depend simultaneously on the
degree of uncertainty, costs of adjustmenl and ex-ante efficiency of
production.
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not be a source of barriers !o entry in lhe Stiglerian sense. It :^

therefore, the consuner's preference for established
sults in barriers !o entry.
The consuner's

defined as a good

brands which re-

preference for known, established brands has been

will

phenomenon(lteizsacker,1980). Good r+ilL can

be

as the phenonenon whereby consumers, through experience or
other kind of information(advertising, for instance) form a good opinion about the quality of the product(s) of a supplier( Weizsacker,1980). This can be of special importance in markets, where it is
not easy for consumers to assess the quality of a product(service),
before lhey actally purchase if. The involved uncertainty results in:
defined

1.

Risk of purchasing a good/service of lorler than expected quaLi-

ty.

2,

Information costs

of

making the

quality assessment before the

purchase.

of lhe most effective mechanisms for the reduction of information gathering costs is the extrapolaLion principle. Using the extrapolation principle, consuners guess the unknown quaJ.ity of the good/
service based on its past perfornance and on lhe behavior of other
One

consumers. This íncreases

even

when consumers

mechanism

has

good

quality products

have imperfect information. ( Failure of this

been known

ferred to Later. )

lhe incentive to offer

The

as the 'lemon' principle - it rrrilI

exlrapolation princíple

be re-

reduces the deprecia-

tion rate of the stock of relevant ínformation and provides the incentive for producers to live up to these expectations. It can also
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result in a barrier to entry,
nen product entering the

To see

Some

of

imagine the supplier

market. Àt this pointr

a choice between competing brands,

consumers do

not

a

have

of the consumers wiJ.I buy the

satisfied, will likely continue to buy it in
the future, 0thers can observe the degree of satisfaction of those who
have purchased the product and can then form their opinion about the
product and

if

this,

they are

product quality. Consider nor¡ a potentiaL entrant offering exacLly the

of a vector of its characteristics, In addition
to incurring a sunk cost of informing the consumers aboul the product,
the entrant has to overcorne the consumer's inertia resulting from the
extrapolation princíple. To do that, the entrant has to encourage(bribe) the consumers to try his product by offering free samples,
price discounts, couponsr etc. The cost of these incentives is sunk
and results in a barrier to entry. Since the eslablished firn can
same

product

in

terms

react strategically by offering similar discounts, coupons, increasing
advertising expenditures, the cost of entry and risk involved
even

hÍgher. In addition to this,

firms may also

try to

may be
impose

srlitching costs on consumers, which do nol arise from imperfect information and exLrapolation

principle.

Àn example

here

may be computer

makers. Personnel.r programs, and data are often specialized to a

com-

puter manufacturer, The extenÈ of the established firm's advantage depends upon hotl

chines,

similar

machines

of a

new

firm are to the existing

and how specialized the user's applications

are.

ma-

The leading

firms may try !o nake their equipment incompatibJ.e r+ith that of the

potential entrants. The feasibility of this slrategy wiJ.I

depend on

the parlicuLar charac!eris!ics of different industries. The good

will

related barriers lo entry can be 'innocent', in a sense that they
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first in the market, and strategic if firms use brand
proliferalion to fiLI aII the possible narket niches.
arise from being

The

good will related advantage of the incumbent firm has !o

r+ith informational imperfections on the consumer's side

Imperfect information
about an incumbent

may

do

of the markel,

also involve potential enLrants'

knowledge

firm's commitment. Suppose that the entrant

does

not knorl for sure whether the incumbent is committed or no!.r0 He as-

a probability P that the incumbent is committed, leaving the
probability ( 1-P ) bhat the incumbent is bluffing. The probability p
is of a subjective nature and reflects lhe beliefs of lhe entrant.
What is the condition of successful entry deterrence now? The entrant
signs

knons

that a committed

incumbent

always fights and that the

uncommil-

ted one always shares, therefore the expected value of entering lhe
market( E(entry)) isr

E(entry)= P*(t,l) +

(1)
The

(

1-P )*(S).

entry will nol take place if E(enlry)

is less

than

zero.

From

this it follo$'s !hat:

Ql

E(entry)= P*(ll) + (1-P)*(s) < 0 or P*tl

-

P*S + S <

0

;

so tha !
(3)

P*S

-

P*I,l

-

S>0

or P( S-I,l ) > S

and

(4)

P>[s/(s-I^l)]

lo In general, the uncertainty
may be

may be tÌ,ro sided, that is the incurnbent
uncertain about the entrants commitÍìent, as weI1.
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Thus, the enlrant will stay out if lhe probability that the

incumbent

is committed is greater than S / ( S- p ). The term in the denominator (S-i,i ) suggesLs that the greater lhe loss associated with war,
the smaller the subjective probabilily of the incumbent being committed has to be for successful entry deterrence.rl
In lhe above gamesr the incumbent planned to engage in predatory
practices dírected against a single entrant, The incumbent may also
exhibit predatory practices to 'signal' toughness to other potential
entrants. This situation was first described by Setten(1978). Selten
considered a model in which there is one chain-store with branches in
N totrns,

If

another firm enters one of the markets,

it is possible for

to survive but the profits being much lower than before
the entry. In each toHn, there is one potential entrant. Sequentially,
the entrants must decide whether to enter the corresponding narkels.
if entry takes place at a given stage, the incumbent has !o decide
}rheLher to fighf or share the market. ÀLJ.owing the entrants to observe the moves in the early stages would build a reputation effect.
The incumbent firm may choose to fight in early stages of the game to
persuade later entrants to stay out. only near the end of the game
would lhe ineumbent be willing to share the mârket. However, this can
be contradicted using backward induction. Consider period N, after
both of them

which the game ends. There are no future entrants and therefore lhere

is

lo build a reputation of being though. Thus, the incumbent
wilL likeLy share the market in the last period and therefore, the opno need

r1 l.l<0,otherwise entry deterring is impossible, but this implies that
the term in the denominator has to be positive and increase as lhe
Loss associated with the 'war' increases.
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timal strategy for the entrant is to

in. Nolr consider the period
N-1; the monopolist has no reason to fight as fighting is coslIy in
the short run and it cannot deter the last entrant anylray. But if that
is the case, the same reasonlng applies !o periods N-2, N-3, etc. The
inducLion clearì.y dominates and establishes the perfect equilibrium
l,ith lhe entry and acquiescence of the monopolist. This has been
move

called a chain-store paradox since the

game

theoretic reasoning brings

a counter-intuitive solution. 0ne way to resolve the paradox
sume

is to as-

the infinite horizon of the game. Às Milgron and Roberts(1982)

demonsLrate, this can establish an equilibrium with predatory pricing
and successful entry

deterrence. However, one

may

have doubls of

infinite horizon is a rational assumption. 1000, 10000,
100000 are still well before infinity but hori many firms are pLanning
tha! far ahead? There has to be an upper bound on N, the number of
periods considered. It seens that it can be determíned partly by the
stability of denand, the speed of technological progress and other
exogenous factors, and partly by the firm's comnitment to a particuwhether the

Iar market. Since

boLh exogenous and endogenous

N, there will

factors determine lhe

of uncertainty on the part of
polenliaL entrants about the planníng horizon of lhe incumbent. Howoptimal

be a great deal

is not knoÌrn the potential entrants cannot determine
which period is the last one, and therefore, inductive reasonÍng cannot be applied in an easy lray. The potential entranls could assign
ever,

when N

subjective probabilities about N, but the incumbent firm has an informalional advantage,since

the information
bents

he

knows what

asymmetry may have

ability to deter entry.

is his true planning

a significant

horizon.

impac! on the incum-
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The type

of

games \,rhere one

of the players is better informed

than

the other can be analyzed usíng Harsanyi's (1967) approach. He sug-

treating the incomplete information gâme as one of imperfect
information in which nature moves first in picking the game !o be
played. 0ne of the players( the incumbent in our case) is informed of
nature's move, while the other assigns probabiLities p and 1-p lo the
gested

possible states of nature. Milgron and Roberts(1982), and Kreps

Wilson(1982), applied the Harsanyi approach !o the chain-store

and

game

r,,ith asymmetric informalion. Bolh denonstrate that the repulation ef-

fect predoninates the outcome of the game, establishing the possibiJ.íty of enLry deterrence by signalling 'toughness' to potentiaÌ entrants.

firms are not identical in terms of the time when they
enter the narket, !he symmetry assumption of market contestabiJ.ity
viIl not hold. The firms which appear first in the market rlill typically have an advantage over the future entrants, which results from
the ability !o make commitments and build good will capital.
Às long as

first move advantages of established firms may pose a difficult
dilenma for the policy makers. If the policy objective is !o bring
the industries as close as possible to the contestability ideaI, the
ability of firms to nake conmitments might have to be restricted.
The

Such

policies,

however, would imply extending the government interven-

tion to the areas traditionally considered a

management prerogatíve

and, given the lack of perfect knowledge on the side of public aulhor-

ities,

such an inlervention may

far as the good rlill

advantage

easily

is

cause more harm than

concerned, there

good.

As

is typically IittLe
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that the public policies can do about i!.

in fact, policies

aimed al

elininating this advantage of the established firms may be counterproductive, if the high quality producers cannot receive a return from

their quality performance(this problem !lill be referred to in Section
3.4). In a positive analysis first move advanlages have to be considered when market contestability

Finally,

is

being used as an industry

consumer behavior has received

modeJ..

Iittle attention in

lhe

contestabiìity literature, the consumer being considered passive and

supplier. Such behavior, however,
may not be in the best interest of the consumer. Consider a nonopolislic firm, setting prices at the monopolistic level most of the
lime, and reducing them when faced l,¡ith a ner¡ entry. Suppose, hor+ever, tha! the consumers behave strategicalLy, that is, they choose a
nore expensive, new suppì.ier if they rhink that the new enlran! wí11
not se! monopolistic prices in lhe future. The possibility of such behavior will impose a constraint on the monopolistic firm, even if
'hit-and-run' entry is not possible. However, there are tt{o important
limitations for the feasibility of strategic behavior of the consumalways accepting the lonest price

ers !
1.

Uncert.ainty
netr,

about the future behavior of the

nerl entrant(the

entrant may set monopoJ.istic prices after he takes over the

market).

Coordination problern - when

there are many independent consumers, they may not be able to coordinate lheir behavior. Uncert.ainty about olher consumersr behavior rnay force individual
consuners to choose the cheapest suppLier at lhe tine in a man-
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ner

similar to the behavior of lhe players in the prisoner's

dilemma game.

3,3

ST'NK COSTSI BÀRRIERS TO ENTRY ÀND I{ETFÀRE

Perfect competition has been used as a welfare standard because in

exlernalities, informational imperfections and econonies of scale, it is consistent with the first best Pareto optimaL allocation of resources(Varian,1984). One of the Iimitation of perfect
competition as a welfare standard is its incompatibility with the
economíes of scale, which has led economists to search for an alternative performance standard. Clark(1940) has proposed a concept of
'workable competition' which has been refined by a number of econonists. Sosnick(1958), has outlined the most important criteria for
the absence of

workable

competition. Using the standard structure-conduct-perform-

ance modeI, these

I.

StructuraL

criteria

included:

Norms

1. Artificial inhibilions on entry and mobility do no! exist.
2, There are moderate and price sensitive quality differentials
the products offered.

3.

The nunber

of träders is as large as scale economies allor+.

in
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II.

Conduct

1.
2,
3.
4.
III.

Criteriô

Firms do not collude,
Firms use no exclusionaryr predatory, or coercive tactics,
Some

uncertainty as to whether a price reduction

viLl

be met.

Sales promotion should nol be misJ.eading.

Performance

Criteria

ions should be efficient.

1.

Operat

a

Promotion expenses should not

a

Profits shouìd be sufficient to reward investment and to

be

excesslve,
en-

courâge innovat i on.
4,

Cyc

lical insrability

5. Qualities
ma

should not

be intensified

and outputs should respond

to

changes

by price chang-

in

consumer de-

nd.

criteria could be used as signals, indicating
whether the industry performance is socially optimal, while conduct
and strucLure criteria could provide a guide for the compelition poliThe above performance

The concept

of workable competition has received its share of crit-

icism, which was primarily directed at lhe subjectivity of the evalua-

tion process and a difficulty in the translating of workable competi-

tion into a set of operational

rules(Hay and Morris,

f979).

conlestabiLity has been designed to provide the universal
applicable !o

all narket sLructuresf which is

Market

benchmark,

rnore general lhan per-
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fect competition

i!

and more

has already been

operational then rvorkable competition.

stated, in lhe contestability

framework the

prin-

cipal source of deviations from optimal allocation of resources is
presence
1.

Às

the

of barriers to entry. This raises tr,ro questions:

Do

barriers to entry always result in inefficient allocation of

resources?

Is there a continuous inprovement in welfare
try are reduced in lhe industry?

as barriers to en-

far as the first question is concerned, Section 2.3 indicated
that market sustainability would be enhanced by the presence of sunk
Às

entry, which identifies the first case
where sunk costs may improve welfare. Ànother case when welfare may
be improved involves innovation. Weizcaker(1980) has offered a nethodology which can be used to evaluate welfare implicalions of barriers
to entry. In Weizcaker's theoretical framework, three levels of acfivities and competilion can be defined. The first level consists of
those âctivities which do not increase the total quantíties of goods
available. These activities are either the consumptíon of available
goods or their redislribu!ion by eichange, gifts, theft, exLortion,
etc, Level I compelition is therefore identified wilh anarchic free
costs and other barriers to

access

!o

goods.

level of

activity is the production of goods.
Continuing undisturbed consumption or the first level of economic activí!y can be possible only if production repLenishes the supplies of
available goods. I,lithout suppressinq the first level competition, the
The second

econonic
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activity cannot function properly. If goods
can be oblained 'free' by theft, for exarnple, lhe production cannot
recover the incurred costs. The usual way in suppressing level I competition is by the establishment of property rights which are enforced
by armies, governmen!s and the legal system. Economic activities
which characterize the level 1I are those that increase the supplies
of knor¡n goods and this level may be identified rlith lhe free access
to the available processes of production.
second

The

level of

economic

third level of

econonic

acLivity involves the production of

nes

or innovation. It consists of activities leading lo technological progress in production or designing new goods and services.
knotlledge

If the production of new knowledge is to be profitable, the suppression of level II and }evel I competition is necessary. The producer of
new knowJ.edge needs some property rights to his invention if the profit motive is to govern that level of ac!ivity. civen that any protection is costly, it is not true that society aì.ways prefers more of a
higher and less of a Iower Ievel of compelition. For example, the to-

tal

of the first level conpetition (making theft, robbery
impossible ) would require a police state. The total restriction on
free access to new inventions would not allon for diffusion of knowlsuppression

edge and would lhen

not allow society to capture alL the possible ben-

efits of the neri knowledge.
Thus, the nix of comÞetition and its restrictions is
each leveL

of

economic

activity.

To the degree

tutes additional compeLitÍon, the entry Ievel
mal either when entry

is insufficient or

that

may be

when

net,t

necessary at

entry consti-

socially subopti-

it is excessive ( af-
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fecting technological innovation),
essenlial for the long

The production

of

new knowLedge

is

of the economy, Innovation, however, requires that firns íncur costs in in R&0, which canno! be recovered if the activity is not protected from imitation. The
degree of necessary protection will depend, in turn, on the possibility of imitation and its ease, Some industries, like drugs and chemical
products sink lhe R&D effort inÈo a product which can be easily copied, If entry is not restricted, a nen firm can cone into lhe narket,
copy the product, and since it did not have to incur the cosls of developnent it may offer the product below the break even point of the
firm which originally developed the product. The possibility of this
will make lhe innovation unprofitabJ.e and the rate of technological
progress in the indusLry may be nuch Lower than is socially opLimal.
Thus, the necessity to sink costs inlo the innovalive activity logether sith an ease of imitative entry may resul! in a market failure. In
some industries, !he product of the innovative activity cannot be easily or costlessly copied, e.9, funds have to be comnitled to the
copying effort, producLion processes have !o be altered, labor retrained¡ product specific asset have to be purchased, which implies
incurring sunk costs. These sunk costs, ho!,ever, rnay play a Þositive
role if their presence protects innovation. Industries wilL differ in
the 'natural' protection of the innovative activity offered in terms
of the difficulty and lhe cost of imitation. I.ihen lhe proteclion is
insufficient, it may be necessary for governments t.o restrict enlry
in the industry in such a way thal the discounted sum of benefits due
to innovation exceeds the discounted loss due lo monopolistic pricing.
Thus, the ârguments for an elimination of barriers to entry may not be
valid in a dynamic context.
berm dynamic performance
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of

also be welfare improving in the
context of so called ' lemon principle'. The 'lemon principle' was
first discussed by Akerlof(1970). It arises when asymmetric informalion about product guality resuLts in market failure ( insufficient
The presence

sunk

costs

may

supply of high quality goods or even the breakdown of the market).

for this to happen are:

necessary conditions

.

are

The

of the product quality - for instance,
the supplier appears only once in the market. Hence, there is
no incentive to built a reputation.
2, higher quality can be only achieved at cost.
3. potential consuners are imperfectly informed about lhe product
'1

sal,es

independen!

quality but suppliers

know

the true qualiLy.

l{ith these conditions present, lllo
moral hazard

1.

ing

onJ-y

adverse

2,

-

producers

phenomena rnay

will

maximize

lo!¡ cost and low quality

arise:

their profits by supply-

producLs

selection- suppliers offering high quality

be driven out

of

goods

will

business.

will mechanisn cannot ¡,¡ork. However, when the possibiJ.ity of repeated buying is introduced, suppliers
may try to build an image of high quality. The image may be important
With no repulation present, fhe good

when

the imperfectly informed consumers use the extrapolation princi-

ple in theÍr future transactions. Suppliers face a dilemma! they can
continue to supply high quality products or lhey may try to reduce the

profits by cheating the consunlers whose behavior is characterized by some inertia. Consumers have an idea about the

quality

and make extra
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quality which is

their past experience. when they are
faced wilh a lower than average quality product they nay not know if
lhey were just unlucky in buying a product from the lower lail of the

âverage

quaJ.ity probability

uct decreased.

based on

distribution, or whether the quality of the prod-

The only llay they can

find the true product quality is

to continue their purchases until !hey can revise their subjective
quality probability distribution in a BayesÍan manner. 1n this con-

text, the presence of sunk costs may effecLively prevent the producers
from reducing quality, since when the consumers are finally convínced
that the supplíer is cheating lhem, they can refuse to purchase from
the firm in question. Thus, sunk costs may play a role of ensuring a
commi

tment t.o high quality.

Sunk

costs may be technologicalJ.y determined but
by suppliers as a

may

also be self-

of communicating their commitment to
the quatity of their products(Klein and Laffler(1981) and UngernSternberg and WeÍzacker(1985)). Firms may use advertising expendiintposed

means

tures which constitute sunk costs as a way of ensuring the buyers
that the quaJ.ity of their products nill not be decreased. Thus, the
policies aimed at reducing sunk costs may cause a welfare loss if they
result in a ' lemon' type market faÍlure.
The

fírst

move advantage

of established firms

case when potential cornpetition reduces

lustrated by referring to the
the ability to

ter

entry.

game

make commitments

may aLso

welfare. This

given in Figure

has allowed the

5.

result in

case can be

In this

incumbent

a

il-

garne

firm to

de-

arises when commitments have no positive
social value(e9., excessive advertising). Potential competition may
nel,t

The problem
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not affect the price being charged by the monopolist and the output
produced, but

it wilL force the established firms to t¡aste resources

in the process of making commitments. Thus, potential conpetition may
add to the monopoly induced inefficiencies, inslead of elevating then.
Public policies aimed at enhancing potential competition may reduce
welfare in such a case. Unl.ess the esLablished firms'

'wasteful'

commitmenLs

ability !o make

is constrained, the po!entiaÌ competition wiIl

resul! Ín a welfare loss, nol a wel fare gain.

Also, the presence of externalities
Thus, the
has

presence

of externalities

may

require restricting entry.

and methods

of internalizing

them

to be examined, as weìl.

In !he industries

where the optimal market

structure is sustaina-

ble, technological progress is exogenous, or where firms' invesLmen!
in technologicaL progress is prohected and where the 'lemon' type marke! failure is impossible, barriers to entry have a usual, detrimental
effect

ín

on market performance. The question remains !rhether reductions

sunk costs and other

barriers to enlry wiì1

Lead

!o continuous im-

in efficiency. This is inporlanl as public policies are
not costless. The improvement in social rrelfare has to be compared
with the cost of pubLic policies inplemented. Baumol(1986,p.351) proprovements

vides a proof of continuity when individuals and firms can enter con-

tracts. However, this has to be considered as a special, not. a generaI case. Some support to the conLinuity of welfare improvemenls has
been given by a series of laboratory experinents conducted by Coursey,
Isaak, Luke and Smith(1984). The Iaboratory experimenls, however,

nol provide a decisive proof. The issue of continuity, therefore,

do

has
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no! been saLisfactory resolved by the theory and has to be considered
as a factor L imi t ing the usefulness of market contestability as a weI-

fare

s

tanda rd,

À welfare standard can be used as a benchmark, against which an

dustry performance

in-

is eva).uated, and as a policy guide, in a sense

that publíc policies are used to bring the industry to!¡ards the stated

ideal.

Às a

policy guide, the usefulness of market contestability is

restricled by its partial equilibrium, static perspeclive,

which con-

siders only the issues of alLocative and cost efficiency. Public pol-

icy objeclives toÌ¡ards industries

rnay go beyond

!he narrolily defined

econonic efficiency and include national and strategic

uity

and other relevant

interests,

eq-

social and poliLical objectives.

of this chapter has identífied some inportant limitalions of the theory of contestabLe narkets. Às a descrip!ive model,
the lheory reLies on 'hit-and-run' entry, which has been found to be
possible under a set of very restrictive assumptions. tow levels of
sunk cosls, ãlone, do not guarantee that an industry will behave in a
The analysis

way consistent rr'ith

the contestability hypothesis.

When

'hit-and-run'

entry is not possible, firms' behavior matLers, which has important

implications. It requires that public policies
aimed at bringing the industry closer to the market contestability
ideal be instituted in conjunction wiLh competition policies aimed at
welfare and policy

preventing predatory conduct and making 'wasteful' commitments, where

is possibLe. PubIic policies designed to reduce sunk
costs and other barriers to entry may have a negative effecl on welfare if the optimaì. markel structure is unsusbainabLe, the 'lemon'
such conduct
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type market faiLure

is possible, innovation

needs

protection from imi-

tation, firms are able to make socially rlasteful commitments, internalizing externalities requires restricting entry and where other sociaL and political objectives require restricLing contestability.
In evaLuating the applicabiì.ity of
dustry

1.
2.
3.

modeJ.

rnarket

the following conditions have !o

contestability as an inexamined:

of 'hit-and-run' entry.
The conditions of entry in the indusÈry.
The nature of information dissemination in the rnarket.
The feasibil i ty

In order to assess the usefulness of markel contestability as a r,relfare standard and a policy guide the following characteristics of the
indusLry's economics need !o be evaluated:

1, The nalure of the technological progress in the industry.
2, The possibility of the 'lemon' type market failure.
3. Sustainability.
4, The possibility of making socially 'wasteful' commitments by
f i rms.

5. The presence of externalities and

melhods

of internalizing

them.

6,

Other economic and non-economic objectives reLevant

text of â given induslry.

in the con-

Chapber IV
ÀIREINE ECONOMICS ÀND CONTESTÀBILITY

This chapter examines the basic econornics

of the airline

industry

relates it lo the assumptions of lhe contestabilíty hypothesis.
Demand and supply characteristics, economies of scale, economies of
scope and network economies are reLated !o lhe conditions of entry in
the industry. Other potenlial sources of barriers to entry are also
presented, The issue of sustainability is related to pricing behavior
and condiLions of entry in the industry. FinaLIy, market contestability as a welfare slandard for the industry is evaluated.
and

â.1

DEMÀND FOR

ÀIRLINE SERVICES

for air travel is derived from the consumer's want to move
from one poinl to another. This need to move may be delermined for
Demand

different reasons.

People may want

to

go on

holidays, !o visit

reLa-

tives or to go on business. Thus, an expenditure on the trip may be a
part of lhe consumption package or may be treated as a production expenditure, depending on the purpose
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of the trip.

While

different rea-
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for travelling wilI result in different demand characteristics,
the nature of the travel itself remains the same. In alJ. cases, the
!rip has a time and distance element. The distance element involves a
basic phenomenon that rnoving any object requires an energy expenditure, which is cosLIy. The time spent during travel has an opportunity
cost to the consumer, whose objective may be described as a minímization of the total !ravel cost. Since movenent from one point to another can be achieved by different transportation modes, lhe price of
available substitute rnodes will affec! lhe dernand for air transportation.12 The demand function for the air travel can be described by the
sons

following funcLion:
DAS=

f( P, Tr PS, I,O, TRC, S,N)

where DÀS

-

demand

for air travel

P- price (fare )
t ime cost
PS- pr

ice of

I

-income

Q

-

subst i tutes

amenities (drinks,leg space,movies etc.

TRC-consumers

transaction costs( cost of making reservations, sr,titch-

ing planes,switching an airline, elc.

12

It is

)

)

recognized that in the routes beyond 100 miles, air transportation is a dominant node. However, on short routes road transportation will be a viable competitor.
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S

-

safety

N

-

populat i on size

and dDAS/dp<0 i dDÀs/dT<0; dDAs/dps>0;dDAS/dr >0;
>0

dDAs/dQ

;

dDAS/ds

>

0'

The time variable can be

T = Tr + Tz +

dDÀs/drRC

< 0; dDÀs/dN > 0 i

furlher divided into:

Ts

where

for time spent to arrive at the aírpor! and from the airport
to the point of deslination.

T1 stands

Tz

is

determined by the expected deLay

( the difference

between the

desíred and actual time of departure ),

T¡ is the tÍme of the travel itself.
Tr and T¡ are determined by the location of the airports and the dis-

consLants, Tz , then wiIl
the prime variable affecting the changes in consumer's demand.

tance between cit,ies and are given by some
become

T2, in a given city par situâtion, will

depend on frequency

of offered

fIights,

Thus, dT2/dF <

Thus, we

have: T= (Tl +T2 ) +Tz ( F ) which.un b. *brtitut"d

0,

where F stands

for

frequency,

into the demand equation to oblain:
DÀS

= f (P, F, N, PS, i I Q, TRC, S ),

0,

dDAS/dF >

0,

> 0,

dDAS/drRÇ

< 0 and

dDÀs/dp <
dDAS/dQ

dDÀs/dN

where

> 0, dDÀs/dps

dDÀS/dS

>0,

> 0, dDÀS/dr > 0.
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Airline

denand

also exhibits cyclical fluctuations which are typi-

cally related to fluctuations in the overall. leveL of economic activíty and may be identified by estimating lhe semilog trends for revenue
passenger miles(which

are the indicators of airline outpu!)

taining the residuals from the respeclive trends. À simitar
may be

and

applied to the t.ime series of

RPM

cNP,

and ob-

procedure

The residuals from the

trends can then be plotted and compared.l3 This

cNP

is ilLustrated

in Figure 7, for the U.S. and Figure 8, for Canada. The trlo series
appear to be related, tiith greater conformity exhibited by the Àmerican series. RPM for both countries exhibits greater percentage fluctuations forn lhe trend than GNP. Finally, there is some randomness in
the demand for airline services. Unexpected business opportunity,
death in the farnily, a convention, etc. ¡ are exampJ.es of situations
giving rise to random fluctuations in demand.

13

The trends rlere estimäted using the following functional form;
]n RPM = À + b*t, and In cNP = B + c*t (where't' stands for time).
Residuals f rorn semiJ.og trends are unit free and can be used for inter-counLry c ompa r i son s.
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4,2

ÀIRf,INE COSTS ÀND THE OPTIT,ÍÀT ÀiRIINE SIZE

The cost

of

supp).ying

airline services

can be divided

into the foL-

lowing categoriesla (Table 1)l

1. flight operating
2. ground operating
3, ove r head
Based

about

costs
costs

on the data from Table 1 for Canadian level I carriers(1981),
84.4% of lotal costs can be considered as variable, whiLe 5.6%
'1

as fixed costs. The figures presented are based on the cost structures

of airLines operating integraLed networks. The distribution of costs
for individual airlines will differ, depending on their networks, service nix and types of customers they serve and wil.I change over tine
as output changes, The percentage distribution of costs

is

aLso sensi-

tive to exogenous changes such as input price changes, technological
progress, etc. The above figures, Èherefore, can be considered only
as a broad approximation of the airline cost structure. The airline
costs in a given cily par market can be described in the following
func!ion:

cost/seat(sc) =

f{( c (aircraft size), sl (stage

J.ength),

F(

frequen-

cy), lP ( input prices) l.

The analysis of airline costs(Table 1) and assets(Table 2) is based
on 1981 data. Data for lhe later years is much less detailed due
to the change in reporting requirements.
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TÀBtE

1

Airline Costs - tevel I

Canadian Carriers

$MtN.

COST CATEGORY

I.

FLIGHT OPERATING

COSTS

1,1. Pilots and Copilots
1 .2. 0ther FIight Personnel
1 .3, Passenger Servicing 1.4. Àircraft Fuel and 0i1s 1

.5, Landing Fees

214
116

364
1

1

sub Tota I

I].

Sub Total
OVERHEAD

-

3.

64.61

438
279

216

11,74
'1
.48
0.56

738

19.'t9

SYSTEM OPERÀTING COSTS

211
55
27
58
219
581

3.1. General Services and Àdministralion
3.2. Servicing Àdministration
3.3
3.4

2409

GROUND OPERATING COSTS

2.1. Reservation and sales
2,2. Ttaf f.íc Servicing
2.3. Maintenance - Ground Equipment

IIi.

'1

9.',t6
28.03

217

161
50

10. Maintenance-FIight Equípment

.34
3.'f
7

2,52
1.09
'1
.09
4 ,47
I .5*
5.82

41
41

.8. Àircraft Servicing
.9. Ren ta 1s

1,

t044
94

1.6, I nsurance Fees1.7, 0ther Expenditures
'1

PERCENT OF

THE TOTÀL

. Labor Training
. Àdvertísing and Publ.icity

5, Depreciation

and Amortization
Sub Total

Total

Sourcel Derived from

Slatistics

Canada(1981

3728

).

5.65
1 ,50
0,72
1.82
5.8

7

15.58
100.00
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dcs,/dc <
The

0, dcs/dsr < 0, dcs/dF > 0, dcs/rp > 0.

cost per seat tends to be lower for bigger aircraft, which sug-

there are potential economies in the aircraf! size. The
stage length is a disLance characteristic of the service in the margests that

ket. Generally, as the stage length increases, the cost per seat

tends

to decrease(Laprade,l981). This is illustrated in Figure 9 and Figure

10.

Over

a short range the distance related

economies are stronger.

for this is that at each stop ( if service is not direct),
there will a time and energy loss due to manoeuvring around lhe airport, Ianding, opening and closing the door, taxing and taking off,
which alL consumes additional fuel, and even when the aircraft is not
in the air, there are operating labour costs.
The reason

The relationships presenled

in Figure 9 and Figure

10 were obtained

aircraft is used at full capacity. However,
many markets do not offer sufficient traffic densiEies to allow for
the big aircraft and high frequency at the sane tíne. tf this is lhe
case, the costs per seat will increase if the market is offered more
frequent service using a smaller plane ( dCs/dF >0 ). Hotlever, freon lhe assumption that lhe

quency

affects

consumersr costs and

for nore frequent service.

Hence

the

consumers

are willing to

the airLine wilL face the problem of

oplinally choosing the aircraft type and frequency in a given
The presence

of

necessary overhead, which may

tionally llith oulput,

economies

savings determines the
and

airlines'

for one type of service.

pay

of aircraft size,
economies

markel.

not increase proporand consumers' time

of scale in a given market

o
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The airlines serving only one city-pair market are very rare.
ÀIso, airlines usually suppLy more then one output, Thus, the

presence

of economies related to the number of markets served - !!.1ûglL economies, and the number and types of services provided * economies of
999.8, may have a significant effect on lhe

Airline

customers may be divided

into

airline

two broad

industry.

classes: the

sensitive, requiring on demand service such as business custoners,

time
and

the less !ime sensitive leisure, or tourist customers. Thus, the first
two

airline oulputs involve discount/ charter service and regular,

demand

service. Àirlines

may

on

also carry cargo or maiI. but given that

this thesis is primarily concerned r,lith the passenger service only the
first t$o outputs r+i11 be considered here. These tno outputs can be
suplied eifher by specialized carriers or jointly by one carrier, I f
it is cheaper to supply them jointly, the economies of scope will be
present.

first source of possibLe economies of scope involves the presence of comnon overhead. Management does not have to double if tso
The

specialized carriers merge. The same goes for maintenance and ground

facilities and savings

can also

be

found

in advertising

and promo-

tional expenditures. These are standard sources of scope economies are
typical for nany industries; the airline industry, however, offers additional savings from joint supply of

ouLputs.

in section 4.1, demand for air traveL at any given
point of time is stochasLic in nature. That is, in addition to systematic tluctuations which result in peak/off. peak variations in demand,
Às indicated
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a purely

random component

tions, the
demand

is also present.

of

random

fluctua-

supplied capacity has to sysLematically exceed the average

(which can be estimated on the basis of its past probability

distribution ), if fhe time sensitive

customers are not

pointed. This, however, implies that there

ats.

Because

Suppose now,

will

always be

to be disapunfilled

se-

that the service to the business and Ieisure custon-

ers is supplied separately. The leisure customers will fIy at high
load factors a! low frequency,

r¡hile the empty seats on the business

segment remain unfiLLed. Since the marginal

cost of

accommodating pas-

to filI these seats is virtually zero, there will be a strong
incentive to offer them for sale. The business customers wiLl not be
affected in their ability to obtain the seat first, and the total cost
will be reduced if the olherwise wasted capacity is put to a productive use.
sengers

Another source

of

economies

of

scope

arises from the possible

use

of a bigger aircraft and/or increased frequency. Suppose, for example,
that in a given city par market, there are 4k customers, 2k business
and 2k leisure ones (ínelaslic

denand

is

âssumed

for simplicity).

0riginalLy, there ís a separate service offered !o these trlo classes
of consumers:
a) tnice a day, there is a charter service for discretionary

customers

using a big aircraft of k passenger capacity.

b) four times a day, there is a regular service for business travellers using a 0.5k passenger capacity

plane.

7'1

Suppose

served

that a joint service is offered,

first

and

The totaL number

unfilled

of

seats are

The business traveLlers are

sold to the leisure customers.

passengers remains the same,

yet there are

poten-

had. For example, suppose that joint service is
offered four times a day service using a k capaciLy plane. The frequency for the business travellers remains the same, while the !ourists are offered more frequent service. 0nly k capacity planes are
used now and lhe costs (due to econonies of aircraft size ) are reduced. if the loeer system costs are at least partly passed to customers in form of Lower prices, the new traffic may be generated, increasing the nagniLude of gains. The joint provision of service to
business and touris! travellers has become more popular in recent
years. The declining narket share of charter only operators is an additional indication of the presence of scope economies,
tial

savings to be

Network economies can be described as the cost savings achieved due

to operating multipoint, integrated netl{orks instead of separate carriers serving each city par market. Similar1y, as in the case of econof scale and scope, lhe common overhead, maintenance faciLities
and marketing offer polential cost savings. This cost jointness may be
enough to ensure thati
omies

c( 1,2....N )

< c(1)

+

CQ, +..,+

C(N)

( 1..,N are the cities

served).
However, lhere are
consumers tend

additional sources of savings. 0n the

to prefer airlines offering

more

demand side,

destinations,

of the transaction cost savings to the customers.

because

Lot¡er transaction
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rlill result from lhe reduced

for appropriate conneclions and from convenience of online versus interline service. The
evidence of such preference has been shown in an empirical sludy of

costs

search time

!he North Central and Southern merger (CarIton,Lanndes,Posner,l9S0)
Operating an integraLed network may al.so be instrumental

the economies of aircraft

size

'

in capturing

and/or increasing the offered frequen-

cy.

Figure

To see

this,

11:

Hedge-Hop Network

consider a sinple network situation(rigure

11).

Theo-

ci!íes (A,B,C) can be served by separate airlines
offering direct service ín each city par. Suppose, for simplici!y,
lhat there are k homogeneous passengers travelling beLween each cíty
par ( ÀloB, andBtoÀ, AEoC, andCLoÀ, and B !o C and C to B).
As the airlines have t.o make lhe choice of aircraft type and frequency
for each city par market i! is not difficult to see thal the maximum

relically,

three

of k/F capacity (F stands for frequency )'
Notl, suppose that instead of direct flights, lhe airlines introduce a
'hedge-hop' operalion, lhat is a plane starting fron À flies to B and
size

aircraft

then from B lo
fJ"ight

will

be

must be

c.

The

total

number

2*k/î ( that is

A to B k,/F passengers

wi]l

of

passengers fLying from À on each

passengers A

to B and À to C ).

leave, but krln B to C passengers

will

Àt

B,

board

.19

will remain 2*k/F. Horr does
this conpare r¿ith lhe situalion of direct flights? !¡hen the service
is direct the maxinum capacity is k/n, but by introducing the hedgehop operation, the aircraft size can be doubled reducing airline costs
the plâne. Thus, lhe

number

of

passengers

or frequency of lhe service can be doubled. The hedge-hop opera!ion
is not free of diseconomies. The first is the reduction of the stagelength on lhe À to C seqment( the aircraft has to slop in B ). The
second involves time loss for À to C customersf r.¡ho have to llait in B

for

B

!o

C cus¡oners

tomers do no!

to

come on

board. However, À to B and B to C cus-

suffer any additional costs and lhe stage length on seg-

lhat the cost
savÍngs should outneigh lhe cos! diseconornies. Suppose nolr, tha!
there are five ci!íes locaLed as in Figure 12.

ments À

to B and B !o C is nol affected. Thus, it

Figure

12:

Neteork Economies

-

seems

Hub and Spoke
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for sirnplicity, inelastic denand and homogeneous customers,
there are k passengers in each market( À !o B, B to A, À to C,C to A
etc,). The number of city pars is ßlÌ,/Ql*3t)=10. À separate direct
service is a possibility and the size of the plane will be limited by
the fLight frequency, that is the maximum capacity will be equal to
k/î, The first possibility of cost savings involves the introduction
of the hedge-hop operation on À to E, E to C, and D to E, E to B segments. However, even greater savings are possible. E can be chosen as
a'hub' city and 'hub and spoke' system can be esLablished. From each
city we wiII have 4'tk/F passengers on each flight!
Àssuming,

A

lo E (A to E, A to D, À to C and A to

B passengers

BtoE (aton, BtoD, B to C and B toÀ

)

passengers

C

to E (C to e,

C

to B, C to

D and C

to

D

to E (D to E,

D

to C, D to

B and D

to À passengers ).

flying from À to E, D to E,

À passengers

to E and B to E will end
their trips, shiLe the renaining passengers wiLl switch planes. The
total number of passengers on boârd will not change, since the E to À,
E to C, E to B and E to D passengers board the planes. For example,
Passengers

C

lhe A to E pLane will coniinue flying to C wilh À to C, B to C, E to
and D

E

to

C passengers

to B, À to

B and D

;

to

D

to

E plane

will

continue flying with D to

B passengers on board. Thus, planes

C

B,

four limes

bigger can be used, frequency can be increased four times, or there is

a possibilíty of a combination of both (an aircraft tr+ice as bi9
twice t.he frequenl serviee),

and
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On

the cost síde, the stage length on the À to C, C to À , B to

to B is

D

in E. The passengers on these
flights will also suffer a possibì.e time delay. When the indirect
flight substitutes for a direct one, there is an additional cost/disutility lo the customers, who have lo swilch planes. The necessity of
precise synchronization of incoming and outcoming planes can cause additional problems of congestion and possible related delays. 15
and D

reduced when planes stop

can be further expanded to other hub
cities and international routes, Long distance domestic and internaThe

'hub

and spoke' network

!ionâI routes could theoretically be

operaLed

by

separate carriers.

of on-line versus interline service
as well as economies in management,maintenance, advertising, reservation system and airport facilities make it more economical to operate
the inÈegraled net$ork. The same arguments may cause the airline to

Ho!¡ever, the consumerrs preference

look beyond a single hub to a nuLli-hub operation. The addilionaL ben-

efits of multi-hub operation

result if

in different hub
and spoke netHorks exhibit differen! patterns of seasonality. This
could improve the utilization of equipment and reduce lhe impact of
sudden, unexpected changes in the Iocal markets. McShan(1986) has recently found a signíficant effect of hubbing on airline costs in the
dereguLated U.S. airline industry. Carriers operating'hub-and-spoke'
networks have had lower costs, higher load factors or have been able
to charge higher fares than their competitors. This also suggests
nay

demands

rs The above anaJ.ysis of 'hub-and-spoke' netnorks concentrates on lhe
private costs and effects on barriers to entry. The issue of the
soeial oplinality of this particular types of networks is beyond
the scope of this thesis. The preJ.irninary evidence from the ÀmerÍcan deregulation of airlines reveals that the costs of delays relaLed to congestion nay be quite subsLential(Brenner et a1.,1985).
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carriers' abiiity to offer more destination through the
may result in a product differentiation advantage.
that

Èhe

'hub'

With these potential benefits present, what

is the limit to the
airline size and the optimaL market concentration? Part of the answer
will depend on the size and Iocational characteris!ics of the country,
part will belong to the more general question of what is the Limit to
firm size, or as Williamson(1985) asks: "why can't a large f irrn do
everything lha! a collection of small firms can do and more?" Constraints on the firms size can be related to the condítions of bounded ralionaLity and organizational complexity( Knight,1921). Added
layers of hierarchy may also be responsible for informational imperfections as transmitting information across levels of hierarchy leads

to cunulative losses of accuracy of the
son('1

sent massages. William-

975) finds incentive loss ¡lhen markets are substituted by hierar-

chies.

of groups of workers from the market pressure
leads to X-inefficiency and reduction of the innovative activity.
The insulation

to airlines, as to any industry. The
exact poínt Ìrhere the diseconomies start cannot be predicted, since
These and other arguments apply

idiosyncratic facLors such as corporate culture, type and efficiency

of

managernent, the climale

ence,

of labour relations

may make

the differ-

is a high degree
of identification of the employees wiLh lhe firm, the problems of opWhen

labour and management cooperate and there

porLunism, noral hazard and X-Ínefficiency nay be reduced.

of the empirical studies of the industry Iargely ignored !he
problen of network econonies and described lhe airlines âs a constant
Most
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returns to scale industry.l6 These sludies have been primarily

based

on lhe estimation of airl.ine cost functions and

airline profilabiJ-ity.
The limilations of these approaches can be related !o the quality and
avaiLability of data(Stigler,1968). In addition to this, airline
costs rnay differ due to such factors as differing degree of managerial
sLack, state of labour relations, regulation, etc, StigIer{1968,p,73)
has suggested an alternative nethod, a 'survivor' technique, based on
the changing mar[et shares of firms of different sizes in the industry.
The survivor technique proceeds to solve the problern of de!ermining the optimum size as follows¡ Classify the firms in
an industry by size, and calculate the share of industry
output coming fron each class over time. If lhe share of a
given class f aJ.Ls, it is relatively inefficienl, and in general is more inefficient the more rapidly the share falls.
The recent dereguLation of the U.S. airline indusLry has provided some
ernpirical evidence supporting lhe claim of the presence of the econonies of airline size (this evidence wiLl be referred to in chapter 6).

of airLine size are importan! in evaluating the degree of market contestability in the industry. This is because they
define the type of entry in a given city-pair narket. When economies
of airline size are small, there shouÌd be many independent carriers
within the naLiona] airline netrrork. Potential competition in a given
city-paír market, therefore, can originate from the already established carriers. 0n the other hand, r,lhen the economies of airLine
size are significant and there are only a few carriers in the domestic
marke!, there is a possibility of collusion betrleen the carriers. In
The economies

!6 For example, Caves(1962); Eads, Nerlove and Raduchel(1969); Jordan(1970); Reid and Mohrfeld(1973); Douglas and l¡iIler(1974);
Roy(1980).
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this case and in the case of jus! one national carrier, potential competition will have !o cone from the nerl, start-up carríers. BaumoL et

al., and Bailey do not distinguish properly between the types of entry
in the airline industry. For èxampLe, BaiJ.ey in the introduction to
Baumol

et al.(1982,p.XxI)

at the Civil

Aeronautic

says about her experience as a Commissioner

Board:

was fascinated by

the notion

idealized economic markets that are open to entry by entrepreneurs
face no disadvanEage vis-a-vis incumbent

firms", Similarly,

of

llho

Baumol et

a1., (1982,p.7) have slated¡

airlÍne equipment is so freely mobile, entry into
the market can be fu1ly reversible. In principle, faced with
a profitable opportunity in such a market, an entrant need
merely fIy his airplane into the airpor!, undercut the incumbentrs price, and fly hls airplane away to take advantage
of some other lucrative option - even if he only returns his
rented aircraft or resells it in the well-functioning secondary aircraft mar ke! .
Because

carrier. Ye! Bailey(Baumol
et al.,1982.p.XXI) goes on to say: "even if a route is flown by a
single carrier, other carriers who have slations at both end-point
cities can readily enter if monopoly profits become evident", which
suggests an entry of the carriers being aJ-ready established in both
cilies of a given city-pair market. The tr'o classes of entrants will
likely face barriers to enlry of differen! scope and nagnitude. It
is, therefore¡ important to identify which type of entry is relevant
in lhe context of a given country. In order to examine to what degree
airline markets are contestable it r{iLl be necessary to exarnine both
the conditions of entry in the industry and the feasibility of 'hitThis wouLd suggest entry of a netr start-up

and-run' entry.
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{.3

HIT-ÀND-RIJN ENTRY ÀND ÀiRTINE ECONOMICS

Chapter 3 has

identified conditions

under which

'hit-and-run' entry

is possible, These conditions include reguJ.ation and antitrust, expectations of no reaction of incumbents by entrants, smaIl size of lhe
entrants, incumbents' response lags being greater than entry and exit
lags and a possibility of ex-ante contracts bett¡een entrants and consumers.

in Section 3.1 the cases of regulation and antitrust
involve a number of inconsistencies, which apply to airl.ines as to any
Às indicated

other industry.
The second

case involves entrants expectätions of

incumbents non-

if they are irrational. There seems to be nothing in
the economics of the industry which would suggest this type of expecreaction,

even

tations. In general, irrational behavÍor

and simple mistakes cannot

be

to be no reason, however, to build a nodel of
the indusEry on the assumption of irrationality(the empirical evidence
excluded. There

seems

about entrants expectations
À

will

be referred

to in chapter 5).

snall scale entry involves lwo cases. First, the

incumbent

may

not react by reducing prices on its output Ì¡hen it is more profitable

to accor¡modate the entran!. This case, however, does nothing to discipline the incumbent's pricing. Secondly, a small entry will result in
an entrant cos! disadvantage if the economies of scale are present.
The

conteslability

entrants

will

assumption

be violated.

of a symrnetry bettieen íncumbents

and
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Baumol

context

et aI,,

of the

suggest the

last tt,,o

cases

to be relevant in

lhe

industry.

r;ith a sufficient price reduclhe ent.repreneur need only to fly his plane

Should the incumbent respond

tion,

away (BaumoJ.

et al.

, 1982,p,7) .

and

In terms of an airLine scenario, 'hit-and-run' entry may be
possible because the entrant can sell tickets conditionally,
and before he flies his pJ.ane into the market. For example,
before deregulalion i! nas a common practice of charter airlines to nake contracls(ticket sales) conditional on filling
the plane(Baumol et a1.,1983,p,493).
far as the first case is concerned, the greater reaction J.ag would
inply that it takes more time for an incumbent carrier to change its

As

prices than it Eakes for lhe

in the planes

nel.I

entrant to inforn the customersr fly-

and then !¡iLhdraw thern from the

market. In

case

of

the

start-up carriers an additional time will be required to set-up sta-

tions in a given city-pair market.

Thus

the entry and exit time will.

significantly increase. There seens to be nothing in the economics of
the industry to justify this Iag structure. Àdjusting fares can be

quickly, especially by lhe carriers operating their own computer
reservation sysLems. The possibility of rhit-and-run' entry also depends on the infornatíonaL characleristics of the market. In the airline industry travel agencies, connected to conputer reservation sysdone

tems, provide information about prices
use public advertising

tion

systems are

to

typÍcally

inform the
owned by

and

schedules. Airlines also

custoner.

The computer reserva-

the major carriers. Thus,

its

nost

likely lhat the established carriers r¡i1l be first to knorv about the
entrants' pLans. This wiIl enhance their abílity to react strategically. By using public adverlising lhe potential entran!s cannot

8'l

the established carriers from access to their advertising,
This will alLow the incumbents to reacl. Also, advertising messages
typically reach custoners gradually. A '!otal' enlry is not possible
when !he cust.omers cannot be reached inslantenously and simultaneousexclude

1y.

lfhile the second case is possible to

sone degree

in a charLer nar-

ket, it is not possible in the more important scheduled market. In
fact, the very nature of the scheduled airline service is its avaiLability on demand. The growing lrend of providing the scheduled and
chârter service jointly rnakes 'hit-and-run' unlikely, even in the
charter

mar

ket

.

in

3.2, strategic behavior of consumers may
put a constraint on the incumbent firms, even if 'hit-and-run' entry
is impossible. StraLegically behaving consumers are unlikeJ.y in airÀs indicated

Section

Line markets because of the coordination problem. There are many consumers

in

t,he market and they behave independently,

therefore, design-

ing a coordinated strategy by the consuners is not feasible.

Il

that it is extremely unlikely for 'hit-and-run' entry to
be possible in lhe airline industry, This has two implications. First,
appears

strategic reactÍons will- natter in the industry, and secondly,

the

likely type of entry rlill be a gradual not a 'totat' entry.
This, in lurn, has important poLicy implications because public policies aimed at enhancing market contes!ability cannot concen¡rate on
the structural characteristics of the industry aIone. Firms' ability
Íìost

to use various predatory practices has to be constrained, as well,
which implies a need for the appropriaLe competit.ion policy.
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4.4

BÀRRIERS TO ENTRY

i}{

THE ÀIRLINE INDUSTRY

¡n the context of the airLine induslry, barriers to entry
inale from lhe

may

orig-

fo11or+ing sources:

1. Àsset related sunk cosls,
2, Product di fferentiation and good wiIl.
3. Information - computer reserva!ion systems.
4, Absolute cost advantage.
5. Àvailability of essential inputs and airport access.
6, Net!,ork and scale economies( gradual entry ).
Entry into a given city-pair market can originate from an entirely

carrier or from an already existing carrier. It is likely that the
height of barriers to entry will differ for these tr+o types of en!new

ran!s.
SUNK COSTS

The

nagnitude of sunk costs can be inferred by examining airline

assets (TabIe 2).

2, flight equiprnent is the most important asset and makes up about 76% of the assets, r,,ith the remaining 24% being
in ground property and equipment, Since there is a well developed
market for used flight equipment, these assels usually are not considered a source of sunk costs. However, rce should remember that lhe exÀs indicated

in

TabIe
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TÀBtE

2

Àirline Àssets - Air

ASSETS

$MrN

FLIGHT EOUI
1

.

Ai

Canada(1981)

% OF THE TOTÀI

PMENT

rfranes

1

2, Àircraft engines
3, Àircraft propellers
4. FIight equ i pmen t

'71

139

spâre parts and assemblies
sub

,7_23

total

1

,862

76

GROUND PROPERTY AND
EQUI Pl'tENT

5.
6.

Ramp equipment

Communications and

neteorologicaJ.
7. Ma i ntenanc e
engeneer

ing

equ i pmen

1.9

t

2

and
equi pment

1.1

8. Sur face and transpor!
vehicLes and equ i pmen t
9. Furn i ture, f ixture and

1.5

off ice equiprnent
10. Mi scellaneous ground
equ i pmen

2

t

125

11. Buildings

247

'12, Con st ruc t i on work in
pr09ress

Sourc

e

! Statistics

0.1

99

sub

total

Tota

I

Canada(1981).

0.06
0.1
5

10,2
4

548.5

24

2410.s

100
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of the secondary market does not guaran!ee that a seller of
the aircraft can fulLy recover lhe purchase price. There are transÍslence

action costs involved, especially

when

a brokerage firm is used,

and

the equipment prices tend lo fluctuale over time depending on the mar_
ket conditions, Thus. there is a possibility of a loss when selling
the aircraft, which will transrate into a sunk cost. Às far as the remaining assets are concerned, the degree of cos! sunkness wiIJ. rikery

higher.

to dispose of will be office buildings, while
buildings located near lhe airport may be more difficult to seLl. The
rest of the assets can be sold only at a significant loss. Assuming
be

The easiest

conservatively that the transaction costs and the risk premium for the
f ).ight equipment amount to 5% of its value and that only 60%
of the
value of the remaining assets can be recovered, the magnitude

of lhe
sunk cost wilL amount to abou! 12.4 % of the total asset value. Thís
is a hypothetical figure, which may change over tine depending on mar_
ket conditions. Nevertheress, rhe airline industry may be described
as low sunk cost industry. However, even if sunk costs amount !o only
10% of the total assets va1ue, the resu).ting barrier lo entry
cannot

negJ.igibre. Furthermore,

sunk costs do not have to

originate from the physicaJ. asseLs alone.

Àdvertising expenditures

be considered as

are considered
pendilures

are

to

be investnent ín good

investment.s

in

human

will and labour training

ex_

capital, that cannot be recovered

if the carrier decides to exit the market. As TabLe 1 indicated, they
amount to about 2.5% of aII operating expenditures of the existing
carriers. The magnitude of these expenditures will Iikely be higher
for

new entrants.
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PRODUCT DIFFERENTIÀTION ÀND GOOD WILL

Àirline service, in a given marke!, can be described by the follor¡ing vector of characteristics:
y = { price ; frequency ; type of reservation i type of plane
;
comfort (leg space, seat rlidLh, etc. ), amenities (food, drinks,
free movies, etc.) ;

baggage handJ.ing

;

number

interlining/on line service i car rentars

of conneclions ;

and hoteL reservations and

respective discounts

; frequent flier

Gíven many relevan!

characteristics and that the identical airline

vírtually

program

; safety Ì.

airtine service is typicarry differentiated. Produc! differentiation can be defined as heterogeneity ( both
actual and perceived by consumers ) of the characteristics vectors of
the services offered by various carriers. These characterisLics r+ill
have a different impact on airline competitiveness. one of the nost
important ones is frequency, There is some empirical evidence tha!
consu'ners prefer the airLine offering the most frequent service in a
given city par market. The literature describes thís preference as
the S-curve phenomenon(Figure 13). Àn S-curve suggests that the air_
line offering the mos! frequencies wirr contror more than proportionalIy hígh market share.
networks are

of the possible

unknoHn,

for the S-curvè phenomenon is the
fact fact that consumers can ninimize their !ransaction costs of mak-

One

explanations

ing reservations by contacting the dominant carrier fírst. In any
case' the S-curve phenomenon will have conpetitive implications for a
prospeclive entrant. In order to overcorne the competitive disadvantage

>¿

flarkct
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Figure

13: S- Curve

to the S-curve, other things being equal, lhe enlranl çould have
to offer the same number of frequencies as the incunbent carrier. As-

due

suning

lhat

is not affected in a
of flights can be treated as given. If

the airplane type/frequency choice

given narkeÈ, the

lotal

nunber

lhe domínant carrier currenlly serves more than S0% of the flighls,
only total entry or displacenent of the incumbent carrier as the dominant

carrier,

can al-low the entrant

to

overcome

tage. when only gradual entry into lhe market
phenonenon

Às

wiIl

far as

the S-curve disadvan-

is possible, the S-curve

operate as a barrier !o enlry,

oÈher

characteristics are concerned, such as amenities

confort characleristics, can be easily copied. Others, such as
number of connections are part of the larger decisions, which estaband

lish the airline netr¡ork

ând canno! be copied

easily.

The

ability

of
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a carrier to offer a large number of connections reduces lhe consumer
transaction cost given the prefence for on-1ine versus inter-rine ser-

vice. On-line service is preferred by consumers as it typically re_
sults in a smaLler loss of rime between connecting flights, reduces
the probability of baggage ross,

etc. when the number of connections
is relevant for consumers, airlines operating integrated ,hub_and_
spoke' networks
'oill experience an important competitive advanLage
over smaller carriers. Consider, for exampì.e, an airline having 20
stations connected through a 'hub' . The number of city-pair markets
served píll be: {20t/Q0-2) l2lJ=i90. Nor.l consider a smaller carrier
being established ín 5 cities. The maximum number of cíty-pair narkets
served by this carrier witl be: { Sl/(S-2) l2l} = 10. Thus, the number
of connections increases

more than proporLionatry

with the size of

the

network.

In addition to a characteristics mix, the consumers' perception of
service quality differentiates an airline service. Àirline travellers
are typicaLly repeat customers and the quality of service is difficult
to assess before actualry tryín9 it, Thus, product characteristics
responsibJ.e

for

good

wiLt are present in the índustry.

À relativeJ.y nerl tooI

the ability of the airlines !o
differentiate their service, is the frequent flier program. This pro_
gram offers premiums to frequent fliers, llhich free flights, upgrading
the econony cLass to firs! class, free hotel roons, free car rentals,
cruise trips and other awards. In addition to the airlines lhe pro_
gram participants incLude car rentals, hotel chains and cruise opera_
tors. Typically, the value of awards increases more than proportion_
,

enhancing
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alIy with the

of points accumulated. À frequent flier award
can be considered as a forn of in kind', rarher than cash discounts.
It is a r¡e11. kno'on result of elenentary micro-theory that the consumer
prefers cash transfers to equivalent in value 'in kind' transfers.
Why then

if

number

would frequent flíer prograns result in a barrier to entry,

to offer

t.he new enLrants are able

discount? Here are

In

an

equivalent, in value,

cash

some reasons:

instances the price of the ticket is paid by the employer of the frequent flier member. The award, on the other
rnany

hand,

is

pensive

hinself. Thus, a more exticket offering ,in kind, premium will be preferred to
received by the traveller

the cheaper ticket offered by the nell entrant.
2.

big carriers are in a position to negotiate speciaJ. deals
with car rentals, hotel.s, cruise operaLors and other program
The

participants.

These savings may

reflect the bargaining

strength

of fhe bigger carriers and also reduced transaction costs for
other program participants. Frequent flier awards nay be a
to

of these savings to the consumer. À neq,
entrant will not be abl.e to negotiate similar deals because of

mechanism

its
2

pass some

weaker bargaining

flier

position and higher transaction costs.

typically offer awards which increase
progressively !rith the number of miles flown. If most of lhe
business travellers are nembers of the programs administered by
Frequent

programs

the existing carriers, the enlrant

disadvantage. He

souLd

may experience

have to offer

a competitive

premiums

ratês current'ly earned by lhe travellers.

The

at lhe high
new entranl
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l,lould miss the opportunity of giving propor!ionaIly

smaLler

at the beginning of the program, This implies higher
costs of offering a prograrn as attractive ãs those offered by
atlards

the establ i shed carriers.
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COMPUTER RESERVATION SYSTEMS ÀND

ÀIRLiNE

MÀRKETING

Information about fares and scheduLes can be obtained from the pub_

lished 0fficial Àirline Guide. when fares and schedures change, using
the guide becomes impractícal for customers, who find it more conven-

ien! !o rely

on computer

reservation

systems shich

are

connected to

the travel agents' computer terminals. Compuler reservation systens
ãre very expensive and only the ìargest airlines can afford them. 1?
The presence of scaLe economies in computer reservation systerns may
have irnportan! competitive impLications. ÀIthough a nerl entrant may
gain access to the system by way of user fees, in the deregulaled en-

vironment, the or*ner of the system may charge the users rnonopolistic
prices for this access. This r+iLl impose an extra cos! on lhe entrants
a source of extra revenues for lhe system owneri it will also
result in a cost asymmetry equivalent to a barrier to enlry. perhaps

and be

is the so catled 'display bias', which occurs when
the computer program, running the syslen, is designed to favor the
sponsoring carrier's flights ( ,'Reservations Systems Likely to be Dis_
ciplined", ÀTW, 9,1983 ).r8 This may have very significant inplica_
even more important

17

In the U.S. the dominant systems are American,s Sabre, United,s
In Canada the dominant syslen ieservec is

ApoLLo and TWA's pars.
owned by Àir Canada.

Clark Onstad, Vp-governmental affair for Continental Àirlines:
'' gulr
"the consumer is acting in reliance on information which ha; b;;;
consciously and deliberately biased for the sole pu.pos. oi-inii;_
encing his decision in a manner contrary to the consunrer's economic
and other interests". À1so R. Crandal, presiden! of Àmerican ¡iil
lines has saidr "the preferenriaJ. displa| of our ftighf;; ;;à ;;;responding increase Ín nrarket share ii tËe competitíve iaijon-á;:tl:".,{or huuins creâted the system in the iirst pIace" (eivl,
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tions, since nearly 90%( l) of aLL travel agents' bookings are made
from the first screen. FurLhermore, as many as 50% of all bookings in
thê U.S. are made from lhe first Iine of the screen("ÀirLine Dependence on Conputers Growing", ATt¡,

abuses involve

t.

9,1993).

Obher possible competitive

I

other airlines wishing to participate in the system
fees based on the degree of competition that the airline has

Charging

t,Iith the host.
¿.

or delaying action on the airtine's request to become a
co-host carrier (a status lhat rises the airlines placernent in
Denying

the
2

CRS

bias hierarchy.

Delaying the entry of competitors routes and fares, thus giving

the host carrier tine !o adjust prices and routes.

control of lhe computer reservation system gives
an aÍrline addítionat advantages arising from other uses of the sysThe ownership and

tern. Currently the

computer

reservation

systerns

are

known

the following addítional functions for the host airlines:

. Hotel reservations
2. Car rentals
3, Baggage trace
4, Scheduling
5. CreH ma na gemen t
6. Flight f ol loll
. Inventory managenent
8. Ma íntenance schedul i n9
'1

'1

to

perform
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9.

Performance analysis

10. Financ
11. Fuel

iaI

analys i s

managenent

12. Frequent Flyer program administration (¡tw, 9,19g3).

In addi!ion
provides

aIl these benefits, the computer reservation system
the host airline with a significant informational advôntage
bo

its compelitors. The data generated by virtue of operating the
syslem may allow the host carrÍer to identify the changes and shifts
in the rnarket,
may improve the planning process, since it r¡ould
'.,hich
allor¿ the airLine to anticipate changes in demand much sooner then
its competitors.
over

The sophisLicated computer reservation system nay also be instru-

nental in providing the opportuní!y of seJ-ting capacity-controlled
discount fares. in addifion to allorring for betler utitization of
equipment, the capacity controlled discount fares may be employed as

poverful competitive

line

may

a

tool. For exanple, when faced with entry an air-

increase the number of available discount seats, Finally,

computer reservation systems are very expensive, For exampJ.e, the

bre system

cost

Àmerican $90,000,000( 1983 U.S

g) for hardware,

Sa_

and

for the softt,tare (¡rw, 9,1993). I.¡híle hardware
can possibly be sold ( probably at a loss, due to fast technological
another $30,000,000

progress), the software has no alternative use, and expenditures on

il

lo sunk costs, Sunk costs, in the usual way, will constitute a
barrier lo enlry. The o!,ner of the sysLem will treat the expenditures
on the syslem as at least partly sunk so lhat depreciation charges on
amount

the system are no longer economic costs. The other users of the system
will have to pay the regular fees, which are economic costs to them.
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of enLry barriers, on the markering side of airr.ine
operations, may originate from airlines' dependence on traver agencies
as the primary distributor of lhe air transportation product. This
dependence has been growing in recent years, as indicated by Air
Another source

Transport world's survey of 40 rnajor internationar

airrines.

Àccord-

ing to this survey about 67-?0 percent of airline revenues are typi_
caJ.Iy generared by travel agents ("Àirrine Dependence on Traver Agents
Rising",

ÀTt,l, October

1985).

Às already indicated,

travel agents

es_

pecially the busy ones, tend to prefer carriers appearing on the first
lt,lo screens of the conputer terminal. Other potential problems may
arise from ¡he fac! rhat air transport is a service which is often
paid in advance by the consumer, The problem of liability for the de_
livery of service, shich cannot by stored, naturally arises. Without
a middle-man, risk-averse

consumers would tend

to prefer

known and es_

carriers. The reriance on travel agencies witl rikely reinforce !his effect, as it is in the interest of travel agencies !o
avoid exposing their clients to the possibitity of not receiving the
service, especially given that the potential savings to the consumer
of flying r¡íth the cheaper, Less known carriers are not shared by the
tablished

agents, who are paid their commissions by the airlines.
The establÍshed

ter entry

carriers' abitity to deter entry strategically

de_

also be increased shen traver agents shift crients from
the potential-ly bankrupt carriers as soon as such a possibility exists
(

Brenner

may

ei

a1.,1985).

0ther potential. abuses

involve dears between the estabr.ished
carriers and big traveL agencies to discriminate against nel.l entrants.
may
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AVÀILABILITY OF ESSENTIAL INPUTS ÀND AIRPORT

The

ACCESS

principal input of aírlines is the aircraft itserf, In

times

of rapid technological progress in aircraft manufacturing(such as rhe
development of jet p).ane), the inability to ob!ain the newest plane
put an entrant in a position of disadvantage. ( The type of the
airplane affects the characteristic mix of service, and hence product
may

differentiation).

inabir.ity of the entrants to obtain new planes
arises from the fact that the aircraft manufacturers usually carry a
The

of orders for new planes and shen the technological progress
in aircraft manufacturing industry slows down, the inabiJ.ity to obtain

backJ.og

the newest type of pLane may not Lead to a serious competilive disad_
vantage. The net,r entrants usually choose the used aircraft market,
which offers an ímmediate

detivery, but the availability of the used
planes depends on the freet decisions of the incumbent carriers. I{hen
the airline decides to purchase new planes, the old ones are usuarry
put up for sale and thus the sellers of lhe used planes are mainly the
exis!ing carriers. 0ther selrers incrude brokers specializing in that
business as well as

airline manufacturers.

airline manufacturers
are someti¡nes forced to accept old pLanes as 'trade-ins'. FoIl0wing
airline bankruplcies, banks and financial insLituLions may enter the
market wiLh used planes, In any case, the supply of used pJ.anes ís
The

not steady and may be affected by nany exogenous events. For example,
an increase in the price of f uer. wiII make lhe new fuer efficient
planes more

attractive.

The

derivery of rhe new planes wiIl release

the old ones t.o the used market.

On

the other hand, a decrease of the
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price of fuel

rnay increase

the attractiveness of the ord pr.anes to lhe

car¡iers and may result in a decrease of the available supply of used
planes. Thus, !he avaitability of the planes wiIl fluctuate and may

in a short-term barrier to entry. Às far as Labour is con_
cerned, airline empJ.oyees can be dívided into the foJ.lowing catego_
result

ries¡

.
2.
3,
4,
r

Pl

lots

Other flying personnel
General management and administration
Ma

intenance labour.

0ut of these categories t!¡o groups are candidates for short_term
shortages - pilots and maíntenance labour. This is because the necessary skiLls for these groups, are primarily obtained on the job.
pilots are highly skitled, highly paid workers, whose skilìs
are obtained over an extensive period of time, Historicarly, airlines
found the major sources for their pilots in ex-military personneJ.,
The

pilots. yet even for the rnost quaì.Ífied, mili_
tary pilot it takes a subs!ântial amount of time to fully adjust to
civilian airline equipmen! and operations, and the ner+ carrier has
therefore to train its pilots or altract pilo!s from existing car_
riers,rs r+hich may be difficult, since the pilots would have !o forgo
comnuter and corporate

accumulated senioriby

benefits. In addition to this, airlines

may

try

rs Fotlo',ing the airrine bankruptcies
in the period of dereguration in
the U.S., the new earriers had IirrIe diÌficulty in hi;i;9-il;Iil
fied labour. The rurmoit.of the industry ana aiifine b;;k;"ËiIi;,
were specific to that period and an exceþtion rather than th'e rulã
in the industry.
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to

on pilots considering changing carriers,
The airlines may be justified because of the high human-capital investment involved in pilot training,20
Ímpose st,titching costs

Specialized mechanics are usually more easily available, but

in

the

is a possibility of shortage. Thus, the avaiJ.ability
of essentiaL inputs such as planes and qual.ified labour rnay be a
short-term barrier to entry. Even when these shortages are shortlived and temporary, they are relevant to contestability since they
may undernine the viability of 'hit and run, entry.
short-run there

Airport access is of fundamenLal importance for any new carrier,
since it is a necessary prerequisite in the operation of an aírLine.
Without secured access to the airporl

facitities, there cannot

be

a

successful entry. Practices, such as long term leases, majority_in-in_

terest clauses( these clauses require consen! of established carriers
for any significant decision concerning the airport ), may aJ.one bLock
an atlempt to enter.21 In some airports,

there simpJ.y may not be

any

available space at a given point in !ime. The expansion of airports
usually involves a lumpy investment, thus the access may be a short_
term problern Ín congested

airports.

lo deaL wÍth this problen
and offer airport space

to eliminate the short-tern leases
periodic bÍddinq. The bidding, however,

would be
through

One nay

adds

to the

trans_

20 American has_recently required
new hire piLots to agree to pay lhe
airline $10,000 if they leave before worling a yeai wittr ¡äeii.",
("PiIot PooL is orying Úp,', ÀTI,¡¡ 6,1985).

2iThis

problem can be illustrated by Laker Àirway's attempt to obtâin
gate and terminal space at J.F.K, Àirport in lg:Z and j9Zg. Laker
conlacted various airlines and was nót successful even though at

least one carrier
ties

(Ba

was

iley et a1,,1985).

reported

to have underutilized faðili-
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action costs of operating the

sysLem and clouds

the long term planning

of airlines. There is also the possibility of äntícompetitive bidding
to block the entry. Thus, provisions dealing
the underutilized

facilities

',ith

have

to be included in the optimat bidding

ÀBSOLUTE COST DI SADVÀNTÀGE

-

CAP]TÀt

schene,

COST

airLine industry is a capital intensive industry. The problem
of raising the necessary capitat and the cost of borrowing are very
The

important

capital

for

the potential

may be done

primarily

'1.

debt financing

,)

equity financing

carríers.

The

acquisition of start_up

by:

the ner,l entrant may become a barrier to enlry in
the stíglerian sense if the capitar costs of the entrant exceed lhe
costs of lhe existÍng airlines, This is quite likely, since the ex_
isting carriers are knorin to the capital lenders. The history of a
successful operation provides information to the lenders about the
carriers ability to survive and repay the debt. This information is
not available when new carriers are concerned, and as the risks invoLved are higher, the associated cost of the capítaI r+ilL also be
Capital costs of

higher. In additionf lhe existing carriers may increase the entrant's
risks by ernploying aggressive entry deterring strategies and by com_
municating the willingness to fight. These higher risks *'i1] further
increase the risk premiurn required by the lenders.
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The ava i labi 1i

ând the expected

ty of equity capital depends on the expected risks
profitability of the new veDture. Thus, the aggres-

sive behavior of lhe

incumbent

carriers

may reduce

the avaiJ.ability of

equity capi ta1.
NETÍ.¡ORK AND SCALE ECONOMTES AND GRÀDUÀL ENTRY

in Section 4.3, 'hit-and-run' entry, or total entry is
not J.ikely in airline markets. This implies that entry has to be grad_
ual and wiLl take time. If the establíshed carriers operate efficiently a netr' entrant will experience a cost disadvantage before he
Às indicated

achieves a minimum scale

of operation. Thus, economies of airline
size will result in a barrier to entry in the Stigterian sense,

It is possible, however, that the monopollstic or olÍgopolistic in_
cumbents wilI operale with some degree of x-inefficiency. selten(19g6)
recently

a 'strong sJ.ack' hypothesis. This hypothesis
naíntains that slack has a tendency !o increase so 1ong as economic
profils are positive. If the ownership is weak22 economic profits
has

will

proposed

elirninated, as cost inefficiency increases over !ime. Under
!hese conditions, positíve economic profits will equal zero, irrespec_
be

!ive of market structure. Lack of positive economic profits therefore
may be a sign of cost inefficiency rather than competitive pricing.
Even r¡hen selten's hypothesis does not hotd in its extrene version,
cost inefficiency of the incumbent firm may outweigh its size related
cost advantage. llhen that happens, a sma]I scale entry
22 The. weak ownership impries

control over management.

that

may be possi_

sharehorders do not have a comprete
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ble, The success of entry, however, is not guaranteed. The incumbent,
in order to deter entry, wiLl have to adjust his costs. The entrant
wiLl have !o increase his size, in order to capture size rerated economies, before the incumbent eliminates

his cost inefficiency.

srnaIl scale entry, with an entrant having the initial
cost advantage. This advantage, witl likety result from lower variable
Consider a

costs,

Assume

the folJ.owing average cost function(ÀTC):

ATC=a_b*0+c

(1)

0 stands for output and average fixed cost component is given byl
AFC = a - ¡*9 (linearity is assumed for sinplicity)

r¡here

and average variable cost(ÀVC)

( Output is

ís constant

and equal

!o

c,

for the incumbent and Qe for the entrant)
The incumbent cost function is given by:
QI
ÀTCi=a-b*Oi+(1+s)*c
where

's'

denoted by Qi

describes the magnitude of cost inefficiency.

The entrants cost function

(3)

ÀTCe =

ä-

is

b*Qe +

given by:

c + BE

ehere BE defines the monetary value
when

(4)

of barriers to entry.

the entrant has the initial cost advanlage it implies thatl
ATci > ÀTce

or a-b*Qi+

( 1+s

)*c > a -

b*Qe +

c + BE.

By rearranging terms and simplifyÍng we obtain:

-BE>b*( 0i _0e ).
The Left hand side describes the
t5J

s*c

the incumbent. The nagnitude

slack rer.ated

cost

disadvantage of

of structural barriers to entry reduces

the cost disadvanrage of the incunbent. The right hand side describes
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the size related cost disadvantage of the entrant. Hhen rhe incumbent, operating ín 'n, city-pair markets, has a cost disadvantage,

limil pricing to deter entry is not possible as it would require the
incumbent to set prices belor+ cost in each market. The incumben! is
better off to t.lait for entry and to adjust prices when it takes place,
thus, the entrant t,till become a von Stockelberg J.eader in setting
prices in the market.
In a given city-pair market traffic is a function of price:

(6) O=d-g*p
where Q stands for lotal guantity dernanded and p stands for price,
Sínce lhe prime objective of lhe entrant is growlh, it ís reasonable
to assume that the price set by the entrant will not exceed his costs.
(7) I = Qi + Qe (total demand wi1l be divided betseen the
incumbent 'Qi' and the new enlrant '0e').
By matching the

entrant's fares, the incumbent incurs rosses(Li)

equar

to!

(B) ri=(Àrci_p)*Qi.
since the incumbent's resources are not unr.imited, there wilr be sone
Lmax, r+hich sitl set the upper bound on the amount of losses of the
incumbent. These Iosses

of lhe incumbent

will

initial cost disadvantage
and the output oi. The entrant, in order !o naximize
depend on the

his competitive advantage, should
advantage and

largest.

lhe

choose the

Iosses incurred by

the

markets,

where

his cost

aggressive incunbent are

will be those wÍth Lon structural barriers to
entry and high demand elaslicities. The entry of the new carrier ínto
These markets

the market sets the priee below the incumbent,s

price

and generates

10'7

neH

traffic, In order !o deter entry

and

satisfy the

generated demand,

the incumbent would have to add additional capacity !o the market.
The incumbent wiì.1 require lhe Iarger capacity, the larger is demand

elasticity. Increased volume of !raffic wiLl translate into increased
losses for the incumbent, Thus, the optimal strategy for the net,' entrant is to build a nettvork, starting fron marke!s characterized by
high demand elasticíty and low barriers to
strätegy wiLl depend on his

initial cost

entry.

The incunbent,s

disadvanLage and

abitity

to

costs. If lhe initiaL cost disadvantage is smaII and the prospects for speedy elimination of slack good, the incumbent nighl employ
reduce

similar to that described in the 'chain-store'
gane. When x-inefficiency is institutionalized into restrictive r,¡orking rules and above normaJ. wages, reduction of costs may prove more
an aggressive strategy

difficuLt. Its speed wiII depend on the state of labor relations,
ion nilitancy and the skills of the management. The outcome of
game is indeterminate and eíther side can win.

un-

the

In the above game, the presence of barriers to entry protects inefficient existing firrns, which has important welfare and policy impJ.i-

cations. PubIic policies

at

to entry may decrease the degree of x-ínefficiency in the industry, as inefficient
firms ¡rould become vulnerable to neri entry, even when entry is smalL
and gradual.

aimed

reducing barriers
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4.5

ENTRY

8Y ÀN EXISTING

CÀRRI8R

entry into a given city-pair markei nèi, come Irom
a ner star!up carrier or from an aìreacìy established
one. 3ârriers io entry facing each type of carriers r.,iI). ì.ike).y <ìiffer
!n:erns of:heir rel.e_
The

vance and
F

i

gure

magnitude. To illuscraie :his consider an example qiven
in

14.

...--l

._____.>

F _._>_

_<-.¿

Figure

Suppose

l4:

_

Enrry by an Exisring Carrier

that there are tHo carriers

who

are monopo.Lists in their net_

works organized around E and F

respectiveìy. Both carriers have their
ovn services betveen the hub cities E and
F. ?hus, they already have
st.alions inside the neÍghbor,s networks. NoL.
suppose, that carrier I
Hanes to expand and enter the pH market.
Being already
established in
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F,

the access to airport facilities and narne recognition, the
carrier will only need to get access to facilities in H. service to H
may be offered as an extension of EF service, or as an entirely new
r+ith

service. lrhile easier than a he'o entry this expansion is not without
difficulfies of i!s own; for example, the pLane used in the EF market
may be inappropriate for the FH market or the turnaround EF service
may be disrupted. When separate service is eslabLished in FH, carrier

I will not be able to capture the net',,ork economies in the network II
and hence tlill suffer cost disadvantage. The partial or gradual entry
lherefore results in an effective barrier to entry for the existing
carriers. The size-reLated barrier to entry for the exísting carrier
wilr be smaller than for the ne'' entrant as it refers only to net',,ork
diseconomies. Other sources

of size related economies, such as common

vill likeJ.y be exploiLed by the existing carrier, who wiLL
also be known by a! reast some of the custoners in the newry entered
narket. Thus, !he good wilt related competiLive disadvantage need not
be large. The strength of potenLial competition, therefore, wilL be
higher if it comes from the existing carriers, The number of the ex_
isting carriers in the domestic airr.ine ner,oork wiU. be a function of
!he populalion size and its Iocational disrribution and other reLevant
overhead,

f

actors.

4'5
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NETl¡oRÃ I llrERÐEPEttDENcE

'

sr¡ITcHINc cosrs ÀrD co'rpBTlNc

HODES

In addition to actuaì and potential competition in tbe market,
the
ability of carriers Lo set monopolistic prices may be constrained
by

the

of airline netÍorks. Consider, for exanple, an
airline system consisting of six hub and spoke netvorks operated
by
interdependence

iepa ra t e

a i rJ. i nes (F i

gure t5).

l
'.

02

\rt'
- --t

_ --L- __

-

I
I

I

pi

gure

15:

NetHork Interdependence

carrier is a rnonopolist in the ,in_hub, routes. Suppose also ¡hat
no en!ry is possible in each of lhe carriers routes(entry
is regulat_
Each

ed, or airport access is denied, for examp).e). The routes
inside the
ht¡b vill Iikely be least competitive and the prices
lhere wiIl. be on).y
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constrained by the prices

of substitute

modes, The routes connecting

the other hubs and international points

wilI likely be more competilive. UsuaIIy more than one carrier serves these routes. For example,
01-02 roule witl be served by #1 and #2 carriers, whích may reduce the
monopolistic freedom of the carriers. Suppose, however, that carrier
#1 has monopoly on atì. routes r+ithin Íts nelwork and long distance donestic and international routes, as weIl. The ability of the carriers
to set monopolislic prices on Longer routes will IikeJ.y be smal.Ler
than of the'in hub' routes. Suppose lhat there is a traveller wishing to fly from 01 to 06. The trâveller may fly lrith #1 carrier and
pay P1(01-06), or he nay fly to 02 and from there fly with #2 carrier.
Thus, his tolal cost rlill bel
TC

= pr(01-02) + p2(02-06) +SC

!o the consuner,s switching costs, which includes
the disutility of changing carriers and fIying a less direct
route(extra time). These st¡itching costs wilL likely be higher for
business consumers than for leisure ones, and the potentiaJ. savings
r+iII be relatively hÍgher depending on the length of the overall !rip
l¡here SC corresponds

distance.

The lon9es! transconLinental and

then exhibit the highest competítiveness

in

international routes will
terms

of network interde-

pendence.

Network inLerdependence may have a

positive disciplining role, only

carriers do not recognize their mutual interdeÞendence and do
not colLude. Wiih oligopolÍstic markets, the possibility of colJ.usion
rihen the

cannot be excluded

and network

interdependence may not be

sufficient
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competitive prices. Furthermore, the airlines may design
strategies to increase consumer switching cosLs, Examples of such

to

ensure

strategies are coupons and frequent flier programs. Thus, nelwork interdependence, while being an important characteristic

petition,
pr ic ing.

may be

of airline

con-

insufficient to prevent monopolistic/ oligopolistic

2 3

Airlines

in their pricing because of competition from other transportation modes. In the context of the scheduled jet service, the intermodal conpetition may originale fron commay aLso be constrained

muler carriers and from

surface transportation.

The degree

offer competition to the airlines wilt
ticular characterisLics of a given country.
these modes wiLL

4,7

to

!¡hich

depend on par-

I.í4E[EI--_.C9IIESIô!¡!IIS Às À wErFÀRE srÀNpARp FoR rHE ÀrRrJrNE
INDUSTRY

Chapter 3

identified the conditions under which sunk costs and oth-

er barriers to entry

may be

welfare improving. These condiLions in-

clude market unsustainability, 'lemon, type mârket failure and innova-

tions. Potential conpetition
socially wasteful

commitments

credible. Public

may

to

also reduce welfare if firms

make

make

their entry deterring strategies

at

increasing marke! contestability

poJ.icies airned

23 Network interdependence rnay go
beyond national borders. industry
pric i ng and public policies toward it may be affected by develop:
nents in lhe airline network of a nei ghbor ing country.
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may be

t,lelfare reducing in any

of

lhese cases, and

examine whether these special cases are

it is

important to

relevant in the airLine indus-

try.

the

of unsustainability
airline indusLry:

t.

Unsustainability of

Tno

of

lypes

can be distinguished

the natural

rnonopoly

in the context

in a given city-pair

market.
,)

Unsus!ainabil.ity of an optimal

Chapter 2

airline

netrlork.

indicated that unsustainability of the natural

monopoJ.y

arises rlhen the conditions for subadditivity are futfilled bu! the av-

!otal cost curve is increasing at a point of intersection with
the demand curve. when a firm can offer different prices to different
erage

customers market unsustainability need not

fact, lhat airlines

can charge

arise. It is a weLl known

different prices to different

classes

of consumers, high prices to time sensitive lravellers and low prices
to less time sensitÍve consumers. perry('1983) has shown that the
abÍJ.ity

of

f irrns

to set multiple prices

ensures

sustainability of nat-

ural monopoly. subadditivity of a cost function becomes a sufficient
condition for sustainability in such a case. To see !his consider an

airline
ÀTC

having an average cost function given by ATC

intersects narket

demand

(Figure

16).

curve at a point K, which tlould sugqest

possibility of unsustainabilily.

The

airline,

a

however, can deter en-

try when it is not constrained to set uniform prices. The strategy
for the airLine vould be to sell enough seats at Low prices, such as
Po, so that the entrant's residual demand is moved to the left of his

t:l
Arc

(Q

P6

I

Figure

16: Àirline Markets

and SustainôbiLily

average cosÈ

curve, The incunbenr vill then sell (Q, _ Qo ) at pr .
This strategy is possible sioce Qo can be sold lo
time insensitive
Ieisure customers, nho r¿iIl identify their tine preferences
and HiLl_
ingness !o pay by buying their tickets first.
Business travellers
lypically cannot buy their tickers tong in adv¿nce, ¿nd yill
be those
paying the high price p1 ¡n the case given
by Figure ,l7, the incum_
bent airl.ine i.ncurs a loss equaì to ÀBCD on units 0
to Qo and makes
profit equal ro DCFE on rhe remaining units. Às perry(19g3)
has

a

den_

onstrated, as long as Èhe cost function is subadditive
Lhe incunbent
can alrays find ¿ set of multiple prices vhich vilì
alloc him to at
least break even and deter entry. This is an important
result as it
implies sustainability, even yhen there are no barriers
to entry and
the incumbent is constrained not to ehange prices in the
event of en_
try' I'larket sustainabirity Íil.r be further enhanced by carriers
abir-
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ity to react to entry, Suppose, for example that an aírline instead
of setting a Limit price p0 ãnd seJ.ling 0o offers a lower quantity at
this price and sells the remaining quantity at a higher price. Entry
may be de!erred if the existing carrier threatens to increase
the
quantiLy of discounted seats to Qe when faced with entry, and when
such a threat is credible.
sustainability is often rerated to the issues of cross-subsidy and the viabi).ity of row traffic density routes in the deregulatNetwork

ed environment,

It is

lhat free entry may eliminate the most
profitable high density markets from the integrated network systen,
The remaining routes may not offer sufficient densities and the service

may break

argued

dor¡n. For

I,¡hile the airlines

example Lazar(19g4) argues:

correct in reporting that a

very

-are.
small the. interdependencies
among the rôutes ín
iniegrÀ1"_
ed network system are such that, the weak routes
"ncontríbute
towards making the strong routes more profitabJ.e ana -if.,e
strong rouLes, in turn, provide the base lor making the weai
routes viable(within the nelwork system). Thus, óross_sub_
sidies appear to florl in both djrecLions even though the
strong routes could stand on their own.

In order to clarify
given in FÍ gure 1?.

some

of these issues, consider a simple example

There are n passengers travel.ling

on route BC. Currently there is no
airline service on route ÀB and it is not viable on the stand alone
basis. The potential customers are wiJ.ling !o pay the maximum price
P(¡S)max which is below the airline cost per seat. For sinplicity it
assumed that lhere âre m passengers willing to travel when the price
is below or equal to p(ÀB)max, and none when the price is greater than
P(¡S)max, It can be profilable for the airline to expand its network
to A if the increnentar revenue is greater than rhe increnentar cost.

Figure

(j)

iR(ÀB) > rc(ÀB).

Due

!o the presence of

(2) c( À8,
The

17:

Netvork UnsustainabLity

netHork economies

BC) < C(ÀB) + C(BC).

efficiency gain due to

economies

(3) c( À8, Bc )= c(ÀB) + c(Bc)
Since !he ÀB route

is not

-

of

scope can be defined

Po

viabLe on

=[ C(¡s),/m - s] s

its

own

a subsidy S has !o be of_

p(ÀB)max

The incrementaÌ revenue function wi.Ll, therefore,

(5) IR(ÀB) = po*m = C(ÀB) Incremeotal cost

is given by

S*rn.

IG.

rc.

fered such thar

(4)

as

be

(6) rc(ÀB) = c(À8, Bc) - c(Bc).
Subst i

lut ing (5) and (6)

into (1) yields

(7) [c(AB) - s*m] > [c(¡¡, Bc) -

c (Bc

)l

Substituting (3) into (7) produces
c(AB)

-sxm>

which can be

(8) Ic

>

c(ÀB) + c(Bc)

- rc -

c(Bc)

simplified to

S*m.

that the total effÍciency gain has to be greâter then the
amount of subsidy paid to AB travellers. when this condition is furThis

rneans

filled prices wilI

free in the FauLhaber's{.1975)
sense and unsustainability
noÈ arise as a potential entrant can'.,ill
not offer prices lower then the established f irrn on either segment.
(The lowest prices that a potentiat entrant may offer
and break even
are C(m)/m on the ÀB segment and C(n)/n on the BC segment. ) Unsus_
tainability will no! result as rong as lhe amount of subsidy ís smalr.be cross-subsidy

er then lhe efficiency gain from addíng the

new

route to the systen.

the net'oork ro the ne'' destinations an entirery new
traffic is generated on the previously existing routes (such as BC),
when extendíng

there is a possibility of a destructive 'cream skimming' enlry. Con_
sider a case nhen the new traffic is generated on the route Bc as a

resull of adding the ÀB segment to the network. The number of travellers on the BC segment becomes nol¡: n+kr where k is the new traffic.
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Due

to

economíes

reduced

( I

of scale

c(n+k)/n+k

on segment BCf costs per seat there, wilL

I < tC(n)/n I ).

By adding

be

lhe ÀB roure to

the system, the efficiency gain inclues not¿ cost savings due to ne!_
work economies (cost complementarity betseen the rou!es AB and Bc) and
cost savings on the route

to

of scale, as a
result of the increased traffic, It is possible, however, that in order to bring the ÀB segment to the network, the whole efficiency gain
wiII have to be passed to the consumers travelLing on the ÀB segBC due

ment.2¿ Thus, cost savings due

to

enhanced economics

economies

of scale on lhe BC segment

to the consumers. prices on the Bc segment wiLl stil1
be equal to C(nl/n, even though costs, on the stand alone basis, have
cannot be passed

decLined

lo C(n+k)r/n+k,

consumers on
net.¡

the Bc

is
are not

There

segment

no cross-subsidy involved as the
âsked

to

route was added to the system, Thus, the

pay more than before the

net,t

route can pass an in_

test. consider nol,¡ an opportunistic entrant. Given
that the traffic on the BC route is now equal ¡o (n+k) passengers, the
nett entrant can comè in and offer prices as low as C(n+k)/n+k. The
net,l entranl can nol,| come in and undercu! the incumbent on the BC
route. When that happens, the incumbent is lefl with the ÀB rout.e
aLone, and in order to break even has to charge prices egual to avercremental cost

basis. prices on the route ÀB will then
90 up to the leveì C(iin')/n, but r¡ill be too high to nake lhis route vi_
able. The route AB, therefore, wiIl be dropped out from the network.
As the ÀB roule is eliminated, the traffic on the BC segment drops to
age costs on the stand alone

2a The

similar results r¡i1l be_ obtained if only a part of efficiency
gain due to economies of scale has lo be trânsfeired to ¡¡ traveil
Lers. The case where lhe total gain is transferred to ÀB customãis
is assumed for simplicity
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the previous Ievel n. The ne*, entrantf then, wirr have to increase
prices to the previous LeveL I C,n)/n ). Given the possibiLity of an
opportunistic entry, the carriers may opt agains! adding new routes,

if these routes require to receive the tlhole efficiency gain due to
expanding the network. Thus, the new entry prevents exlending the
airline netlrork, even though the ne'' routes are cross-subsidy free in
the Faulhaber's(1975) sense as they pass an incrementaL cost test.
Therefore, the estabLished carriers may require a protection from an
opportunisric entry in the ne!r¡ork development

stage.

once !he net-

is developed, however, the case for entry regulation becomes less
obvious. As indicated in chapter 3, narkets may be ex-post sustaina_
ble if there are barriers !o entry present. Another factor enhancÍng
market contestability is the irnpossibility of ,totaI' entry. When en_
try is small and gradual, the new entrant cannot take over the whore
work

exploit the economies of scale on this segment. Given
the carriers ability to set nultiple prices and the impossibility of
segment BC and

'tolal' entry, both types of unsustainability shouì.d be very unLikty
in !he airline industry, especíarJ.y where integrated net!,orks are developed.

fãr as 'lemon' type market faiLure is concerned, airline travel_
lers are repeat customers. ÀirIines, therefore, have an incentive to
built a repution for high quality, which aLone makes this type of mar_
ket failure untikely. The ability of the customers to s,,itch from unreliable carriers should provide a sufficient disciplining mechanisn.
Às

of innovation and technoJ.ogicaJ. progress in the industry
to be the most complex of the above cases. ln the last 50

The issue
appears
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years' innovation in aviation has centered on the development of the
jet engine for civit aviation, whích together with improvements in
control systems has resulted in successive imin aircraft speed and size (Doganis,19g5). AirJ.ines, how_

airframe design and
provenent

ever, do not produce airplanes, the production of airplanes being cur_

rently

dominated

by

Boeing and McDonald Douglas

of the united

staLes

Industrie, a consortium of British, French, !¡est German
spanish companies. These three procìucers dominate the market for
and Airbus

and

the

more) jet airplanes(',Eternal Triangles',, The
Economist, June 1,1985 ).25 The issue of the impact of barriers to en_
try in the airline induslry on the technological progress, therefore,
deals with !he problem of interactions between the airline industry
bigger(100 seats and

and the airplane rnanufactures. phillips(1971) has suggested

that

in_

teractions between the two industries are weak. Àccording to phir1ips, technological progress in the industry has been cletermined by

the spin-offs from the military and space contracts. Capron and
Noll(197'1 ) have suggested !hat barriers to entry created by the indus_
try regulation had a positive impact on the speed of techno).ogica1
change.

Às Douglas and MiLLer(1974) have demonstrated, entry regula_

tion created conditions favorabre to frequency and quarity competirion
in !he oligopolistic industry. This, ín turn, increased demand for the

planes.

new and improved

The case

of

European

aircraft

manufacturing

is that of high a degree of public intervention (Newhouse,19g5), which
has effectively created the industry and defined the nature and the
speed of !he technologicat progress. The national airlines have
25 The production

Pratt&Whitney

of aero-engines is

of the U.S.

donrinated by General
and Rol).s-Royce of Éritain

Erectric

and
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served

as 'captive' buyers for the nell

of European airplane
manufacturers. Às far as countries other than the U.S. and the Euro_
pean members of Airbus consortíum are concerned, the intraction be_
tHeen the structure of their airrine industries and technor.ogical
progress has to be considered as weak and uncertain. Given the Canadian perspective of this study, independence of this type of technologicaJ. progress from the conditions of entry in the airline industry
il i il. be assumed,
Innovation in the airl.ine industry

tion

and methods

of production,

may

pJ.anes

also involve service innova_

The most important innovations

relat-

to these type of activit.ies in recent years have been the introduc_
!ion of computer reservation systems and 'hub-and-spoke' networks,

ed

Introducing conputer reservation systems was possible because of lhe
!echnologicaJ. progress in computer technology. Innovation here is a
successful application

of technology,

which was developed eLsewhere,

conputer reservation systems were instrumenraL in aJ.Iowing airLines to
introduce frequent flier programs and reduced consumer transaction

costs by making possíbIe a simuLtaneous reservâlion

of seat, renting

a

car and booking a hotel room, The reservation system also enhanced
the ability of carriers to offer jointry an advance booking charters

services. This

airline costs and enhanced
the ability to obtain cheaper services by consumers. I! appears, horveverr that lower entry bârriers would not have affected thÍs type of
innovation. As indicated in Section 4.4, !he princípa1 source of sunk
costs in conputer reservation systems is software. The presence of
and scheduled

reduced the

these costs, however, does not make the innovating

firm vuLnerable lo
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opportunistic enLry, as costless imitation is impossible. The entrant
wouLd have to incur identical sunk costs of developing the program.

far

are concerned, innovation here in_
volved the application of techniques of combining traffic which were
previously used by trucking firms and railroads. 'Hub_and-spoke' net_
l,orks *,ere first introduced to airline operations in the Iate sixtíes
by the European airLines Sabena, KLM and Swissair. The objectíve was
to feed intra-European traffic into inter-continental routes,26 Introducíng this lype of networks to schedured passenger servíce involved
an application of the idea developed elsewhere. It does not appear
Às

!hat

'hub-and-spoke' netHorks

contestability could have been detrimental to !he
ability of airLines to in!roduce 'hub-and-spoke, networks. On the
enhanced market

conlrary, elimination of legal barriers to entry after the deregula_
tion of the u.s. industry aLlor+ed airlines to reorganize their routes
into'hub-and-spoke' nettrorks.
While the possible innovations

in the future cannot be predicted,
it does not appear that lor+er barriers to entry can be detrimental to
innovalion in the industry, especially in !he case of countries, where
inLractions betrleen airLines and aircraft manufactures are weak.
Public policies aimed
wel-fare reducing

if firms

at

enhancíng market

make socially wasteful commitments

to erect compensating barriers to entry. It
and Lipsey(1981)

irreversible.

26

contestability rnay be

in

order

Has demonstrated by Eaton

that the commitments are credible only if

Investment

in

making commitments,

they are

therefore, implies

This information has been brought to my attention by Dr. StudnickiGizbert.
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incurring sunk costs.

The most inportant assets

are

pLanes and the

airlines typically do not have a choice between technologies characterized by different levers of sunk costs. The onJ.y choice is between

of the equipmen!, but even if the equipment is fully owned the degree of cost sunkness will be small, and the requirement of the credibility of commitments will not be met. The airlines
could also try to Íncrease advertising expendítures, Historically ad_
verlising expenditures of aírl.ines have amounted between 1.7 to 2.b
percent of all operating expenditures(table 1). Thus, even doubling
owning and Ieasing

these expenditures would not

significantly increase the social cost of
producing the service. The good will capital gaÍned from adverLising
expenditures is relatively short-Iived (SchmaIensee, 1972), which wilL
further reduce the usefulness of advertising as a tool of making commitments. It appears that the scope for making 'wastefu|
is limited in the airline industry,

commitments

of technological progress in the industry, impossiblity
of 'Iemon' type markel failure and the presence of factor enhancing
market and net'oork sustainability, r,¡ould suggest that market contestability can be an appropriate welfare standard for lhe industry. It
has to be remembered, however, that market conLestabiLity is an approThe nature

priate

roeì.fare standard when the

internalize

them do

externaLitíes are absent or

means to

not require to impose restrictions on entry.

The

airlíne industry has been found to be a source of important externalities. These externaLities involve negative effects such as potrution,
noise, congestion, etc., and posi!ive effects such as enhancing regional developrnent(Harris,197B), public poricies ained at increasing
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market contestability wir.I be r¿erfare irnproving onry

if internarizing

externalities does not require restricting entry (externar.ities present in the industry and policies torlards then are discussed in ch.6).

Finally, lhe airline industry provides a service which has both ec_
onomic, political and social. dinensions. poLitical and sociaL dimensions invol've issues such

as nation buirding and national identity,
natíonal defence, Ínterregional equity in terms of access to lhe airLine service and regional deveì.opnen!, I,rarket contestability offers
only an economic criterion, public poJ.icies to''ards the industry can-

not ignore non-economic issues. A possibility of conflicts bet,oeen
the short-run, static economic efficiency and ronger term economíc and
non economic

Aoals has to be considered when designing public poli_
cÍes toward the industry. The degree to which the above objective nay
be inconsistent

Ìrith contestability wilr

depend

on particular

condí-

tions of a given country, such as iLs sEage of development, popuLation
size and its distribution, international relations, political and so_

cial

organization and the dominant value system.

The analysÍs

of this

chapter suggests

a

general inconsistency

be_

the assumptions of market contestability and econonics of the
airrine industry. 'Hit-and-run' entry has been found irnpossible in
the industry. In addition to this, the airLine indusLry is not free
of barriers to entry as required by market contestability. Further
tween

empirical evidence concerning the type of entry possibLe and barriers

to entry wiLL be presented in chapter 5. Market contestability as
welfare slandard for the industry may be usefur in cases where enhanc-

t¿5

ing market contestability does not interfere with network developmenl,
internalizing externalities and other social and economic qoaLs.

ChapÈer V
DEREGUTATION OF THE

U.S. ÀIRLINE INDUSTRY

II.IPLICÀTIONS FOR CONTESTÀBLE MÀRKETS

ÀND ITS

This chapter examines the experience of the U.S.
following lhe Àirline Deregulation Àct of 197g and

airline industry
its inplicarions

for market contestability. The assumpLions of market contestability
are compared Hith the industry conduct and performance. Special at_
tentíon is given to the experience of the neH jet entrants, Some re_
Iated issues, such as concenlration trends, destructive competition
and safety are also addressed.

5,1

P9_USi9I_91
:UE U.C. ÀIRIrNE rNpusrRy
DEREGIJLÀTION

ÀNp rHE ÀrRuNE

ÀCT

of the U.S. airtine industry provides empíricaI evi_
dence which can be used to assess the vaLidiry of market contestability hypothesis. Before an evaluation of the evidence can be done, it
wil.l be necessary to discuss the past regulatory regime and its effect
The experience

on the existing

ferred to as

carriers before the ¡irlÍne Deregulation Àct(later re-

ADÀ)

of

'1

978.

of lhe U.S. airLine industry slarted in the I920's with
the awarding of contracts for carrying mail (Kaplan, 19g6). The inRegulation

creased importance

of

passenger

-

service led to the establishment of
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the civí1 Aeronautic Board(cAB) in 1932. The infant indus!ry argument
provided a basic rationale for regulation a! that time, CÀB \{as
granted authority to control entry, fares, mail rates, saÍeLy (laber
transferred to the Federal Aviation AdminisLration (n¡e)) , mergers and
inter-carrier agreements. Given the comprehensiveness of cAB's con-

trol, lhe industry

t{as granted

anLi-trust immunity.

la!e either schedules, capacity or

CAB

did not

regu_

of the carriers.
The national air transportion network, built under CAB authority, en_
equipment choice

compassed nineteen major

trunk carriers, which serve<j on lhe long_dis_
tance rouLes, between major popula!ion centres, and a number of small_

e!r local carriers servicing !he regional markets, Eventuaì.1y this
policy was Iiberalized by alrowing the rocal carriers to serve rna jor
points within their regional service areas when demand conditions allowed entry withou! harnring the

trunks.

a resuL! of this type of
route allocation, passengers often had to change airJ.ines, which they
generally preferred Less than on-line service. cAB restricted rhe

of carriers in the market,

As

difficult, even for al_
ready estabJ'ished carriers. For a successful airline, the easiest way
lo obtain new routes u,as !o merge with financiaJ.ry troubred carriers
(nailey et al., f985, p. 13).
number

making enLry

The CAB regulation has been bjamed

for causing the folloving

ínef_

ficienciesl

1. Inefficient route structure.
ResLrictive entry regulation was an impediment to the deveLopment

of

hub-and-spoke

networks, These networks, generally, al_
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for greater efficiency in the supply of airline service
Íncrease the share of on-line versus interLine connections.
2. Ineff icient pr ice/QuaL i tv Mix.
lot,¡

Färes under regulation tiere related to the distance,
though the distance

is only

and

even

of the many variables affecting
costs, Fare formuLa !¡as not adjusted to account for changes in
airline costs due to technological progress(Cen,1974), which
resulted in lor¡er cos!s, especially on the Iong-distance
routes, Since frequency Has not regulated, airlines used it as
a principal competitive tool

one

.

Increased frequency meant loller

factors, and increased costs l{hich eliminated potential
economic profits, Regulation resulted in fares being approxi_
mately equal to costs, which happened not by reducing fares to
costs, but by increasing costs to fares (Dougtas and MiJ.ter,
1974), Since markets differed in terms of the optimal price
/quality mix, depending on such characteristics as distance,
composition of lravellers - business/leisure, the effect of
load

this distortion tfas not idèntical in all narkets.
3. Inefficient input Utilization.
Increased f requency,/quality type

capital investment,

The

rivalry

rate of return

excessive costs and altowed Iabor

to

resulted

in

reguLa t i on

excess

justified

increase wages and inple-

ment restr ict i ve working rules.

failure of U.S. airline deregulation can be described as a
failure of the regulatory system lo adjust !o changes in !he condi_
The
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lions of the industry. Conpetition, as a decen!ral.ized mechanisn of
coordinationr allows for more experimentalion and discovery, than does

políticaI institutions.

planning by

The reLative

inflexibility of

the

U.S. regulatory system made these inefficiencies even ,nore severe.
The
cause

inefficiency of the regulatory system became

of tr.lo developrnents.

One was

more obvious be-

the entry of supptemental char-

ter carriers, offering services at fare levels well beloll the regul-a!ed ones. The second involved the experience of the intrastate
carriers. These carriers, operating nainly in Texas and CaLifornia,
were subject

try,

to

Less stringent regulations than the

rest of the indus-

at higher toad facÈors and with fares below those of
CAB reguLated carriers (.¡ordan(1970) and Keeler(j972)1, Even if the
magnitude of this advantage tended to be overslated, by not accounting
for route characteristics and Heather conditions specific to these inand operated

trastate networks, the intrastate carriers' performance

lion of

CÀB

Hirshman

was

an indica-

regulatory failure.

(1970),

suggesled

that the consumers have lr{o

ways

to

in_

dicale their dissatisfaction - texit' and ,voice,. Exit means switching to alternative suppliers, voice refers to actions aimed at modifying lhe current supplier's behaviour.

of regulation the exÍt
option rlas not feasible for the public. It was lhe political action
(voice), which resulted in the regulatory reform, In addition to consumer groups and the academic profession (which provided theoretical
and empirical evídence supporling

Because

the reform),

some

aÍrlines

such as

the former intrastate, p.S.A., SouLhl{est, pan Am(t{,ho \,¡anted to

expand

its

carri-

network

to

incLude domestic rouLes) and United (the biggest
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er) supported the change. predictably,

of the carriers as weLl
as organized Labor opposed the regulatory reform (Kahn, 19g3), Fol_
lowing the Senate Judiciary Committee hearing ín 1977, and the ap_
pointment of A. Kahn, as the Chairman of CÀ8, CÀB moved toward a more
flexible regulatory regime. operating requirements for charters u,ere
relaxed, greater fare flexibiLity was introduced and route application
procedures were simplified. The process of gradual and cautious
change could eventually lead to complete deregulation of enlry and
pricing. Nevertheless, a radical approach was chosen. The Àirlíne
Deregulation Àct

of

1978 ended cAB's

most

authority over routes by

December

981, and fares by January 1983. CAB itself was Èo be abolished in
1984, The remaining antitrust authoriLy and the control over interna_
tional routes llas transferred to lhe Department of Transporta_
'1

tion(DOT). Full dereguJ.ation took place before the incrustry courd
eliminate the inefficiencies associated wíth the previous regulatory
regime.

5.2

NEI{ ENTRY ÀND CONTESTABITITY

The

into

Àirline Deregulation Àct of 1978

new markets

tirely

new

opened a

possíbilíty of entry

by existing carriers and aLlowed (since f9g1)

carriers to enter the induslry. In the firs!

for

year after

ÀDÀ, some industry characterisÈics helped the new entrants.
characteri st ics

1.

i nc

L

en_

These

uded:

of trunk and many Iocal carriers, resuJ.ting from
insufficient time gíven for elimination cost inefficiencies re_

Excess costs
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lated to the past regulatory regime. Cost inefficiencies of
the estabLished carriers crea!ed an opportunity for a srnall
scale, gradual entry,
)

of route netHorks by the exisLing carriers tcjward
more efficien! hub-and-spoke netriorks created a state of fLux
in many markets. Carriers entered and exited markets, opening
Rearrangement

for the potential net,l entrants.
Characteristic Ítix of the service offered by the existing carriers was not al.ways best suited to all markets. There was
some roon for experimentãtion and innovative entry.
Government policies, One of lhe most important po]icies here
under-served market niches

2

4,

was the

Federal

program. Under this program,
FAÀ, acting for DoT, was authorized to guarantee a loan if the
entrant could not oblain financing on reasonable terms from
privale sources (Mayer, 1984, p. 1j2l , This program reduced
Loan Guarantee

the cost of borror+ing and the magnitude of the capital cost
barrier to en t ry.
The ner¡ entrants can be

broadly divided into the following

catego_

ries:
L

Former

intrastate carriers: South!,est (1979)2? p.S.À. (g:.g) ,

Àir CaI (19791 , Àir Florida

(1979).

charter operatorst Capitol (1979), }¡orld (1979),
jet carriers: t'tidway ('1 979), New york Àir (19g1), people

Former
3.

New

Express

(198'1

),

Muse

Air (1981), Je! America (jgï2l , pacific

Express i1982), Northeastern (1982), Hawaii Express (19g2), Air
27 The

year of entry into inLerstate, scheduled markets.
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983), Sunworld (1983), America }iest (19g3), FJ.orida Express (1984), Frontier Horizon (1984), and presidential Air
0ne

('1

(1985 ).28
The new entrants' cost advantage resulted

bor costs due to employing

primarily from lower la_
non-unionized lolr-seniority Iabor. Table 3

offers a comparison of labour costs of
southnes!, and the selected major

ll.¡o

entrants,

carriers.

Net.¡

The anarysis

york Air

of this

and

data

that Labour costs t,¡ere significantly lower for the netl, entrants in alL Labour categories. This cost advantage is especially
suggests

slgnificant for

Ne'r

york

Airr which

represents a cr.ass

of start-up

entrants. In addition to lo$ labour costs, capital costs
al.so
'oere
lorv because of favorabLe conditions on the used plane rnarket. Àn ex_
cess supply of used planes resulted fron the over-optimistic expansíon
of established carriers in the past and airlíne bankruptcies. In ad_
dition to this, new carriers increased seating densiries, eriminated
ameníties and refused to interline(Graham,'1gg2). These last cost
reduction measures cannot be considered as true cost advantages but
some

ralher a part of product differentiatíon strategy of the en!rants.
The airline industry had a long history of industrial confrict and
high unionization. By empJ.oying non-unionized workers, the new ent_
rants t,lere abLe to avoid reslrictive working rules, which gave them

greater flexibílity and al-loved for better use of labor. Àssigning
workers to different jobs reduced boredom and job-rerated arienation.

In addition to this, the nerl entrants inLroduced a variety of profit_
sharing plans (southwest) or asked workers to buy the airrine's stock
28 New York

Àir

carriers -

and Frontier Horizon were created by
Texas Air and Frontier¡ respectively.

the estabrished

TABLE

Labour Costs

AiRtINE

3

of the New Entrants

P]LOTS CÀBIN ÀTTENDANTS

and the U.S. Majors,

MECHANICS TICKETING OTHER

ÀND

AND

OVERHÀUL

COPI LOTS

19g4

SALES

PERSONNEL

AND

PERSONNEL PROMOTI ONAL
PERSONNEL
NeH

Entrants
Nen

York

20,723

10,240

Sout.hHest 55,477

1s,073

¿

11

,318

26,456

-

18,200

Àir
t .þuÞ

Maior

Carriers

r

85,850

21

,356

30,620

22,733 32,870

Eastern

81,119

22

,000

23 | 555

22,215

TwA

19,820

23,963

USÀi

Source¡ ICAO(1984a).

26

,495

30,233

24t194 26,842
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Express), These measures enhanced workers' identification
with the carriers' goals, indirectly increasing productivity and re_
ducing costs. While cruciaL for the original success of the nelr ent(People

rants, these

likely to lasl forever, as the exist_
ing carriers attempLed to adjust their costs and increase
productiviLy. The nes entrants' costs lrere expected to increase as
their rabor force gained seniori!y and unionization started to tåke
advantages !¿ere not

place . 2 s

of the entrants depended on an entrant's oríginat
category and types of markels entered. The simplest route strategy
l,¡as that of former charÈer operators - Capitol and t{orld, r+ho intro_
Route s!rategies

duced scheduled service on routes which had previousry been served by
charter service. Their networks consisted of point to point roures,

primarily Iong-distance ones. Former intrastate carriers simply
tended their netrlorks beyond lheir respective states' borders.

ex_
The

carriers did not follor+ a unique roule deveJ.opment strategy; most
of them favored point to point turnaround service, extending it to
new

hedge-hop networks

-

people Express, ìluse

Àir, Jet America, Àmerica

InternalionaL, Pacific Express, Northeastern, Hawaii Express, Àir Àt_
2s Às

literature on labor-participation in management or labor-managed
firrns suggest, many of the gains due to greãter ffexiuifity in-jãU
assignments, greater workeis identificátion with the fiin å;;
transitory in nature, and do not increase the productivity permå_
nently. Some of the industry,s insíders seem
io ugr". ,itn ti,it
not ion:

"Burr (People Express Chairman) has brain-washed enployees
into working a 60 to 80 hour week by cal.ì.ing them mairagårs.
They-are in Disney Land, but this sþelI can-go only so-f ar',
- a former P.E. execulive: ("À yankee preaõher on a pilot
Seat

",

Time January

8,

1986.

)
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lanta,

NY

Àir,

FronLier Horizons and SunworId. America West,

and PresidentiaL

Àir

Midway

their route strategies on hub-and-spoke
nellrorks. The routes entered by the new carriers were primarily of
short to

based

medium Iength(Meyer,1984,p.12g), whÍch rlas partJ.y determined

by the types of planes availabLe on the used-plane market. In addi_
tion to this, short and medium distance rates were characterized by a

relatively high

customers previousJ.y

fore,

elasticity due to a possiblity of attracting
relying on road transportation.3o Entry, there_

demand

can be described as

grated nett¡ork. This

being gradual,

aimed

at building

an inte_

is consistent with the model 0f entry presented

in chapter 4.
of the condítions for ,hit-and-run' entry is that nerl ent_
rants expec! no reaction to entry fron lhe existing carriers, but the
experience of the ne'o entrants contradicts this no!ion, The new carriers were very ao,are of potentiar predatory responses from the established carriers and avoided open confrontation. rr In order to reduce
the risk of confrontation Hith the estabrished carriers, the nes ent0ne

rants used product differentiation as part of theír entry strategy,
which involved the choice of airports and changing product character-

istics nix.

Às

far as Location is concerned, the najority of the new

30 People Express adverlised.

their services, using the slogan ,Flying
that costs Iess than driving'(" people eipress ãtashes íÉs
wav intó
market rlith cheaper than driving faies',, Àrw, lo,lie¡j. --

3t

The prospectus, announcing people-Express's originar stock offering
sLated:. '.The company's prospeðt for success deiends on i¡. ;biii'i;
lo establish and maintain rates and prices whicîr wilL builã;;;;;;1
ger volume and.permit the company to operate profitably,
¡il-"iïf
not.prgyoke disadvantageous comþetitivã practices by ii"ul-;u;;i_
ers'-^("People Express Earns pi.ofit in' the rii.i'vååi;, --¡iw,
4,1983).
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carriers used satellite, under-utilized airports (with the exception
of New York Àir and Air Florida), product differentiation by neans of
offering a distinct characteristics mix ínvorved both adding and eriminating product characteristics. Some of the carriers (peopJ.e Express, WorLd, CapitoL, pacific Express, Sunr,lorld, Florida Express)

differenlia!ed their service by eliminating

tics, in their

some

of the characteris-

attemp!s !o reduce costs and attract price sensitive,

discretionary consumers, Typically,

Ehe eliminated

characteristics

lrere! interlining, free baggage handling, drinks and food, and other
amenities. People Express and Southrlest refused to participate in
cornputer reservation

systems. The exampres of carríers adding speciaJ.
characteristics involve Mid}tay, American Inlernational and southr{est.

differentiated iLs business oriented service by offering spe_
cial working areas r¡ith desks and secretaríar services at each airport. Àlso an addilional employee, calIed passenger coordinator, tlas
Midway

assigned

to

each

plane.

The passenger

coordinator's job was !o assist

the passenger rlith car rentals, hoteL reservations, etc. (',Midway Air_
lines Goes for the Business Market", ÀTW, 5,1993). Àrnerican Interna-

tional offered a scheduled service to casinos in Àtlantic
City("Àmerican International Bels on the Lure of Atlantic City", ÀTW,
8,1983). Southwest tried to ätlract rnale customers by hiring attractive female flight attendants, dressing !hem in'hot pants, and empha_
sizing the 'Love' lheme in their advertising. (This strategy t{as
evenlually eliminated after complaints of sexisn from feminist
groups.

)

TÀBLE

The Nel4 Entrants

4

- Traffic and Financial

CARRIER PÀSSENGERS RPM
(000) (¡¡iil.ions)

LOAD

FÀCTOR

(%\

Southwest
'1978

1919
1980
1

981

1982
1983
1984
1985

3 t528
5,000
5,975
6,793
9 ,079
10,798
12,063
13,214

,802
6,233
7

1919
1980

6, 0s3

b, t5J
1982
7 ,119
1983
8,099
1984
7 ,878
1985
9,121
1985 - enLered a rnarketing
1986 - sold to US Àir,
1

981

Air

CaL

1978

1979
1980
1

981

1982
1983
1984

1985

1985

Air

-

'1

bt.b
51.5
58.5
b t.J

4,015
4,203
3,310
3,582
4,289
4 ,921
4 ,965
5,806

N/A
N/A
N,/A
54.0
55.2
55 . 2
53.8
57 .2

536
820
3,218
,854
OUT OF.
1

OPERÀTING

NET

REVENUES I NCOME
($ mln )
($ mln )

81

17

135

tb

213

¿ö

270
270

34
34

448

a.ñ

536
506

47

230
299

¿3

49

11

301

4

438

28

475

10

531

(s)

630
780

2

agreemenl t,tith Northwest.

1¡309
1 ,611
1 t874

2,150
2,076
2,201
2,128
2,961

sold to American ÀirLines.

FLorida

1978
1919
1981
983
1984

2t433
2,935
3 t026
3,490
3,490
3,566
4,090
4,451

,86s
6 t270
7,521
8,604
4

PSÀ

19'18

2,024
2,310

57.4
68.3
68.2
63.5

1 ,049
1,585

Data

N,/À
N'/A

N/A
58.9

5t.4
58.2
55. 't
s6. 6

294
,396
4,958

N,/À

4,549

62.4

1

BUSINESS

N'/A

N/A

60
159
211
215
239
304
344
rþ

cl

303
218

Con

N/À
1.3

9.8

(s.13)
(35.

s)

(2,92)
8.5
9.

3

l

J

¿.

I

(4.1)
(3e.2)

t i nued

138
CaÞi tol
1980

1,t53

1982
1983

1 t824

1984

OUT OF

1

Wor 1d

4

,335

981

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

113 (5.3)
185 Q.04')
26'1 121 ,2\
177 (11 .1)

77.9
82.2
1A

L

BUSI NESS

803
2,058
1,651
1,23'1
,604
,568

1980
1

2,880
,451
6,547
3,896

611

981

1

2,388
8,672
6,871
6,020
7,300
6,718

1

'1

62.2
79.0
69.0
64.9
65.8
70.8

oUT 0F BUSINESS (Returned

200
342
269
274
322
360

1

271

748
1,099
1,197
1 ,309
1 ,871

981

1982
1983
1984
1985

PeoÞIe Exþres

607

1,040

1 ¿.'l
¿,3t I
1t747

50.0
þv.
54 ,4
48.4
50.9
58,2
t

Àir

18
so.e
47,1
47.1

4.

became Southwest,s

94
104
149
181

0.3
(11.5)

?

E

Q1 .91

(3.6)

icð

Anerican International

374

OUT OF BUSI NESS

400

62.5

1.01
10.4

8.4
1

.6

33 1 .4
72 (1.9)
01 (17.04i
132 (a.zi

.1

subsidiary.

1982
205
55?
58.5
1983
398
983
71,2
1984
s38 1,329
59,7
198s
7'14 1,659 64.0
1986 - sold !o ÀIaska Àirlines(a regional carrier)

1983
1984

)

s

1982
867
699
1t439
1,047
l?93
1,e81 1,498
1?q1
2,048
1,868
l?qq
1986 - sold to Southwest and
Àmer

.g)
(9.4)

(s.0)

1'7

Jet

(29.31
(17

24
??

1982
2,502 2,859
60.9
133
1983
5,902 5,597
73.5
259
12,390 11 ,7'15
67 .4
589
1?q4
1985
,637 14,832 61 . 1
928
1986 - soLd to Texas Air and was absorbed by Continental.

Muse

)

(43.7)

to the charter service

Midwav
1980

(28,2t
(10.4

2g,g (8.8)
60.0 iz.si
90,2 (3.7i
101.9 i8.ti

s2,9
Con

(11 .8

t i n ued

)

Pacífic

1982
1983
1984

Express
480
896

N/A

1982

N/A

't98

505

'1

983
1984

10.5

N/À

olt

707

1

OUT OF BUSI NESS

i i Express
1982

Hawa

Started in 1982 and
Data íncomple!e.

One

1983
1984
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OUT OF BUSI NESS

America West

1983
304
31?
1984
2,398 2,006
1?95
5,126 3,674
1985 - entered a narketing agreement

Suntlorld

363
555

1984
1985

Pres

ac I
37.8

52.6
55.6

OUT OF BUSI NESS

Northeastern

Àir

335
483

ident

ial

295
488

failled in the same year.
+7

.4

19.I

51.7
52.8
62.4

(21

,0)

18.1
122.5
241 ,3

r.liLh Northrlest.

24.0
.2

52.0
Èô t

41

(0.s3)
(2.41

Àir

1985
129
102
3?.5
N/A (9. s )
986 - changed its name to Continental Express following ent;;i;ó

'1

marke!ing agreemen!

New

York Àir

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
'1986

1,562
1,739
2,104
2,795
3,483

th

73.7

977
1

972
,509

2,269

Continentã1.

Out of business
Data incomplete.

63.8 (11.6)
9s.4 (23.21
128.1 4,1
(6 .71
17 6 .0

62,7
54.6
57.3
s6.0
56 ,4

absorbed by Continenlal, ceased
separate corporate ent i ty.

!'ron I i er HorÍzon
1984

wi

N/A

to exist

in the same year.

Source: cÀB(1983a); CÀB(1983b); Dor( j985)i DOr(1986).

as

N/A
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The

size of entry barriers and risks facing

new

entrants ín the in_

dustry can be inferred by examining data on financial performance

and

of the entrants(TabIe 4). Despite the conditions favoring new entry, the financial performance of the nerl ent_
rants, especially the star!-up operators, have been very disappoint_
ing. Air Florida, Capitol, people Express, Muse Àir, Jet America,
success/failure rabio

Àmerica

Àir

International, pacific Express, Northo,estern, Hawaii

Express,

Fronrier Horizon arr wen! out of business or sord out to
avoid bankruptcy. pSÀ and Àir Cat, former intrastate carriers, were
one and

sold to the major carriers while being profitable, I,iorLd left the
scheduled market to return to the charter service. presidential Air
and America I,lest entered markeLing and scheduling
Àmerican respectively, whire

Ner+

made

a

and

york Àir was absorbed by continentaL.

0f the remaining three carriers only southwest
profitable, America West appears to be moving
while sunworld has not

nith conrinental

profit

so

far,

has been consistently

profitability
Nine out of fourteen
lowards

start-up operators failed or sold out to avoid bankruptcy, which indicates high barriers to entry and high risks facing these carríers.
The

typical result of the

nerr

entry

reaching some form of an agreement

either explícit failure or
Hith lhe established carriers. In
was

eÍlher case, the neh' entrants ceased to provide conpetilion to the ex_
isting carriers. Traffic data, also presented in TabIe 4, indicate
gradual and slo'o growth

of the new carriers, which offers further evithat entry in the airrine indusLry cannot be of a

for the cLairn
' total' or 'hit-and-run' variety.

dence
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5.3

ESTÀBLISHED CÀRRIERS RESPONSES TO ENTRY ÀND COI.¡TESTÀBILITY

ContestabiLity theory requires that

the

incumbent firms do not re-

lo entry, or lhat the response lag exceeds the entry and exit
lag. when this and other assumptions of market contestability hold,
spond

the carriers should set prices

in anticipation of entry, raLher than
ín reaction to it. Some form of Iimit pricing should characterize the
incumbent carriers' pricing. Following regulatory reform of 19?g, the
established carriers çere faced with competition from the new jet car-

riers.

Às chapter

4 indícated, an inefficient carrier could be vuln-

to entry of an efficient start-up carriers even when such an
entry is smaLl and gradual, and lhe efficient majors whÍch were more
successful in reducing their cosls and inrproving productivity could
enler and take over markets of the less efficient carriers. Enlry deterring strategy of the carriers had lherefore to involve:
erable

1.

Cost reduction measures

to

eLiminate

their initial cost

disad-

vantage.

Pricing and other measures, aimed at deter

ri

ng

or slowing down

entry.

of both sLraLegies couLd give credibility to the
íncumbents' attempts to preserve !heir position in the industry. In
order to reduce Labor costs, airlines used different slrategÍes.
0nLy a combination

like Braniff

filed for bankrupLcy and abrogated
their labour contracts. The airlines' employees were laid off and offered lheir jobs back at substantially lower levels, Table 5 presents
Sone,

and Continen!a1,

data concerning labour cost reductions implemenled by Continental.

It

TÀBLE

Reduction

of

LÀBOUR CATEGORY

Pilots

and Copilots

Cabin Àttendants
Ma

i

ntenance and Overhaul

Wages

-

5

Continental Àirlines

198

1

1984

PERCENT CHANGE

67 | 492

29

,695

G56%\

22,041

16,023

(-27%)

21

11

,731

(-44%)

,269

}¡orkers

Ticketi ng and Sales

24,564

18,042

(-25,5%l

0ther

33,198

23,566

G29%)

Source

i

ICÀ0(1984a).
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that the wage reductions !¡ere very substantial, ranginq between 56% for pilols ar\ð 27% for ticketing and saLes personnel, even

appears

'oithout

adjusting for inflation.

Àmerican Airlines used a different

strategy by introducing a tr¡o-tier pay scheme. According to this
schene, new empJ.oyees were offered wages up to 50% Less than existing
workers. SimiLar schemes were introduced by Uniled and Northwest.
Eastern negotiated 18-22% wage cuts

in exchange for employee stock
participation("tabor Wage Standards Àdrift under DereguLation pressures", ÀTl.l, 6,1984). Some carriers had to fight to obtain necessary
concessíons. TtlA, for example, broke the strike of flight attendants
by laying off most of them and replacÍng them r,¡íth nelr rvorkers, at
much lower wages ("A Fatal. Ftight Takes i!s TolI" Newsweek, September
8, 1986). Not all major carriers were equally successful in reducing
Labour costs and the process of cost adjustnent stiLl continues in the
industry.
Equally important

for the carriers

were

work rule

concessions ând

other productivity increasing measures. Figure 1g presents data
RPM

and enployment

of lhe major carriers.

on

Between 197g and 19g1 out-

put of employnent Here moving together. This indicates no significant
change in labour productivity. After 1981(the year when nerl en¡ry was

allowed) outpu!

to increase white employment continued to drop,
resulting in an increase in labour productívity. This would suggest
that it Has the nen entry which forced the existing carriers to adjusr
their costs and enhance productivity. Thus the nelr entry might add a
began

constraínt on the degree of x-inefficiency in lhe indusLry.
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carríers also improved use of their eguipment (nigure 9) .
Load factors of the major carriers increased in 19?9, and stabilized
at about 60% in the foltowing years compared lo 54,2% average in lhe
The major

.1

previous period( 1960-77).
As far as pricing rlas concerned, the incumbenLs' response depended

primarily on their initíal competitive position and price elasticity
of demand in a given market. In general, sLrong incumbents responded
with aggressive pricing, often adding capacity to meet increased

de-

mand. For exampJ.e, USAir responded to the people Express entry into
!he Buffalo-Network market by reducing its fare fron g97 to g35 (people's fare) and by expanding capacity from 25 flights a monlh to 42
flights a month(Baitey et aI.,1985,p.106). The most popular response
r{as to offer capacity controLled discounts, while matching the en!_
rants' fares; this strategy was especially atlractive to the carriers
operating sophis!icatedcomputer reservation systems. Information
gathered from the computer systems allorved
murn

capacity necessary to satisfy the

carriers to offer the mini_

demand

at the entrants, fares.

capacity controlled discounts helped the established carriers to minimize Iosses in lhe period of !ransition to lorler cost operations. Àn-

other strategy was used by Easlern. In order to fight New york Àir's
entry in!o Nel.¡ York narkets, Eastern offered discount coupons to its
passengers. In some instances, the announcement of inLention to fight

Has sufficient for deterring enlry.
dropped cleveland as one

For exampJ.e, people Express

of its destinarions

when

united and Àmerican

said that they would match people Express, fares("people Express
Profit in lhe First yeâr", ATW, 4,1983),

Earns
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The established

by

carriers arso attempted to reduce the entrants cost

costs. This was done primarily by
charging the ne' entrants monopoListic prices for using computer reservation systems("Reservation Systems are LikeIy to be DiscipJ.ined",
ÀTll' 9' 1983). In addition to this, the established carriers used some
innovative strategiesf such as the establishrnent of frequent frier
programs,
couLd be most efficiently administered by carriers
'ohich
having their ou'n computer reservation systens. carriers serving many
advanlage

increasing entrants

points had a distinct advanLage here since they could offer attractive
destinations and enter reciprocal agreements with foreign carriers.

FinaIJ.y, the established carriers

managed

to use the government

in

their entry deterring strategies. FoJ-Lowing intensive lobbying by fhe
established carriers, FÀÀ declared that lhe stots at the most congested airports (J.F. Kennedy, La Guardia in New york, National for Wash_
ington, 0.C., and O'Hare in Chicago) were lhe property of airlines us_
in9 thenr("Clipping Wings", Fortune, March 3, 1986). In addition to
giving a wÍndfall to the existing airlines, the
conrpetitive

implications.

FÀA nove had important

The new entrants would have

to

buy the

rights to the airpor! sLots from the very firms they intended to
pete tlith.

com_

In general, the U.S. experience provides an additional proof that
the behavioral assumptions of narket contestabirity, related to'hitand-runr enLry, do not hold in the airline industry. The incunbents
were able

to react srliftly

using a variety

of entry deterring strat_
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5.4

INDUSTRY CONCENTRåTiON AND CONTESTÀBILITY

predicts fâres to be set in anticipation
of enlry, rather than in reaction to it. Kaplan(19g5) has provided a
sample of fares in markets entered by people Express and southsrest and
in simiLar markets, not affected by the ne!, entry, Markets entered by
I'farket contestability

People Express

or

Southl+est experienced a

and 41% while other markets experienced

decline in fares betrleen

17%

price increases

53%

between

and 103%(l).

Símilarly, an empirical study by Graham, Kaplan and Sibley (1983) found that fares in bhe narkets served by the new carriers

lower than in the other comparable markets,
Thus, the fares t¡ere not set in anticipalion of entry. Carriers cut
their fares only when faced with the actual entry.
were approximately 20%

conteslability predicts that fares are deternined by costs
and are independent of market structure. Using a cross-sectionaL sarnple (second quarter 1981), Bailey et al.,(198S) found fares to be sigMarket

nificantly correlated lIíth concenlration. Fares, in markets wilh two
carriers, were on average 6% Lorler than fares ín monopolistic markets.
Fares, with four carriers in the market, were about 11% below the
fares in monopoJ.istic markets. call and Keller(1995) found further
support to the claim of positive correlation between fares and concen-

tration.

in fares between 1976 and .19g3,
in markets characterized by dífferent levels of concentration. Markets served by only one or tr,lo carriers experienced price increases of
over 40% in real terms, those
three and four carriers experienced
Moore(1996) examined changes

'oith
increase by 33% and 30% respectively, while markels with five or more
carriers experienced increases on only 2,6%, À bi9 junp in fare in-
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creases when

the

number

of carriers drops to four suggests that }¡ith

four or Iess carriers in the rnarket, the perceived interdependence of
carriers restricted their price competirion - the standard result of
the oligopoJ.y theory(scherer,19g0).

Because

of the industry disequi-

librium in the period of transition to rhe deregurated environment,
lhese test do not offer a decisive proof, if considered alone. How_

ever' the results of

tests are consistent
''ith the theoretical
and empirical analysis of chap!er 4 and other evidence from deregulation of

Àmerican

these

airlines.

fares are correrated with concentration, changes in industry
will likeIy effect the industry performance. concentration tren.rs may
I,lhen

also indicate whe!her there äre any economies of airrine size present.
If an industry is naturarry perfectry competitive then its tevers of
concentration should declíne.

If, on the other hand, there are impor_
tant economies of airline size, concenrration in the industry shourd
increase. Table 6 presents data on concentration tren.rs in the u.s.
after 1978. in the first year of deregulation shares of first four,
first six and firs! eight carriers were 60.5%, 75.1% and g3.2% respec_
tively. Between 1978 and 1983 these shares dropped Eo 45.g%, 60,g%
and 67.3 respectively. This wouLd suggest the presence

of

diseconomies

of scale in the past structure of the industry. It would also suggest
an increased strength of potential competition, as the number of ex_
isting carriers ând potentiar entrants should increase. This decreasing trend in concentration, however,

to an abrup! end after .19g3.
As the exisling majors adjusted their costs and productivity, they
were able take advantage of the economies of their size. Bet*een 19g3
came
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and 1986 shares

of the first four, first six and first eight carriers

increased dramaticaJ.ty to 64.35%, BS,3S% anð 92.03% respectively.
Thus, concenlration in the industry increased above lhe pre-deregula-

tion levels, indicating the presence of

economies

of airline size.

The

biggest carriers appeared to be winning the 'survivor' test,

in the industry resul.ted from the internal
grot{th of the carriers and from airline nergers. The most importänt
Increased concentration

mergers and !akeovers íncluded:

1.
2,

North

Cen t ra I

-Southe

Republic-Hughes

rn (rnerger) -

1919,

Air l,Jes! (acquisition of

Hughes

Àir

by Repub-

lic)-1980.

3.

Texas InLernational-Continental

(acquisition of Continental

by

Àir, a holding company owning Texas In!ernational)- 19g1.
4, Northwest-Republic (merger) - 1986,
5. Texas Àir-Eastern (acquisition of Eastern by Texas Àir) - 9g5.
6, TWA-Ozark (acquisítion of Ozark by THA) - 1996,
, 7, Texas Àir-PeopJ.e Express (acquisition of people Express by Texas Air) - 1986.
8. Della-I,lestern (merger) - 1986.
9. PSA-U.S.Air ( acquisition of pSÀ by U.S,Air )- 1986.
10. Àir Cal-American ( acquisition of Àir Cal by Àmerican ) - 19g7.
Texas

.1

InitialJ.y,
f

CÀB's

position on mergers and takeovers was based on the

ollowing assunptions

1,

Concentration

itive

:

ratios alone ar.e not an accurate guide of

performance.

compet-

'1

TABLE

Concentration Trends

YEAR/CÀRRI ER

'1

1978

.

2.
3.
4.

united
ican
Delta
Eastern
Àmer

Sub-total

6

- the U.S. Airline Industry

PERCENT OF TOTAL SCHEDULED TRAFFIC *

23,5%
1 ç,O/

13%
12%

50.5%

5. TWÀ
6. Western

o

Sub-total

7

4,4%
4.4%

Other Carriers

83.2%
16.8%

Total

100%

¡.

2.
3.
4

.

unlted

15%
12%

ican
Eastern
Amer

9.5%
9,4%

Tt4À

Sub-total

45.9%

5.
6.

Delta
Nor t hwes

t

Sub-totaI

6%

60.9%

7. Republ i c
8. Western
Sub-total
Other Carri ers
Total

5,1%

7. Continental
8. Braniff
Sub-total

1983

Eol

5,1%

3,2%

1

aol

61 ,3%

32,7%
100%
Con

t inued

51

1985

1. un i ted
2. Taxas Air

18,66%

3. American
4. Western

15.14%
13,15%

includes Continental, Eastern,
Net.l York Àír, people Express)
(

Sub-to!al

17 .4%

64,35%

NorLhllest
6.

11.6%
9,4%

TWA

Sub-total

85.35%

7.
8.

USAi

r

3.53%
3.15%

Piedmont

Sub-toLaL

92,03%

0ther

Carr i ers

7

Total
* Traffic is

.97%

100%

measured by revenue passenger miles(nplr) .

Source: c¡B(1983a);

DoT(1985

);

DoT(1986).
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2,

Potential competition has a disciplining effect on market perforrnance.

In the Texas ínternational and NationaL acquisition case,
for exampLe, the Department of Justice recómmended disapproval based in J-arge part on market share data.... The CÁB
countered by arguing that concentration ratios were not instruc!ive in this case, since with the passage of the Airline Deregulation Act of 1978, there r¡as now relative ease
of entry, even for smaLl carriers(Bai1ey,19B1,p.1g3),

It appears then, that CÀB was guided by rnarket contestability theory.
Àfter the CAB's disbandment in 1984, the antitrust aulhority q,as
transferred to the Department of Transportâtion(pOt). At first,
follot,'ed CÀB's approach. Recently, however,

DOT

its position in favor of a more traditional approach. Àn exâmp1e of this is
the initial disapprovaJ. of Texas Àir's acquisition of Eastern. The
takeover was approved only after Eastern agreed to srlap some of its
slots !¡Íth Pan Àm. DOT found it necessary to allor+ pan Àm's entry
ínto eastern corridor markets in order lo offset some of the antí-compelitive effects of lhe merger ("BattIe for Air SLots", Fortune¡ May
26,

DOT

has reversed

1986) ,

In addition to

mergers and takeovers, some airlines reached market-

ing and scheduling agreements, which included:
1.

Agreenents bett+een carri.ers

offering scheduled jet servíce

such

as Northwest-America West and NorthHest-psÀ.
2.

Àgreements betneen

the scheduled je! carriers and commuter car-

riers("Àllegheny Commuter Sets
ments" ATH 3,1986).

the

pace

for

Markeling Agree-
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The second type

of agreement

became

especially popular, Iihen lhe

industry lras dereguì.ated in 1978, major carriers

abandoned nany unpro-

fitable routes rlhich served smaLler citíes, which l¡ere taken over by
the commuter airlines, operating mainly lwin-engine turboprops. Many
of these commuler carriers entered agreements with major carriers (of
the top 25 regional Iines, 19 signed agreements with a major carri-

in the Skies,', Time, November 11, 19g5)). In the
typical agreemen!, the commuter airline adjusts its freguencies to
those of the major carríer, supplying the carrier with 'feed'. In exchange for this,
the commuter airlines are allowed to share the majors' code on flight-reservalion computer systems. This is important
er("Buddy system

for the smaller airlines because the najor carriers, codes get priority display in reservation sys!ems and are, therefore, booked fírst.
These
1.

inter-carrier

agreements have two

anti-competitive effectsi

They elinrinate conpetition between

major jet

and commuter ser-

vices, even when such a competition is possible.
2,

They

result in a barrier to entry for the potential entrants.

carriers, having secured the 'feed', can expJ.oit
the economies of scale, in the given market. The new entrants, being
The established

denied 'the feed' wouLd have to come at a srnaller scale and experience

the scale relaled diseconomies. 'Hit-and-run' rlould also not be possible.
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5.5

DESTRUCTIVE COMPETITION AND SÀFETY

critics of deregulation predicted that the industry's performance o'ould follow a destructive competition pattern. The destructive
competition hypothesis suggest.s depressed economíc profits, breakdown
and discontinuity of service. whiLe carriers entered and abandoned
markets in their altempts to reorganize their nell,forks, there is no
empirical evidence of service breakdown. Some small comnunities Lost
their jet service, but it tras usuaLJ.y replaced by commuter service.
Sone

Some

other communíties experienced carriers entering and leavinq their

markets, which brough!

some

confusion and disutility.

High density

routes typicalLy experienced increased frequency of service(Brenner et

aL.,1985). The main suggested area of service deterioration !¡as service for smalI communities. HoÌ¡ever, the empirical evidence is mixed.
Brenner et a1. (1985) suggest service de!erioration, whíle t'toore( 19g6)
that service has actually improved. Given that these studies
!rere conducted during the period of índustry restructuring, the issue
of service quality has to be considered as being still unresolved.
suggests

profitability32 is presented in Figure 20, In four
out of the eight years the industry incurred losses, but in the remaining four years it earned positive profits. The indusLry,s profitThe índustry's

ability is not

impressive

in terms of its own historical

standards,

but does not appear to be consístent with what the destructive

compe-

tition hypothesis predicts. Às the industry slorily evolves torlards a
tight oligopoly, the incidence of price wars should drop and the in32

Net incone has been used rather than operaling profíts. Net
is an operating profit net of interest- expensãs. Therefore,
be used as a proxy for economic profils.

income
can

ít

e

\

¡

000
;95S

'
Figure 2O: profitabi
Source: CÀts ( L9g3b) . lity

of

t9e0

U.5. ÀirLines.

!!
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dusLry's profitabiLity should improve. (Coordination of prícing strategies is bypically easier vhen the number of firms in the industry de_
creases (scherer, 1 980 ) ) .

Safety, in the context of the airline indus!ry, depends primarily
on the proper maintenance of planes. It also depends on lhe quality
of air traffic control systems, congestion at the airports, and purely
facLors such as weather or coLlisions with birds, factors,
which are beyond control of aírlines. Even though safety llas not dererandom

gulated in the U.S., there was some concern, that removal of entry and
price controls would degrade safety. This could have been possible, if

the increased competition eliminated profits and forces rhe airlines
to cut expenditures on the maintenance programs. Tabte 7 contains
dala on

of the U.S. industry. The
expendÍtures on rnaintenance did decline dramaLically afler deregulation, from 98.10 to g4.00 per RpM,33 which would indicate deteriora!ion of safety in the industry. However, this decrease ín maintenance
RPM

and maintenance expenditures

expenditures did not
and

result in into the increased

numbers

of accidents

fatalities. This is ilLustrated in TabLe 8.

of accidents in the industry, both in terms of the absolute number and per 00,000 hours flown, has dropped after deregulaThe number

'1

tion.

therefore is mixed, but the declining
expenditures on main!enance indícate a potential problem and t,he need
for measures aimed at enhancing the compriance of airrines with safety
The empirical evidence

standards.

3

3 The expenditures on maintenance were adjusted
for inflation. Revenue passenger niles are measured by multiplyinçi lhe number of passengers carried tines the number of nites flówn.

TABLE

7

Maíntenance Expenditure: 1970-1983

I NTENÀNCE
EXPENDI TURES
I'IÀ

( Mi ltions
1

970

of

dollars

1970

1

1971

RPM

(BI LLI

,402

ON )

MÀI NTENÀNCE
EXPENDI TURES

PER

RPM

)

,7

10.70

1,376

135.6

10.18

1972

1t468

1Êa

1l

12,23

1973

1

,504

161.9

9,28

197 4

1

,458

162,9

8.95

19'15

1,430

152.8

8. 78

197 6

1t516

178.9

o Et

1977

1,56s

tt3,¿

8.10

1978

1

, 56'1

226.7

6. 90

1979

1

,254

262,0

4,'t8

1980

1,2'10

255,2

¿. q?

'1

, 195

298.8

4.80

1982

1,105

259.6

ô. )q

1983

1

,125

281 .3

4.00

1

981

131

Source: Statistical Àbstract of the United States(f9g5), Tables
and 1099.

109g
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TABLE

8

Àccidents and Fatalities

-

1979

to

1983

1979

1980

24

t5

)4

'16

4

0

4

54

351

0

4

ToLaL

0.36

0.22

0.38

FataI

0.06

0. 00

0.06

0.45

0.28

0.48

0.07

0.00

0. 08

981

idents

Àcc

FataI

FaLaLities

ident

Àcc

Ra

per Hours

Àcc

1

ident

per

F

235

19

t5

te
I or,rn

0,23
0.06

0.29
0.06

Rate

100,000

DeÞartures

Falal

Source: fÀA(1983).

0,31
0.08

0.39
0.08
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In Chapter 4,

Lhe market

contestabilily theory has been found to

be

inconsistent rlith

the basic economics of the airline industry, The
empirical evidence gathered from the U.S. deregulation of the industry
provides further evidence to !his cLaim, particular conditions of the
indus!ry and government policies were responsible for !he relative
ease of entry in lhe first years of deregulation. These conditions no
longer exist, since the major carriers have nanaged to adjust !heir
costs, rouLe netr,rorks, and develop neÍI entry deterring strategies.
Contrary to the predictions of the contestability theory, concentra!ion 1evels are found to be important determinants of fares. Increasing concentration in the U.S, industry and !he disappearance of the
class of small scale entrânts suggest the presence of important econo-

of airline size, The experience of the new jet carriers is especially interesting for countries trith srnall domesLic markets, In such
countries, the industry witl likely be highly concentrated and potenmies

tial competition wilL have to originate from the nerl start-up carriers, The high failure/success ratio, despite !he conditions favoring
ne!¡ entry, has to be considered as an indicato¡ of lhe weakeness of
this type of potentiaJ. competition. Inconsistency of the theory's
predíctions wilh the industry's conduct and performance, seems !o
been recognized by the

U.S. policy

have

makers.

Recent decisions by DoT, concerning industry mergers, suggest that
DoT has abandoned market

polícy making.

contestability as a theoretical framework for

ChapÈer VI
I.{ÀRI(ET CONTESTÀBIf,ITY ÀND DEREGUIJÀTION OF THE CÀNÐIÀN
ÀIRTINE INDUSTRY

in this chapler the !raditional rationale for regulation of transportation industries is reviewed, The proposals !o deregulate the
Canadian airline industry are related to bhe history of airline regulation in Canada. The question of contestability of the Canadian airIine indus!ry is then addressed. The sources of deviations from contestability are presented and the desirability of enhancing market
conLestability is discussed. public policies to enhance contesLabili!y and their Linitations are examined, and 'Freedom to Move' proposals
dealing with pricing and entry are evaLuated.

5.1

REGI'IJÀTION OF THE ÀIRËINE INDUSTRY

-

PUBTIC INTEREST PERSPEC?IIJE

airline industry provides a service that has both economic and
political dimensions. Airline networks, once established, enhance ecThe

onomic integration

er interaction
Establishnent

of different regions.

among peop).e and may be

They also alLow

hetpful in building the nation,

of the airl.ine netrrork is a continuous

volves:
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for a great-

process and in-

tb¿

1.

Building the necessary infrastructure

2.

airports, air traffic control systems, etc.
Esfablishing an industry which would supply the transportation

- airports, roads to

the

services using the provided infrastructure.
Because

of the high capital

governments

traditional.ly

requirenents and

assumed

the risks involved,

the responsibiLity for the provision

of the infrastructure. The airline service is also determined by the
number of air carriers, their route structures, interlining agree_
ments, types of planes, frequency, quality of services and fares.
into the industry's operation has been rationalized on the grounds of infant industry, argument, in the initial
slages of development of the industry, and market failure in the taLer
Government inÈervenrion

stages.

failure argument for regulation suggests ineffi_
cient provision of service by an unconstrained industry, TradíÈíonally, government intervention took the form of regulation, but other
measures such as direct government ownership and subsidies and taxes
The market

were used as

'oell'

Regulation

can be defined as public íntervention

lhe imposition of rules. These rules are backed by the coercive
power of the state and are directed at modifying the economic
behav_
ior of firms. The scope of economic regulation involves: (a) condi_
tions of entry and exit; (b) pricing¡ (c) product/service quality and
by

safety; (d) externatities; (e) relations

betrleen buyers and sellers.

PubIic regulation may be both restrictive and promotional. in

na_

ture. Restrictive rore involves imposition of constrain!s on behavior
of firms which is found inconsistent
the sociar werfare. The
',,irh

promotional role involves creating conditions favorabLe ro the indus-
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try's development by reducing uncertäinty and enhancing the long_run
planning. The promotional roLe may also involve non-economic objec_
tives

such as nation

building, defense and regional development.

most common arguments

for airline regulation are:3a

1. Natural monopoly.
2, Destructive competilion and service conlinuity,
3. Externalities.
4, Systerfl effects and public Aood characLeristics of
airline servíce.
5. Safety.
Natural

The

on-demand

MonoDoIv

The natural nonopoly prob).em

aríses in countries rlilh small dones_
tic markets, relative !o the rninimum efficient size of an airline as
well as when rhe level of intermodal compeLiLion and competition from
the transportation systems of the neighboring countries does not set a
constraint on the monopotistic pricing. lihen the actuaL and potential
competition is insufficient, government intervention may be necessary.
it is not obvious, however, that the government intervention has to
take the form of reguJ.ation. The Chicago School's approach, as deveL_
oped by Demsetz (1968), Stigler (1968) and posner (1972) has suggested
franchise bidding as an alternative form of deating $ith the

problen.
f orms

of !.he franchise rights may take ttlo

Àuctioning

(I,ritliamson,

1

985 )

monopoly

basic

:

normative argumenls for reguJ.aLion are
in this sec'o O!tt
tÍon. Positive theories of regulation considered
such as capture theo_

ry(Stigler), rent-seeking
are not díscussed here.

activitíes(losner)

and othèr !heories,
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1.

2,

Selling the rnonopoListic rights to the highest bidder.
Àllocating the monopoly rights to the bidder offering to

supply

a given service at lhe lovest price.
Àllocating lhe franchise to the highest bidder

seems

!o

guarantee

monopolistic pricing, since

it is rational for the bidders to increase
bíds, as long as the bid is bel.or+ the discounted value of the monopolistic profits. The proceeds fron the sale of monopoly rights theoretically could be distributed back to the consumers, however, there
would be lransaction costs

present,

and

lhe usual welfare loss due to

monopolistic pricing wiLl not be avoided.

pricing, buÈ is not r+ithout
problems of iLs ot,ln, Àirline service as well as any service has a
guality dimension in addition to price. Thus, lhere is a possibility
of reducing service quality by the .winner of the contract. Not only
does quality have to be defined but i! is also necessary to establish
Option trro may resuLt in competitive

â syste¡n of quality rnonitoring. HoHever, establishing an ínstitution

to monitor the airline,s

compLiance

with the terms of the franchise

contract could be considered a form of disguised regulation.
Uncertainty about demand and costs makes complete contracting even
rnore

difficuLt.

one way

to deal with the problem of uncerlainty is to

of the conLract. Hot{ever, shortening !he con!ract,s
length wiJ.I increase the social costs of franchise allocation, as additional costs of organizing auctions and screening the appLicanls
have to be incurred. Short-term contracts would pose addilionat difficulties if the Iife of sone assets exceeds ihe length of the conshorten the length
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tract, and these assets cannot be deployed elsewhere. posner (1972,
p' 115) suggests the requirement that the former tranchisee transfer
the unamortized portion of assets to the

tion

new

franchisee. This solu-

require government arbitra!ion when the invorved parties cannot agree on the value of the assets. Second].y, posner,s solution may
may

force the incumbent firm to bid berow the rever of arÌ historical
costs, if a portion of the sunk costs cannot be recovered in the arbi-

tration process. uncertainty about the entrant's cos!s, togerher with
a possibility of strategic bidding by the entrant, nay also force the
incumbent

to set a bid that t,¡ill not

aLlot,¡

the recovery of aIl costs.

run stability of the industry. Thirdly,
Posner's rule ignores the role played by good will.
Because of the
informational asymmetries, satisfied consumers are willing to pay a
premium to fly with the airline bhey know and whose service
lhey have
This may undermine the long

found satisfactory.

Consumers assign good

Lar airline and to

impossible

is

entrant acquires the

name

t.'ill capital to a particu_

to transfer good

and corporate

',iLl unLess the neh,
organization of the incumbent,

À higher bid by the

existing carrier may merely reflect the necessity
to recover past investment in good will and be fully consistent rlith
the consumers' product var.uation. Assigning franchise rights to the
lowesl bidder can nake it unprofitable to ínvest in good will, which
will result in a lower !han the optimal quality of service. Final!.y,
airline markets are defined over city-pairs but these markets are typ_
ically interreLated as parts of airline netrvorks. Àuctioning the
rights to service separate

markets rnay lead

to disintegration of

the

airline netrlorks. Àuctioning rights to operate the net'ork may not be
easy either. Consider a country with just one national carríer. If the
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righi lo operate this carrier,s network is aucLioned, who wilL be the
other bidders? considering the problems and difficurties invorved,
franchise bidding may be a very imperfect substitute for regulation.

Il is not clear that franchise bidding will

be any cheaper nor Iess

distorting than regulat ion,

Destructive Competition

of destructive competition has been already referred to as
market and netr,rork unsustainabil.ity. unsustainability was found to be
theoretically possible, aJ.though unlikely, given a variety of factors
The case

enhancing

sustainability.

of destructive competition

may

arise in an industry characterized by a high rever of sunk costs

and

Ànother type

shifts in denand(Kahn,1971). The airline industry is
not characterized by a high level of sunk costs and there is no evi_
dence of violent shifts in the demand for airrine services. consistently low profitability of unregulated airline industry as an indication of destructive comperition has not been found in the deregulated
Àmerican industry. Destructive cornpetirion may also arise in case of
unpredictable

service provision !o snall isolated communities. Real-Iife

economic

is a possibility on an entry, lead_
ing to a disruption of service if two carríers cannoÈ operate the
route profitabJ.y. While there is no reason lo expect this problem !o
agents do make mistakes and there

be endenic and destroying the service perf¡anently, when continuity of

service

is essential, entry regulation

of service can also

be enhanced

warranted. conrinuity
by restrícting exit, for example by
may be

requiring thar an advance notice is given. As caves and porter(1977)

16'1

exit barriers are entry barriers, and their
reduce the tikelihood of destructive entry.

have dernonsLrated,
ence should

pres_

Externalities

airline industry ís a source of important negative externali,
ties such as noise, polJ.ution, and congestion whích may be corrected
The

using methods other than regulation. For example, airlines may be re_
quired to purchase the right to polrute or !o inpose noise rerated di-

sutility,

affected parties involve people whose properties are
within the range of the pollution and the noise, and correction for
these externalities shourd invor.ve compensation to rhe affected parThe

ties, if society implicitly agrees that these parties have the proper_
ty rights to the air. The problems are how to identify the value of
these negative ex!ernarities and how

to distribute the compensation to
the affected parLies.35 The government wilr have to make the necessary
evaLuations and take the responsibrity for distribution of compensation funds. r'!onitoring of the Iever.s of polIutÍon and noise is necessary, in order to make sure thaf the airlínes do not exceed the agreed
upon levels. This is quite simirar to rhe usual noise and pollution
regulations. Àn alternative to setlíng the poltution rights can be a
pollution tax. This scheme, however, may fai]: if the demand for lhe
airLine service is inerastic. The airrines

shift the tax
to the consuners rvithout reducing the level of polLution. In cases
like this, setting standards (that is regulating) may be the only fea_
35

may simpJ.y

lfith !ransaction costs present., the Coasian soLution of explicitì.y
alJ.ocating lhe property rights to ci.ean air and noise abatemenl

will

not be sufficient.
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sible solution,

type of externality, present in the airline industry is
congestion' which primarily affects the carriers involved and their
customers. It may also affect third parties if it reduces the level
of safety, thereby increasing the probability of accidents, resulting
Ànother

in medical costs, which could

to the public, if they are
subsidized by government. congestion in the airline rnarkets can occur
as a result of an increasing demand on existing infrastructure or may
arise as a result of

be passed on

entry. The nel,t enlrant nay cause congestion,
even though there is no new traffic Aenerated. This can happen when
the incumbent's !raffic ross resulrs in rower r.oad facLors and unchanged frequency. When the entrant generates new traffic, congestion
in capacity constrained airports becomes even more Likely. In addi_
!ion to the costs imposed on the incumbent airlines, time derays wilI
result in additional costs for the travellers. When the nerv entry
new

primarily at discretionary, tine-insensitive consuners, !ime de_
Iays may impose an asymmetric burden if they affec! tíme_sensitive

aimes

travellers. Hub-and-spoke networks
tive to lhis prob].em, since tine delays wilJ.
business

on connect ing
The
'1

.

may be

especialry sensi-

have a cumuLa!ive effect

flights.

policy options involve:

rights to the airport and air space to the
carriers. The ne!, entrant would have to buy the

Àssigning property
incumbent

right to irìpose congestion costs. The estinated effects will
be internalized. The problem here is that the incumbent carri_
ers could use their control lo foreslall any nerl entry.
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¿.

strategic behavior on the part of incumbents faced
$ith the congestion costs, The incumbent carriers l¡ould be
willing to engage he predatory practices up to a point when lhe
Àllowing

losses and predatory actions become egual !o

the

discounled

value of the congestion

cosls. This oplion, however, sets a
dangerous precedent in justifying predatory strategies which
can be used for reasons having nothing to do with externali!ies.
J.

Àuclioning the access rights

!o the highest bidders (Greather,

PIott, 1979), Congestion costs can be ínternalized
since the entran! ruill have to outbid lhe incumbent carríers.
Isaak and

Only when the benefits

of

entry exceed congestion costs may
the entrant succeed. The problems r,¡ith this option are the
ner,l

followingr

(a) the upper value of the access rights is equal to the discounted monopolistic profits. Thus, this option degenerates
into the franchise bidding scheme. MonopoListic pricing and
aLlocalive inef f iciency
(b)

may

result.

is inelastic, the bidding costs and the transaction costs will be passed onto the consumers. Thus, the very
possibility of entry may impose an extra burden on the timewhen demand

sensitive consumers. This burden couLd be reduced if the co]lecEed funds were used by

port

capac i

ty.

the aulhorities to

increase the air-

1.10

(c) nstablishing scheduling

182).

commitLees

(naitey et al., 1985, p.

aírtines, the incumbents ând lhe nel, entrants have
to reach a cooperative allocation of capacity. Since airlines
may fail lo reach a cooperalive solution, publíc authorities
may have to step in as arbilrators,
The

(d) Explicit

reguLation

- regulation

becomes

a subsÈitute for

the auction bidding mechanism. Allocation of the scarce capac-

ity

may avoid

the problems menÈioned in point

3. It is

possi-

ble that lhe regulating agencies will not have information as
good about the congestion costs as the affected parties. The
affected parties (incumbent airLines) wiLl have an incentive to
overstate the congestion costs, in an attempt to forestall the
netr,

entry.

Lobbying and rent-seeking

activiLies

may

also

re_

sull.

(e) Provision of excess capacity could prevent the congestion
to occur. However, excess capacity has its opportunity cost
which has Lo be weighted against the costs

of congestion.

It appears that there are no perfect solutions to the congestion prob_
lem, ParticuLar conditions of a given counlry will have a decisive
role in choosing !hè oplimal policy.
Positive externalities are typicalJ.y related to !he effects of
availability of airline services on regional development. Àirline
service

is

provided
mand

is

an important part

first,

of

economic

infrastructure and has to

before busíness decídes to Iocate in the region.

unknown and has

!o be evaluated ex-ante, vhich given

be

De-

uncer-
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!ainties
Lation

may involve underinvestment tn

of entry

might be necessary

if

the service provi
cross-subsidy

si

on.

Regu-

is used to make

the service viable.

Effects and lhe pubtic Good Characteristic of 'On Demand, Air
Tra n sDor ta I ion Service
Svstems

air transportation sèrvice ensures lhe avail_
ability of service at short notice, which is valued positively by con_
sumers. Holreverr it cones !rith a cost, since it requires that some
seats remain unfiIled, and the cost of unfilled seats loiIl. transLate
into higher average fares, The avaiLability of service has some public Aood characteristics; when the scheduted service is available,
0n demand scheduled

the services of cheaper, but irregular car_
riers, and by losing customers, the reguLar service may cease to be
some consumers may choose

viable. Ðiscontinuity or undersupply of 'on demand' service may result(Kahn,1971). Recent
which aLlow

developments

of

computer reservation systems

offering 'on demand' and cheaper

discounÈ

service,

make

this type of market failure less Iikely,
airline nelworks is a source of polential cost
savings. In addition io increased cost efficiency, due to nett,tork
economies and econonÍes of scaIe, there is another potential benefit
of adding additional. routes to the airline system. Should the neces_
sity arise, the consumers are able to travel on these routes. However, the consumers may be uncerLain abou! future needs. They may
Operating integrated

al.so behave opportunislica).ly and refuse

to pay lor the benefit of

the
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voluntarily. Thus, expanding aírIine networks may encounter
difficulties which characterize the provision of public goods. À direct subsidy to airlines t,tith a simultaneous tax on alI systèm users
may offer a polenlial solution. When the subsidy-tax option is inpos_
sible' lhe alternative would be to cross-subsidize the added routes
access

from revenues generated eLsewhere.

This, however, rrill lead to

the

unsuslainability problem. Extending the net'oork could become
unfeasible if a cross-subsidy in excess of the cost efficiency gain is
used to make these destínations viable. Regulation of entry mighf be
usuaL

to develop an integrated transportation network.

necessary

Once the

is established, the case for reguJ.ation becones less cr.ear.
structural barriers to entry may be sufficient to prevent nelwork unnetlrork

sustainability.
Safetv

Safety has traditionaJ-1y been regulated and lhe need

for this type
of regulalion is rarely questioned, As indicated in Chapter 3, good
wilI is an important asse! for lhe airtines. when the aírrine reduces
its maintenance expenditures or employs underqualified pilots, the
probabiì.Íty of accidenLs and lhe loss of reputation for service quality increases. Risk-averse and risk-neutral nanagers should never underinvest in safety, given the possibility of losing good will capitaL. Howeverf there is a possibitity lhat some the airline operators
may behave

36 Safety

as 'risk-takers' .36 These operators will ,gamble' not only

has often been related to destruetive

cornpetition. l{hen
profils in the industry.are negative, the manageri
may reduce eipenditures on safety. Risk preierence becomes a function of the industry' s prof itability.
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with their intangible

good r+iJ.r

assets, but arso with the lives

and

welfare of

their customers, If the customers coutd easiry identify
the risk preference of the airline operators, one could imagine a
situation where risk-taking custoners choose to fry ,,,ith

cheap bu!

airLines. Risk-neutral and risk-averse customers would use
the more expensive, but safer, services. Because of asymmetríc and
less-safe

imperfect information, customers may not be in a position to identify
the risk preference of lhe airl-ine, Especially, when the risk_taking
airlines have no incentive to reveal their own risk preference. In

addilion to this, accidents resulting from safety violations can in_
volve parlies other than airlines and their customers, and impose ad_

ditional costs on society.
fety regulation involves enLry regulation in a sense that only
'fit and able' operators are allowed in the industry, and conduct by
Sa

setting standards on maintenance

and

other relevant operat ional char-

acteristics.
Cost

of

Requlation

in a varÍety of costs which can be broadly di_
vided into direct and indírect categories. Direct costs Ínvolve the
expenditures on the regulatory agency itself, on governmen!, and the
cost of compliance with reguLation, for lhe industry. Indirect costs
involve induced inefficiency in input mix, output nix and x_ineffi_
ciency. Most of these indirect costs resuLt not fron lhe regulation
per se, bu! rather from inefficÍencies in the regur.atory process.
Sone of Ehe inefficiencies might be unavoidable due to bureaucratic
Regulation results
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inertia

and the low

economic

adaptability of por.iticar institutions to

conditions' Rêgulatory

in ils 'infan!'

systems designed

changing

to help the industry

stage may be inappropríate

for the ma!ure industry.
In comparing the cost of regulation Irith its benefits, however, one
has to use, as a poin! of reference, olher possible institutionaL ar_
rangements, rather than some unattainable ideal.

It appears, that the case for safety and environmental regulation
is strong. Às far as entry, exit, and price controls are concerned,
characlerislics of each country, such as the stage of developmen!, Lo_
cation, population, income, political system and international reLa_
tions have to be considered in order to determine the desirability of
regulalion.

6,2

history of

econonics

airline regulation reflects changes in the
of the industry and changing public policy objectives to-

wards the

industry.

The

Canadian

The following stages can be

1.

Early pioneering of commercial

2,

Establishment
r926-1937].

air

identified:

services (1919-1925).

of the air transport indusLry in

.

regularion (1937-58),

')

Promot í onal

n

Regulatory planning ( 1958- 1977

).

Canada
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5.

Experinentation and gradual dereguLation

In the first period,

lo

commercial

aviation in

(

1979

tiII

Canada vas

present ).

largty Limited

surveying and aerial reconnaissance. There tlas some experimenta_

!ion *,ith transport

and communícation work (studnicki-cizberr, 1960).

The second period (1926-193i1 markes the establishment

dustry.

Two major

lhe

of

need

of the in-

sectors began to emerge, frontier aviation aímed at
northern settlements and mainr.and aviation airned at pro-

viding service between lhe major population cen!res in lhe soulh. Tllo
international developmen!s affected the industry. The first one ,,as
the atLempt of the

u.s. airtines to enter

and serve the canadian nar-

kets, Secondlyf the British Commontr,ealth was pressing Canada !o join
it in an aIl-British round the world air transportation system. The
canadian government choose a domestic option

Canadian
1i nes

(rc¡

air neteork, using a

newJ.y

of building a separate

created Trans-Canada Àir_

).

thírd period (193i-1958) is marked by creation of regulatory
system aimed at protecting TCA f rorn competitive pressures in its mis_
síon to build the nationar airline netr,¡ork. Entry conrrol was used to
The

protect rcÀ

routes.

À second national carrier canadian pacific Àír-

(a subsidiary of Cp Rail ), emerged from the amaLgamation of a
number of smaller carriers (Studnicki-Gizbert,1960). Its expansion
into domesric routes lras constrained but it ,,as granted a number of
línes

international routes in the pacific, South Àmerica and Europe.

lhird períod ( 1958-1977 ) is marked by a more procompetitive
approach. In this period Canadian pacific Airlines and regionaJ. carri_
The
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ers,

which served regional markets, were allowed

to

compete

!¡ith

TCÀ

on some domestic routes(SchuLz,19B5). Ho!,ever, the regulatory process

principal tool of planning of the industry development.
cP Air and Air canada(renamed TCA) were chosen to provide the transwas used as a

service. International routes .,ere divided betr¡een cP Air and Àir canada in a way rhat the carriers did not compete
on the international routes, Five regional carriers, pacífic g¡estern,
Transair, Nordair, Ouebec AÍr and Eastern provincÍaI AirIines, lrere
continentaL domestic

given specific regions !o operate, and were aLlowed enlry into a
ber of route whÍch were previousty served by the major carriers.

num_

The

of regulation in this period involved not only the usuaL enlry
and price control, but also financing of aircraft acquisition and fre_
quency of service(Graig ,19'1'1') . The biggest chalJ.enge to the regulato_
ry planning came fron the provinciaL governments, which attemp!ed to
gain control over regional carriers, the nost imporhant event being a
purchase of PWA by the governnent of Àlberla, despite the objections
of the federal government. political inability of the federal govern_
ment to enforce its visíon of the national network as well as cloubts
àbout correctness of this vision Led to a gradual demise of the regu_
scope

Iatory planning(ShuIz, 1 985),
The process

of

gradual deregutation

of the industry started

in

'1978

nhen Àir Canada's status as the 'chosen instrument' of public
policy was revoked. Under the nerl Àir Canada Àct, Àir Canada Ì,as required

to

to sound business principles and in partic_
ular the contempJ.ation of profit' . Capacity restric!ions on Cp Àir
'have due regard

were subsequently eJ-iminaLed whieh al}owed the

carrier to

be more con-
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petitive nith Àir canada(1979). Gradual dereguration of pricing
started with the liberaliza!ion of the charters in 197g, The low-fare
experiment included both domestic Àdvance Booking char!ers and comparabLe fares offered by the scheduled carriers. -The proportion of dis_

count fares increased from

of passenger-kilometeres í¡ 197g Eo 37%
in 1983' 45% in 1984 and 60% in 1985 (sratisrics canada,1986), which
14%

benefited the consumer rlÍthout harming the industry. The industry,s
regulatory regime ulas further liberalized after lhe announcement of

the

New

canadian

introduced by

sion(ctc),

Airrine poLicy(1984).

the

New zones

of flexibility

reguLatory agencyf the Canadian Transport

were

Commis_

the carriers' fare filring requirements,
Carriers were also allowed to offer various pronotional giveaways and
incentives to regular friers, and the route application procedure was
which simprified

signif icantly simplif ied.
Table 9 presents data on

traffic, employment and financial perform_
ance. Traffic increased by 14% in terns of passengers carried, 17% in
terms of passenger-kilometers and 20% in terms of ton-kirometers. Employnent in this period increased by only 5% which wouLd indicate im_
proved productivity. Except for the two year period of deep reces_
sion( 1982 and 1983), the industry remained profitabre. The rate of
return has declined but has renained consistent with the rates of re!urn of the industry during the post Ì¡ar period.37 These development.s
created a favorable climate
a)'lhough

for further

deregulation

of rhe

industry,

it nust be renembered rhat the regutatory process has created

37 The

derailed infornraLion on the canadian aÍrline traffic
and
financial _performance bet''een 1925 and rgBS can be found aro,,,th
ín stati!l

tícs

Canada(1986).
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TÀBLE

Canadian

9

Àirline Industry -

1978

to

1984

1978 19't9 1980 1981 1982 1983

1984

23,6 27,1 28,5 27.2 24,4 23,8

27.7

Passenger- 38,2 38.2 44,9 46,1 44.2 44,4

46,4

TRÀFFI

C

Passengers
(000,000)

ki lorneters

(ÞlLl10n)

ron-

4291 4981 Sf9B 5590 S41B 5398

5410

Operäting 2680 3256 3985 4649 4679 46:6
reveDues

5093

kilometers
(000,000)

FINANCIÀL

(

$ooo, ooo )

Operating 2514 3091 3798 4494 4693 4609
expenses

4932

($000,000)

Ner

income 98

($000,000)

95

1i2

4s (-84) (-14)

B0

EMPLOYMENT
AND
PRODUCTT VI TY

Employees
(000)

40.2 43.3

Ton-km per

empJ.oyee 106,9
(000)

*

Terms

Source:

in brackets

Stâtistics

41

.6 4j,S 45,7

42,

j

114.9 109.2 j17.6 'l tB.5 1ZB,Z
denote the percentage shares

Canada(1986).

42,3

129,0

of the totals.
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a

''ell

developed airrine system,

having reasonable access
tem nas not

rigid,

'uith

even the smallest

!o the nationaL network.

and responded

to

communities

The regulatory sys_

reaLities of the
industry. For example, it was a regulated and publically owned Air
changíng economic

canada which introduced
Àdvanced

'seat management' in North America. sirnirarly,
Booking charters r+ere introduced in canada by the crc before

in the United States.3s In addition to this, de_
spite fierce compe!ition from !he foreign carriers(which are ofLen
subsidized by their governments), the Canadian carriers performed re_
markably well on the internaLional routes. According !o Statistics
Canada(1986), 55.1 percent of international traffic(except for the
they were introduced

transborder routes) was carried by the Canadian carriers.
The detai.l-ed

proposals of regulatory reform were presented in the

to Mover(Mazankowski,lgg5), which became the framer¡ork for the new legíslation tabted in parLianent in July of 19g6.
In
document 'Freedom

the opening statemen! the document states:
Transportätion is the cornerstone of aLl modern economies.
This statement is especiaJ.ly true for Canada, with its laiq_
er geographical area and smaII population...it is tfrÃrãiåie
cruciaL for our economic well-beini that we rnaintain an ãil
ficient and productive transportatíon system.
and

There is no compeJ.ling reason to discard the heart of the
NTÀ statement of objectives, which calls for
eJficient and adequåte tranáportatíon -iy.t.r...,.'an e"onomic,
It is in
fhe subsequent parts address.ing the means whereby these pol_
rcy obJec!ives are to be achieved that the poliãy statement
needs to be changed in order to meet currËnt reali_
ties (Mazankowski, 1 9BS)

38 These

facts were brought to ny attention by professor R.F. Harris,
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Thus, the special role of transportion system has been recognized by
the document. The reform deals not with the policy objectives but
the methods of achievíng

''ilh

them.

The docunent suggests continued

!o safety and the necessily for safely regulation, while at
the same !ime reducing the rote of economic(entry and price) regula_

commiLment

t

ion.
Às

far as entry is concerned, the docunent

proposes freedon

of

en_

try to aIl 'fit, willing and abIe, carriers in the south, In the
north, entry is to be more closely regulated and the 'public conven_
ience requirement' is to be continued(Ilazankowski,l9g5,p.26).3s The
more restrictive entry regulation of northern service is justified on
the grounds of lhe rerative fragiJ.ity of routes and the potentiar for
destructive competition. However, the burden of proof for the lack of
public convenience and necessity will be on the objecting parties,
Thus, even in the north, entry r+ítI be easier. Exit wilL not be im_
peded but it wíll be required that âdvance notice be given - 60 days
on nonopo).y routes and 30 days on others.

Pricing in the south is to be deregulated while allowing for
control over price increases (Mazankowsk i,19g5, p,2g ) ,

sone

Freedom of entry and exi! in the domestic narkets and lhe
attendant increase in competition would eliminate the neeá
for continued tariff regulation. Recent Canadian experiencã
with reduced regulatíon indicates that market forðes will

3s the

dividing 1íne separaring the southern and northern domestic
sectors is d,efined by the 50th parallel from the Atlantic Ocean iã
the Ontario/Manitoba. boundary, the diagonal joining the 50rh paral_
rhe onrario/ManiLoba-boundary Éo ttre S:ra'parãffei ãt-if,e
,1.el.at
Mani toba-saskatcheiran boundary., the- diagonal joiníng ii.,ã-á1.ã-pii:
aLLel at the Manitoba-Sask¡tchewan boundary io the- S5tn paiaitel
from the Sasketchavan/AIberta boundaiy to the -pacific
Ocearr(Statistics Canada, 1986 ,p,207 )
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produce a Hide range of product and price options at reason_
abLe price to consumers. Àmid the-generai .onsun.us ihut
downward pricing shoutd
.not. be regulãted, some argue that
controLs of upward pricing
is needed to proÈect coñsumers.
In order to reLieve concerns about unreaionable price in_
creases, the Government sees benefit in enpowering ihe negu_
latory Àgency, upon complaint, !o review upwaid priciñ9,
partieularly where monopoly routes are concerned,

of fare changes, then is to be essentially eliminaLed except
for the monopoly routes where price increases can be appealed, r,rhich

Àpproval

that prices on routes urith two or more carriers would be
unrestricted, and no provision for a possible collusion is made, The
would suggest

lhat Þotential competition will be sufficient to en_
sure competitive pricing. The provisions against monopolistic pricíng
document

claims

not in anticipaLion of it in the routes characterized by high
concentration, but rather !o reassure those afraid of monoporistic
are

made

abuses. Even on the monopolistic routes prices are

to be reviewed

only

complaint. In lhe north, not only price increase but also price
levels can be appealed, The nechanism of the appeaì., not a routine
evalua!ion, is essentially the same in the north as in lhe south,
Regulation of internationar airrine services is to conrinue. These
upon

services are governed by bilateral agreements. The document, however,

states the desire to negoliate neI{ agreements with an intent to in_
crease competiLion on international routes.

far as the competilÍon policy issues are concerned, the document
suggests that the responsibility for nergers be retained by lhe regu_
latory agency.
Às

The revised Iegislation will have provisions for discretion_
ary Governor-in-CounciI.powers to -disallow domestic m.rgui,
and acquisitions of major transportation firms in t1.,.'nã_
tional interesr_ -. porieis beyond- those conraineã i"
regrslatlon.apptying to other firms. These powers r+illõãr.iãl
apply
to acquisitions of assets or contro] of feãerally regutå^teå
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transportation undertakings valued at g20 million or more,
by provinces, conpanies, associations, or individuals.,..
This provision rlí11 complenent the application of anticoml
bines legisLaLion(Mazankòwsli, 19BS,p.il ).

national interest is a very ambiguous notion, a more precise
definition of the critería for assessing mergers wourd be desirable.
As the

of

by the regulatory authorities is !o complement the application of anticombines J.egislation, it night be in_
teresting to examine how mergers are rreated in the new anticonbines
legislation, BÍ11 C-91.a0 The new bilL provides a Iis! of factors relSince the control

mergers

evant, in evaluating mergers:
(a) the exten! to which.foreign products or foreign competitors provide. or are likely to provide effectivÃ comþetition...; (b) r¡hether the busineãs, or a part of the tusiness, 9f a party to the merger or proposed merger has faÍ]ed
or. is.likely to fail; (c) the exte;t to llhích acòeptaliá
substitutes....are likely Èo be avaiLablei any barriàrs lo
entry into a market, . .. . . and any effect õt t¡,e merg_
er.,...on such barriers; (e) the extent to which effectiíe
competilion remaines or would renain in a market.. ... i (f)
any other factor that is relevant to conpetition in à mar_
ket... (Sectíon 65, Bill C-91).
Thus, the

bill

the actual and potential competition in
the market. This is consistent !,ith the traditional structure - conduct

-

emphasizes both

performance approach. There

is

no evidence

of the ne$ competi-

tion J.egíslation being affected in any way by market contestability
approach. Bill C-91 also recognizes the importance of economies of
scaIe, given the small size of the Canadian domestic market.

shall not make an order under seclion 64 if it
finds that the merger....is likeLy to bring about gains in
efficiency that will be greater thãn, andwilL offsËt, th;
The Tribunal

effecls of any prevention or lessening of

competi:

a0 Deregulation of transport,ation
coíncides rlith the reform of the
Canadian conpetition legislation, Fotlowing four failed attemots

comperirion J.aw (Bi11 c-2s6(1971), Bitl c-42(197?i;
!g
BitIJefoI!.!!9
c-13(1971-19791 ând Biil. c-29 on 1984), BiIL c_91 ¡u.imu rúå
neH compelition law in June of 1986.
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tion...(Section 68.(1),

Thus, the

tt

Bi

c-91).

Canadian competition J.egisLation

renains, as i! always has
been, torn apart between the scyIla of aLLocative inefficiency associated with high concentration, and rhe charybdis of cost inefficiency
due to unrealized economies of scale, It may be noted rhat in the
period of gradual deregulation

CTC

has generally favored

airline

merg_

ers (these merger wiÌ1 be referred to in section 6.3). The document
'Freedom !o Move' does not mention other competition poricy issues
such as conspiracy and predatory

pricing. This would imply tha!

these

issues are to be dealt with by the an!iconbines authority.
The proposed regulatory reform

can be broadly defíned as dereguJ.a_
tion of entry and pricing, with r¡eak safeguards to prevent monopolis_
tic pricing in the south, and continued but some$hat relaxed regula_
tion ín the north. There is no men!ion of the role of concentration,
barriers to entry and other structuraL characLeristics and their links
to the conduct and performance of the industry. In the south, where

the overwhelming share of traffic is generated, freedom of entry
alone, is considered suf f icient to prevent monopolistic/oligoporistic
pricing and other inefficiencies associated ¡sith high concentration,
while there is no availabre proof thar the aulhors of 'Freedom to
Move' were

influenced by conteslability hypo!hesis, the

emphasis

on

potential competition as a meäns of ensuring the sociarly optimar performance is consistent with market contestabil.ity approach. It ís im_

portant, therefore, to
industry Ís.

examine

how contestable the Canadían aÍrline
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5.3

HOW CONTESTÀBIE ÀRE CÀNÀDIÀN

ÀIRI.,INE I.ÍÀRI(ETS?

4 suggests a general inconsis!ency of the industry econom_
ics and narket contestabirity hypothesis, which appries to the canadiChapter

airline indusrry and to industries of other countries, Àirrine industries of different countries wiIl rikeì.y differ in terms of the
magnitude of deviations from the contestabirity ideaI. Às indicated
in chapter 5, the U.S. airline industry,s conduct and performance has
an

been inconsistent

Hith fhe predictions of the theory.

These develop_

ments have occured despite

the unique characteristics of the U.S. ín_
dustry, rihich make it croser to the contestabirity ídear then it is
possible for airrine industries of other countries. These unique
characLeristics of the u.s. industry include the number of independent

carriers operaLing in the industry and the share of international
traffic in the índustry output. Given the Iarge size of the U.S. pop_
ulation and iLs even geographicaL distribution, the industry is able
to suppor! a large number of independent carriers, Thus, potentiaÌ
competition may come from the already exisring

carriers. These carriers face lor¡er barriers to entry than the net,' start-up operators. Às
far as international traffÍc is concerned, according to Ðor traffÍc
data(DOT,'f 986), the percentâ9e of dones!ic traffíc, measured by RpK
amounts Lo 92% of the total industry's ourput. Thus, marke! imperfections related to internationar aviaLion shourd have a smalr effect on
the industry(these imperfections rlilL be discussed Iater in this

tion),

sec_

airline indusLry can be compared r+ilh its Àmeri_
can counlerpärt in terms of Èhe nðture and maqnitude of rhe deviarions
The Canadian
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contestabilily idea1. The most important differences
the industries are likery to be !he leveIs of concentration
from the

share

between

and the

of international traffic in the industry output.

concentration in the

airline industry may be measured using concentration raLios based on systern shares of the marker, or in terms of
the number and shares of carriers in each city-pair market. current
levels of concenrration in the industry are the result of industry restructuring, whích started with rhe pI{A's purchase of nearry the bankrupt rransair(1978). It was fo1]owed by the acquisition of Eastern
Provincial. airways(1984), Nordair(1985) and Quebec Àír(1985) by Cp
Àir. CP Air, in turn, was acquired by pWA(19g6). These lrlo carríers

recenlly integrated their corporate structure and assumed lhe
name of canadian ÀirLine International (cÀI ) .
using the most recently
have

published data and raking
10 presenLs

carriers

the

into

account the above

acguisirions,

Tabr.e

industry concentration. The share of the tl,¡o major

of. operating revenues, 97,g% of. Lon_miles,
77% of passengers, 83% of the industry's employees anâ j7%
of indus_
try's assets. Thus, for alL practícaI purposes lhe Canadian airline
amounLs Lo 77,5%

industry may be described as a duopoì.y.

In addition to lhe acquisítions of the established jet carriers,
industry restructuring arso involved
major

carriers of the smar.l

an increasing control by the two
regional carriers. The major carriers

thÍs by buyíng the majority or minority shares of the small
regionals. Using this strategy, pt¡À has bought 30% of Norcanair of

achieved

Saskatoon,

20%

ot Aír Atlantic of st.John's,

brÍdge'ÀJ.berla, and

35%

46%

of Tine Àir of teth-

of Nordair-Metro of Montreat, while Àir

canada

f86
TÀBLE 10

Concentration

CÀRRIER

1, Air

2.

CP

Ca

PÀSSENGERS EMPLOYEES ÀSSETS
($MrN)) RTK
(urn)
(o0o)
(;Miñi

OPERATING REVENUE

nada

Àír

3. EPÀ
4. Nordair

I r !o b I

7.

932902

1355.8

(61

12959

,5%)

(55%)

21551
( s1

2507

.5%)

(44,4%l

7554
874
1313
2943
849

3534

1178

1577 66

32267

162.5

2817

40.9

480

15677 49

1670344

5205

13s33

(31 ,1%l

(36,4%',)

(22%l

(32%)

4

90700

NÀ
NÀ

282712
(6,s%)

8. 0ther

81

1

640

(16%l

Carr i ers

Source!

2819.8

69.8
41 .4

Wardair

Total

23347 37
(46 .4%) *

937 34

5. Pl¡À
6. Quebec Air
CÀI Grouo

in the Canadian Àirline industry

5026838

Statistics

1

10683

(2.4.Á)

4584952

Canada(1984a) and

933
621

62
106

438
'101

1885

(33,4%)

1499
(13.6%l

1245
ß%)

ß%)

2216

5953

1055

(9,4%l

23s60

Statistics

(14%)

42282

Canada(19g4b)

166

(1s%)
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has acquired

of Àir BC and First Àir, 49% of. Àir Nova of
st.John's and 75% of Air ontario and Àustin Àirways, 100% of. Northwest
Terri!orial Àirways and comnuter Express. These commuter airlines typ-

ically

100%

share !he major

carrier's

cornputer reservation

codes, coordi-

their fl.ight scheduling and marketing strategies, The commuter
airlines also participate in the frequent flyer programs of the ma_
jors, serving as feeders to the major carriers. As indicated in Chap_
nate

ter 5, the control of the commuter carriers by lhe majors, eliminates
competition be!ì,reen these ttoo types of carriers and results in a barrier to entry for potential entrants.
Àirline markets are !ypically defined as city-pair markets, and
concentration Ievels can also be examined in each of Lhese markets.
Unfortunately, data on market shares,in terms of either passengers or
revenues, is not âvailabIe. TabIe 11 gives data on concentration

the

of carriers in the individual city-pair narkets.
The levels of concentration in individuar city-pair markets are sinilar to those based on system data, with 82% of. the fist 100 city-paír
based on

number

by

or

carriers. Only 1g% of the markets are
served by three or more independent carriers. The levels of concen_
tralion in the Canadian airline industry are, therefore, much hígher
than those in the u.s. The two dominant carriers Àir canada and cÀI
cornpete with each other on most of their routes. wardair provides the
service to selected high density routes (The official Àirline Guide,
July, 1986). potential competition to the t!,o major carriers, there_
fore, would have to origínate either from Wardair or fron the nen
start-up carriers. Given the heighi. of barriers !o entry facing the
markets served

one

tl.to
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TABLE
Number

C]TY PARS

11

of Carríers in the Major City-pair

RÀNKED BY

VOLUME OF TRAFFI

C

Markets

NI'I''BER OF MARKETS

ONE

TWO

WI TH !

THREE OF

MORE

CÀRRI ERS

RANKS I

1-to

25

12

26

to

50

17

51

to

75

tb

75

to

100

16

21

Sub-totals
Both scheduled
Commuler

jet

61

and non-jet commuter

carriers par!ly or completely

10

18

carriers were inclueded,

owned by

ers Ìlere not considered separateLy.

Source: 0fficial Àírline Guide (July i986).

the major carri-
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ne* carriers and the preseflce

majors, lhe strength of
lower than

of only one existing compelitor for

polenLiaJ.

competition in

canada

wirr

be

rhe

much

it is in the U.S.

far as internationar !raffic is concerned, the canadian carriers
carry the larger proportion of their !raffic on interna!ionaL rou!es.
As indicated by data in Table i2, international traffic amounts to
As

of toLal industry's outpu!, measured by passenger_kilo_
meters and 21.11, in terms of passengers carried. BilateraJ. agree_
menls regulate international traffic betr¡een countries and deal *,ith
such issues as definition of traffic rights, capacity controls, route
allocation, !ariffs and procedures to solve the possibre disputes.
Typically, each country has the ríght to select a flag carrier to
serve the alr.ocated route. Most of the bir.a!eraL agreenents request
the airlines ro adopt International Àir Transport Àssociation,s (IÀTA)
about 45.7%

price setting

procedures.

High proportions

¿1

of international traffíc

and market inperfections

related to the bilaterar agreements have important implications for
the canadian airline industry. The designated 'flag' carriers can experience a significant product differentiation advantage over ner,¡ ent-

rants. The first source of advantage arises fron the consurner preference of on-line versus inter-line service. This means lhat the
consumer flying on a domestic route, which is a part of his interna!Íonal journey, will J.ikely prefer to fly with the designated carrier,
41 IÀTA'S

price setting mechanisrn consists of three lraffic conferConference I consists of t¡estern Hemi sphere, Conference II
consísts of Asia and Àustralia and Conference III includes Europe,
ence.

Àfrica and the Middle East.

TABLE 12

Canadian

ÀREÀ OF OPERATI

ON

Air Services, by Àrea of Operation

PASSENGERS PÀSSENGER-KITOMETERS
(

Domes

tic

Transborder

000

)

18813

(79%l

(54.3%')

l2%)

Pacific
and 0r i en t

Other Foreign

(13,4%)
1507

(1 .8%)

(4.4%l

300

2338

(1 .2%\

(6.7%')

(0.3%)

)

4650

425

65

Total Internâtíonal

000, 000

18736

2812

Soulhern

(

44

(0.15%)

4824

15829

Q1%\

(45.1%)

23560

34642

( 100%)

(100%)

Source: SLatisrics Canada( 1984a).
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rather than having !o switch airlines, as wilL the customer flying to

abroad. Ànother advantage of international airlines
arises from operating frequent flier programs, Airlines offering many
attractive overseas destinations as premiums wiIl have a distinclive
competitive advantage, and international airlínes often form coalitions by participating in each other,s programs. A Canadian travel-1er,
Canada from

in

earn points by fLying with British Àirways,
Aír France and Lufthansa, even if these trips are not a pârt of lransallantic trip. These agreemenls can include coordinating marketing
strategies, flight scheduling and joint fares. Air Canada-Cathy pacific is an example of such ân agreement ("Air Canada Enters pact",
on holidays

The Globe and

Europe can

MaiI, July 5, 1986). Thus, the very fact of

being

a

carrier results in a product differentiatíon advantage. The
neti enlrant would have to offer discounts or incur other costs to
designated

overcome

thÍs

disadvantage.

Like their U.S. counterparts, the Canadian carriers have been making making conscious efforts to differentiate their products and en-

Ioyalty. In

Air introduced its business oriented Àttache service, rlhich it decided to offer separately from its
regular schedul.ed flights. Five of Cp Air's Boeing 737s rlere converted
especially for Àttache service the planes carried 54-66 passengers in
wider seats instead of the regular 108. inslead of movíes, popuJ.ar
riith the general public, a special news and weâther service was proi'ided, and food service was upgraded. Àt airports, Cp Àir installed
hance consumer

1984, Cp

separate waiting rooms, check-in counters and baggage handting
tache customers

("Airlines

Chasing Business Travellers

for Àt-

to tift prof-
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ifs" The Financial post, January 22, 1986), Àir Canada responded to Cp
Àir's premium service by introducing a special Executive crass service. It offered a standard of seating comfort similar !o Àttache
class, Àir Canada, however, decided against offering the service sep_
arately, and instead it converted irs freet of Boeings 767 into !hree
cabins, with 48-seat middte sections reserved for the business travellers. changing the characteristics mix of the service does
not aulomatically result in a barrier to entry, as the new carrier can
offer !he identical services, However, .oith the presence of good witl
advantage closing of aIl possible market niches, by offering services
appealing to alL polential customers nay result in a barrier to entry,
separate

Entry t+ith a differentiated service night be difficuLt

if aLl t.he pos_

sible narket niches have been crosed. In addition to the 'naturar,
good wiII advantage, the airlines have designed programs Eo further
increase consumer

loyaIty.

flier
programs. The most popuJ.ar frequent flier program in Canada is Àir
canada's Aeroplan. Membership in lhe plan is estÍmated to have been
about 225,000 in 1986 (',Frequent Flier programs Being Extended" The
Globe and Mail, December 8, 1996). The points can be accumurated by
travelling not only
Àir Canada but aLso
Àir Ontario, Àir
'uirh
''ith
Nova, Norlh'oest rerritorial Àirways and First Àir and with the foLlowing international airlines¡ Àír France, tufthansa, cathy pacific and
Àir New Zealand. The above airlines have established a system of
Most important here are the frequent

clearing the accunulated poinrs and cashed-in awards. In addition to
airlines, program participants incl.ude car rentals( Budget, Àvis,
Hertz and tildens) and

hoter chains( !,lestin Hoters, HiLton International, CN Hotels, Courtyard Inns and Ì,ling Court Hotel). participat_
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ing car rental agencies and hotel-s not only offer special discounts to
the plan participants' but also al]o'o lhe ftiers !o accumurate points

if they rent a car or stay in the hotel, even if it neans no fJ.ying at
af1(l). CÀI offers a similar frequent flier program caLLed CÀI plus,
participating airlines are: Air Àtlantic, Àir BC, Nordair Me!ro,
Intercity AirJ.ines, Aloha Àirways, Eastern and KLM and British Àir_
The

Thrifty, Budget_Rent_a_Car, Til_
den, Park and Fly, park and Jet, VIp, Del!a Hotels, Mannot Hotels,
Mandarin 0riental, cP HoteIs' and pan pacific vancouver. Às indicated
in Chapters 4 and 5, frequent flier programs result in a compelitive
di sadvantage for new entrants.
ways. Car rentaLs and hotels include:

Às far as computer reservation systems are concerned, lhe Canadian

industry is dominated by Àir Canadars Reservec systen. It is connected to more than 3,000 travel agencies in Canada. The second system,
CÀI's Pegasus 200 is tess popular and

cies.

Because

of the dominance of Àir

is

connected

to about 500 agen_

Canada's system, CAI has been

forced to subscribe to Reservec despite having

its

ordn

system.

WhiLe

there has been

no evidence that Air Canada has practiced ,dispJ.ay
bias' type strategies, its user charges for the service have been
clained to be excessive ("Air Canada's Rise in Fees Angers Cp Àir"
Globe and Mai1, February 11 ,1986) .

The

in Section 4.4, the airline reLiance on travel agenls
may result in a barrier to entry and bhe Canadian carriers are no ex_
ception here. The data describing the scope of this reLiance is very
As indicated

limited bur according to
been generated

survey, 7oy" on cp Air's revenues have
by travet agents ( "Àirline Dependence on TraveI Àgenls
ÀT},l's
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Rising, ATli, October, 1985). It can be
other carriers are Iikely

lo

assumed

that the figures for

be simiLar.

in addition to the above sources of entry barriers, the availabilily of essential inputs, such as special.ized labour (pilots and mechanics) and access to congested airports may result in a short-run barrier !o enLry. Except for Toronto's Lester pearson Àirport and Vancouver
International, lhere is an excess capacity at the major Canadian airports(EIlison,1981). Given the generally high unemployment and the
Iabour saving measures implenrented by the existing carriers, the
avail.abiJ.ity of quatified Labour should not be a problem for potential
entrants.4 2 Às

is a well

far as the availability of planes is concerned, there

deveJ.oped market

for

used equipment. However,

at

times of

relatíve shortages. the entrant night be forced to pay a premium
can resull in a cost disadvantage. a3
In addition to the actual and potentiaL competition, firms'
nay be constrained by the availability of substilutes and by
inLerdependence. In the context
these constraints do not appear

of the Canadian industry,

binding.

which

conduct
network

however,

Given the tocational. charac-

teristics of the country, l¡ílh the Iarge distances between the major
populâtion centres, there seens to be little room for intermodal compelition. Àccording to the Origin and Ðestinalion Survey of Statisa2 According

to Statistics Canada,

betueen 1980 and

19g5, employment
42,45i ;;;k:

in .the industry has dropped from 47,676 to
ers(Statistics
Canada,1986 ) ,

a3

Avaílability of planes has been claimed to be the most inportant
factor preventing t,lardair's entry into the new domestic markets
("AvlatÍon 01d Master Readies for Next Batt1e", The Globe and MaiL,
January 25, 1986 ) .
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tics

atl of lhe top 25 city-pair markets
tances over '100 miles while 20 of the top 25 markets
Canada(1985a),

cover the discover the dis_

tances above 300 rniLes.
Às

far as net!rork interdependence is concerned, at present

there

are onJ.y two, J.argly overlapping, networks operated by Àir Canada and
cÀI

.

Netrqork interdependence

conpetition

r+ouId have

to

come from the

netrtorks. The sLrenglh of this interdependence, however, appears to be smaIl. One of the reasons is that it is not possible to
travel via the U.S. beLween many Canadian points. For example, a trav_
Àmerican

eller wishing to go to Edmonton from Calgary cannot 90 via U.S. be_
cause the city of destination is located to lhe north of the city of
origin, 0nIy transcontinenLat routes which are parallel lo the U.S.
networks offer some potentiaL for ne!!,ork interdependence. There are,
however, important

limitations. First,

U.S. nett{orks to
travel between canadian points implies a necessity to cross the border
twice. This can be a source of added disutility and transaction
costsf as Èhe travellers have !o go through the usual customs and im_
using the

migration procedures. Secondly, to enter the U.S. neLworks, a custom-

er has to travel to the U.S. which is not costLess. Thus, both compe_
tiLion from other modes and netnork interdependence do not appear to
impose a meaníngfuI

for

constrain! on the industry.

at the Canadian airports, other struc_
tural characteristics of the Canadian industry suggest its Iow con_
lestability conpared !o the U.S. industry.
Except

excess capacity

6.4

of the unique characLeristics of the Canadian airline system is
the difference between northern and southern routes. The northern
0ne

routes serve smaII and isolated communities, small population size,
conditions and types of economic activity define the specific''eather
ity of these routes. Àir transport in the Canadian north provides a

link

between the northern communities and belween these communities

south. Given the distance, weather and geographical condi_
tions, air transport often provides the only feasible means of trans_
portâtion. Àir service also allo'os for carryíng public administration
and the

of natural resources( Àrchambault,lggl ). The
issue of service contínuity is, therefore, of fundanentaÌ importance
in these communities. The foJ.lowing carriers categories provide
norlhern passenger services: Level. I - O.3S%; Level II - 3.73%; tevel
and enhances exploration

III oo

60.18%; Level

IV -

21 ,61%

and

tevel V - j4..j4%,4¿ Thus, the

most

Lgygl-¡, comprising of air carrier that,- earned annual. revenues of
{?90r990 or more, - carried 500,000 or more enpJ.aned purrãngãrÀ,
100,000 or more tonnes of enplaned goods or both'the ;.;;;;g;;-;;á

goods.

Level iI comprising any carrier not assigned to reporting Level I
thal -earned annual gross revenues of isoo,ooo or' lnoru,-.irii"å
more than 50,000 passengers, Íìore than 10,000 of enplaned goods ði
both the passengers and goods.

III comprisi-ng any carrier not assigned to other leveLs that,
-earned annual gross revenues of g500,000-or more.
tevet

Level IV^comprising any carrier that earned gross revenue of Iess
than 9500,000.
Level V. comprising any carrier that was ]Ícenced to ooerate onLv
CJ.ass 6(Flying club) or Class 7(Specialty) air servicesistatisticå
Canada, 1984a

).
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important carriers serving the northern communities are Level

III car-

riers.a5

fragile,

Low

densilies of !raffic

make these routes extremely

is typically turbo-prop airpJ.anes, The capital
requiiements to sLart this type of operation are not large. Except for
good wiIl' there is little room for product differentiation. Àirline
and the equipment used

routes are of point to poin! variety, r,¡iLhout much room for estabrishing integrated netÌ¡orks. Thus, the characteristics which enhance mar-

ket sustainability are largly absent in lhese routes. In addition to

this, reaL tife economic agenls do make mistakes and differ in terms
of lheir risk preference. A 'risk-loving, operator rnay enter the market, even though the expected value of entry is negative. Thus, a
possibílity of a mutually destructive entry cannot be excluded.
While there is no reason to believe that the disruption of service
will be permanent or even long-lived, when the continuity of service
is essential, constraining entry or other measures, such as restric!ing exit may be justified. Social and political significance of service continuity in the north

may be more

important than lhe narrolrly

defined alLocative efficiency. Market contestability, therefore,
not appear an appropriate ¡ielfare standard for northern routes.

does

far as southern routes are concerned, a problem there is insuf_
ficient actuaì and potential compelition. Às aJ.ready stated, lhe fedAs

eral

government has

given up the idea of using reguLation as a plan_

ning rnechanism, llhich

in the past

provided

a rationale for

entry

regulabion. The other arguments for entry regulation may be congeslion and network unsustainability. Horlever, given that most of the
45

In

1984 there were 102 Levet

ada,

1984a ) .

III carriers in Canada (Stat i st ícs Can-
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Canadian

airports

operate with excess capacity and

that the airline

networks are already wetì. developed,

there seems to be no compelling
reason to restrict entry in the south. public policies aimed at en_
hancing market contestability by reducing impediments

to entry and the
possibility of predation, !herefore, should be welfare improving. As
indicated in Section 3'4, the issue as to whether increasing market
contestabili!y wiIl

J.ead

!o a continuous improvement in

performance in

aIl relevant aspects remains stirl unresorved and the exact magnitude
of improvement in the industry performance cannot be predicted, In_
creasing market contestabirity

in the canadian industry courd achieve
two minimum objectives. First, Wardair couLd disrupt a possibJ.e co1Lusion betrceen the t''o major carriers by entering ne,,, markets ,,here
prices set by the majors offer posi!ive economic profits(in the ab_
sence of collusion between aIl carriers). secondly, enhanced contestabílity could put pressure on cost efficiency. Leibenstein(1976) has
that cost ínef f iciency(x-inef f iciency) of ten exceeds arlocative inefficiency in highly concentrated industries. The government
suggested

find it difficult to address the problem of cost inefficiency in a
direct manner, as it would require intervenLion into areas considered
may

prerogative. state oÌ¡nership and complete controL over
the productive process is a possibility, but the experience of the
government owned firns indicates that this option may
not be very
promising. state ownership has often red to a decrine in cost effias managenent

ciency and nay be unacceptable for politicaL reasons.
Increased contestability could enhance cosl efficiency

First,

should somc, but not

all of the existing carriers

in

two ways.

become inef_
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ficienl, more effÍcient carriers couLd take over the markets, if bar_
riers to entry do not offer sufficient protection to the inefficient
operators. Secondly, shouLd all the carriers in the industry become
inefficient, there would be a possibility of a nerl entry. Às indicat_
ed in chapter 4, smalL and gradual entry may be successful, when the
existing carriers operate inefficientry, The Àmerican experience arso
demonstrates

efficiency

that the existing carriers can be forced !o

improve theír

they become exposed to the threat of ne¡,r entry. By
reducing barriers to entry and the probability of strategic entry de_
terrence, the degree of allowable cosÈ inefficiency in the industry
would be reduced. Thus, market contestabilily may be acceptable as a
when

policy guide when designing poricies !o!rards the southern routes. It
shouLd be noted, however, that the policies of reducing impediments to
en!ry and possibility of predation, suggested by market contestability

theory, are consistenr

'oith

the poricies advoca!ed by the traditionaJ.

trorkable cornpetition approach.

46 This

a6

similarity raises a question to lrhat degree, after accountinq
for all its limitations, market conteseabiÍitv'uu u nåriãi;-;;;;:
dard is different from r+orkable competítion. However, the issue
rchether market conlestability, as a theory, is progieåsiv"-ir-i["
Lakatosian sense is beyond the scope of ttriÅ stuai,.

6.5

Public policies aimed at enhancing market contesiability are Iikely
to encounter tr¿o difficur.ties. First, asset rerated sunk costs,
transaction costs and risk cannot be legislaLed away. Secondly, ,hit_
and-run' entry cannot be made viable in the indus!ry. The conditions

for this type of entry in the context of !he industry have been exam_
ined in section 4.3. Out of these conditions only a freeze of incum_
bents' prices by

means

run' entry possible,

of regulation or anritrust

cour.d make 'hiÈ-and-

a freeze, however, is clearly impracLical.
Prices in the industry have to refrect changing cost and demand condiSuch

tions. In order to be abte to identify which price changes reflect
changes in economic conditions and which are aimed at deterring entry,
the authorities would have to monitor and approve all príce changes.
Therefore, this solution would degenerate into a restrictive price

regulation.

that pubtic policies could do is !o reduce the
likelihood of predatory conduct. civen these linitatíons it is irnpos_
sible to bring the industry to !he conLestabiLity ideal in alL re_

spects.
clude

The best

Domestic

policíes to

enhance market

contestabitity could

in_

¡

t.

I

)

Disallowing

ndustry restructuring.

airline

Reducing product

marketing and scheduLing agreenents.

differentiation

existing carriers,

and good

will

advantage

of

the
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Discipliníng the computer reservation systems and airline

L

mar-

keLing systems.
5.

Eliminating the absoLuLe capiLal cost advantage of the existing
carriers.

5.

possibitity of strategic entry deterrence.
Elirninating legaI impediments to entry.
Reducing the

7,

far

the first case is concerned, restructuring the industry
r+ould have to involve dividing the existíng major carriers inlo a number of smaller airlines. }¡hite this l¡ould not alter concenÈration in
Às

as

individuat city-pair markets (due to econonies of aircraft size), a
larger number of independent carriers wourd increase the strength of

potential competition. This is

because

entry could

come from

the

ex_

isting, raLher than fron the net,l start-up carriers. This pol-icy, however, has serious Linitations. First, it souLd nol allow the carriers
to capture the available net',,ork economies, Increased costs would
most Iikely outlleigh the benefits of increased competition. These
costs

include both airline costs and increased transaction costs
for the consumers. SecondJ.y, Canadian carriers wouLd not be able to
'oould

compete effecrively

with foreign carríers

on international routes.

Competition on these routes requires both

cost efficiency and the
ability to offer many destinations. Thus, it appears that industry
restrucluring is not a feasible policy option in Canada.
The second case invorves agreemenrs between the major

the commuter

airline

airlines. It is not obvious, however, that

agreements would improve

agreements,

carriers

while

''er.fare,

disallowing

The reason being

having an anticompetitive

and

that

these

effect on the nell

ent_
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rants,
costs.

improve coordination

of

airline marketing
whereby an airline can re_

schedules and reduce

They serve as a planning nechanism,

duce bhe consumer transaction costs by minimizing

bet,oeen

',,aiting-time
flights and reducing the probability of baggage Ioss. The authorities
wouLd have to be able to compäre the benefits of coordinatíon ,oith
the

cost of reduced competition. I{hile such a comparison is theoreticalJ.y
possible, data Limitations and estínation problems rnay rnake it not
feasible.

third case invorves reducing product differentiation advantage
of the existing carriers. It seems that rirtle can be done to eLiminate good will advantage of the existing carriers. Furthermore, at_
templs !o eliminate the good .oir.r advantage may be counter-productive,
if they result in inferior service qualíty (airlines would have l.íttle
The

incentive to invest in their reputation, if the good wir.r related compeÈitive advantage t.'as to be eliminated by lhe government). Às far as
the characteristics mix of the produc! is concerned, only frequent

flier programs appear to be a candidate for intervention as lhey re_
sult in a barrier to entry. These programs are popular with business
travellers because they offer a preniurn to the fr.ier rarher than to
the firm which incurs the cosr of the traver. This characteristic of

flier programs could be eliminated by strict enforcement of
the tax law, r+hich considers progran alrards as taxable income when
used for private consumption. À case for a complete erimination of
frequent

is less obvious. First, the canadian carriers have to
conpete internationally. If they are denied the use of an efficient
these programs

markeLing tool

,

whích continues

!o be used by their rivals, their

com_
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petitive position wirl deteriorate. The second argument against eríminalion of these program has to do with the nature of competition in
oJ.igopoIy. While freguent

flier

programs

resul! in a barrier to entry

they are also an important tool

of rivalry between the existing carriers. When the number of firms in the industry is smaJ.l, firms often
favor product differentiation type of rivaJ.ry to price conpetition.
It is even possible that the potential economic profits may be compet_
ed away, if non-price rivalry is sufficienLJ.y vigorous. Welfare Ioss
of such competition occurs if the consumers wourd prefer rower prices
to increased guality or added characteristics(DougJ.as and Mill_
er,1974), According lo the member survey of lhe Canadian Traveller
Association 61.3% of frequent flier users would prefer r.o,oer ticket
prices to'in kind' awards ("Frequent Frier programs to be Extended",

8, 1985). If the frequent flier programs
are eliminated, however, there is no guarantee that firms' rivalry
wiIl change to price competition. If the nature of competition be_
The Globe and

MaiI,

December

tseen firms does not change, firms r¡iIr. reprace frequent
grams

frier

pro-

with other marketing tools, such as increased advertising,

creased frequency

or increased anenities, which

in_

of ]ess value
to the consumers than current frequent flier awards. Thus, elimina_
tion of frequent flier programs wour.d have to be considered r¡ithin the
may be

If elimination of aIl sources of deviations
from contestabitity ideat is not possible in a given industry, elini_
nâtion of some of them may not necessarily improve welfare,
'second-best' framework.

in section 6.3, the designared internationar airr.ines
can experience a product differentiation advantage versus the poten_
Às indicated
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tial entrants, In order to eLiminate this

disadvantage, the ner¡ ent_

rant would have to be given an equal opportunity !o enter internation_
al routes, currentl.y served by the estabLished carriers. The difficul-

ty lies in the fact that bilateral agreements, regulating internation_
al aviation, typically do not allow more than one designated carrier
lo serve a foreign country's route(CTC,19g5), and the ne9¿ en!rant
to be able to replace the existing airLine as a desig_
na!ed carrier, which could be done by periodically auctioning the
rights to serve international routes¡ using the franchise bidding
r,¡ould now have

scheme(franchise bidding was discussed

in section 5.1). This sotution, however, has two impor!ant lirnilations. First, the airtines gain
name recognition and good witl capital rlith the foreign
travellers.
The name recognition and good will capitaL could be lost, should
the
entrant outbid the existing carrier. secondly, internationar. routes
are part of integrated networks. periodic auctioning of the rights to
serve these roules would increase uncertainty and hamper nettl,ork plan_
ning and development. Other rnethods of designaling carriers such as

arbi!rary aLlocation by the reguLatory authority would
ef

have similar

fects.
The fourth case involves

the
line marketing, Às far as the

computer reservation systems and air_
computer reservation systems are coD_

cerned, lwo major options available are:

1,

Separation

try.

of lhe

computer reservation system

from the indus_
This option could involve trio solutions _ (a) common own_

ership of the system by

in9

entrants

to

the

become

industry r+Íth the provision allow_

egual partners, and

(b)

complete
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separation by setting up a new

riers.

firm,

independent from the car_

Both options r+ould eliminate the sunk

bias and other

costs,

display

currently associated with the compuler
reservation systems. The difficulty J.ies in separating the ex_
isting systems from the industry. Since existing privately
oened systens are designed to perform other functions for the
airlines, separability of these systems may not be possible.
Thus, a neÌr

probLems

to be designed and implemented
âfter lhe cost of the existing systems is recovered by the
carriers. In the meantine, computer reservation systems could
be regulated. The second opLion( compJ.ete separation by means
system Ì¡ould have

of creating a separate firm) may lead to monopolistic pricing
for reservation services if lhe firm is not regulated or pub_

IicIy
2.

owned.

Regulation

of the existing systems.

Under

this option, current

ownership structure would be retained but user fees, rules reg_

ulating the listing of fì.ights and connections could be estab_
lished and rules governing the access !o information generated
by the systems would be reguLated.

It

appears

that at Least some of the problems created by computer res-

ervation systems can be corrected

by pubJ.

ic

pol

icy

measures.

far âs airline reliance on lraveJ. agents is concerned, the policy options are nore limited.
The ability to book flights using a
Às

large network of travel agents is clearly beneficÍaI to consumers and
public author i t ies are unlikely to be able to prevent lravel agents
from sei.ecting

carriers,

their custoners.

which bhey

think offer the best service to
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The

fifth

capital cost disadvantage of the neH
arises from trlo phenornena. First, the ne!¡

case involves the

entrants. This disadvantage

enlrants are unknown to the renders of capitaJ.. uncertainty about the
ner,r carriers abitity to compete will force the lenders
to irnpose a

risk premium on the cost of capitaL. Secondly, a net,¡ venture may be
intrinsicly riskier than operations of the existing carriers. In the
U.S. the problem of the capital cos! disadvantage llas resolved by giv_
ing a loan guarantee to the nelr entrants(Mayer,.l 9g5), The problem is
that only the first reason for capital cost asymme!ry is a legitimate
candidate for public intervention. If government reduces the capitar
cosLs of the new entrants in such a t.tay that they do not truLy refLect
the riskiness of entry, excessive entry wiII be possible. It is not
socially op!imal to encourage entry, only to see rhe entrants fail.
In practíce it may be difficult to separate asymmetric and imperfect
information related capital cost premium from !he higher risk premium.
The

tices.

sixth case involves predatory pricing
The nerl competition

and other predatory prac_

Iegislation, BiIL C-91,

Leaves

the past

laws dealing r+ith predatory pricing uneffected, The existing Iegisla_
tion considers pricing to be predatory when a firn "engages in a poti_

cy of selling producls at prices unreasonable low, having the effec!
or tendency of substanlially tessening competition or eliminating a
competilor"(Section 34(1c), Combines InvestigaLion Act). The new leg_

islation introduces the concept of 'abuse of dominant position,, whÍch
applies to both monopoly and ,joint dominance, of oligopolists. It can
to deal r'¡ith the various forms of conduct aimed at preventing
or lessening competition in the market, This clause, however, does not
be used
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apply

the reduced competition is a resul! of superior economic
'ohen
performance(Section S1(4),BilI c-91). The difficulty lies in separat_
ing predatory practices from the 'innocent' compeLitive conduct, usefuL here may be Bork's(1965,p.144) forrnulatÍon of the problern,
Predation may be defined... .as a firm,s deliberaEe aggres_
sion against one or. more rivals through the urpiãy.Ëii'ãr
business practices !hat rlould not be cónsidereá ;;;fit ;r;:
imizing except for the expectation either that iivals will
be driven from the market, leaving lhe predator nith a mail
ket share sufficient !o command moñopoty'profiLs.
Predatory practices have often been downplayed

ture (e.g.,

in the recent ritera-

McGee,l980), where the large f irrn faces a sma]I scale ent_

ran!, the typical

that the existing firm is more likeIy
to incur greater Losses than the new firm due to ils larger outpu!.
argument being

This argument, however, does not hord in the context of the airrine
industry, the reason being that the incumbent carrier can restrict the
oulput affected by the price

often been used by airlines,

cut. capacity conlrolled

discounts have

especiaJ.Iy those operating big computer

reserva! ion sys!ems.

Historically,

not followed any specific rule
in defining predatory pricing and other predatory practic_
Canadian courts have

es(Green,1985). In !he united states, the Areeda-Turner criterion

attracted most attention and influenced

many

antitrust

es(ttay,1981). According fo this criterion¡

1.(a) À short-run profit-maximizing(or loss-minimizing)
price is nonpredatory ãven though betõw averagÀ .oii.iui 'Á
price at or above avèrage cos! should be deeméd nonpruãátoi
-À

even though not profit-maximizing in !he short ,un,' i.)
price at or above reasonably an[Ícipated .tort-run'ruiginuì.
and average variable costs should be deemed nonpredãtorv
even though not loss-minimizing in the shirt run. (ä) unfÀså
at, or above average cost,. a þrice below reasonably antici_
pated (1) short-run marginal costs or (2) average-variable
costs should be deened predatory, and the monopotíst tnuy nõi

has

cas_
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defend on the grounds that his price was 'promotional.' or
merely net an equally low price oi a competitòr.

2. Recognizing.that the nargina). cost datâ

are typically un_
available,.. (a) e price aI or above reasonably'ãnticiiatãd
average variable cost sbould be conclusively
iresum"a'fãw_
ful .. (b)
-À prÍce belou,..average varíabLe-coit shouLd be

conclusiveJ.y presumed un law f ul

.

3, Promotional spending shoul.d be deerned predatory
tined to coincide with éntry or pronotí;n ly' u ,iuui, when
unä
when average variable cost, lncluäinq the prõmotional óxoen_
- - -- -'-

diture, exceeds price(Àreeda and turñer,i9isj.
An interesting characteristic of the Areeda-Turner rule is that pricing is

deemed

costs even if

predatory

prices are set below average variable
the incumbent only matches the entrant,s prices.a? The
when

of this criterion is in that it courd be used identify a variety of predatory strategies, not only predatory pricing. It is irn_
portant in the context of the airline industry since in addition to
predatory pricing, aÍrlines can use increased frequency and increased
relevance

promotionar expenditures

to deter entry.

using

the

Àreeda-Turner

ru1e, increases in frequency which resuLt in average revenue(price)
falling below average variable cost can be considered predatory. The
costs

of extra promotional

expenditure should be added to variabre

costs r,,hich then could be compared with average revenues. One problem
with applying the rule is that airlines may not change príces or pro_

still be able to strategically deter entry.
Consider an airline r.lhich offers a variety of services(i.e. premium,
first cIass, economy and discount). The airrine may increase the nummotional expenditures and

ber of discount seats avairabLe and meet the increased demand ,.,ithout
ever resorting ro changes in prices. In order to identífy this conducr

a? For limitations
and. problems in appr.ying the Àreeda-Turner
on see Scherer(1976) and ¡,litliamsóntiglil.

ciiteri-
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as predätory, rhe average variable cost

to be compared with
cluded in rhe evaluation
have

test could also

of the whole product

mix would

Àrr services have to be inof the jointness in production. The

average revenues.
because

by comparing total revenues generated by a
given product mix with its total variable cost. It has to be empha_
be applied

sized, however, that the Àreeda-Turner tes! can fail to identify pred_
atory conduct if entry is small and,/or gradual. This can happen when

the

incumbent

ciency. If

carrier

economies

operates efficientr.y or

with

ninimum

of scale âre present, the new entrant

x-ineffi-

to ex_
perience a cost disadvantage before he reaches the ninimum efficient
scaLe of operation. By setting prices at the Ievel of his average
variabre

costs, the

has

on the ner+ enlranr.
Thus, lhe Àreeda-Turner condilion may not be violated, even though
such conduct is not sociatry desirabre. Given these IimitaLion, the
incumbent may impose Losses

Àreeda-Turner condition may be considered as

a sufficient but not necessarv condilion in identifying predatory practices ( i.e. when prices
are

beLow average

variable costs, predation is considered as proven,

while prÍces above average variable costs do not preclude predatíon).

condition, therefore, could be appLied as a firs!
step in eval.uating a suspected predatory conduct. Should lhe !es!
fail fo identify predation, a more conplete evaluation in the spirit
of Bork's definition of the problem could follow.ag
The Areeda-Turner

48 WhiIe improving.
the rules .and procedures to deal rlith predatory
performance. is important, .it
is-unlikely that any ruLe cån
nate predâtion. The objective of inrpro-ving thesã rules is elimí1
io iã_
duce to likelihood of prèdation in th; indu;try. rhe Canadian ex_
perience. wit.h app).ying anticombines Iegislariôn to riqhl pieãitãiv
conduct has been generally very disappointing(Green,19ð5).-
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In addition !o designing appropriate rules and procedures, the re_
sponsibility for enforcing them has to be assigned, In the past, due

to regulation, !ransporta!ion industries
bines

Iegislation;

'Freedom

to

mergers as the only competition

'oere
Move' menrions

exempted from anticom-

the responsibility for

policy issue retained by the regutato_

ry agency, which suggests tha! the remaining competition policy issues
wiLl be transferred to the jurisdíction of the ant.icombines authori-

ties. The Lack of experience on the part of the anticombines authorities in dealing with the complexities of the industry economics may
make enforcement

of antipredatory rures difficult.

since the respon-

sibilíty for mergers has been retained by the regulatory authorities,
it might be more efficient for this agency to deaL with the remaing
competition policy issues as

we}l.

The regulatory

authoriLy, with

a

of the specific characteristics of the índustry appears
to be more suited to deaL rvith enforcing the competition legislation.
good knowledge

far as the last case is concerned, the Legal impediments to en_
try may result in !he industry deviating fron the contestability
As

ideal.

Legal entry barriers typicaLly involve a necessity to obtain

Licence

or a pernit.

Such

a licence

may be

a

granted on lhe basis of

'public convenience and necessity' of service and on the basis of be_
íng 'fit and able' . While the first requírement nay be eliminated,
the second one is needed to ensure airline safety. Thus,
constrains on entry have to be retained.
The analysis

some

legal

presented in this section suggests that the domestic

options to enhance market conteslability in the industry are very lim_
ited. Even if the possible domestic policies, such as restricting
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freguent fLier programs, reguLating computer reservation systems,

im_

proving rules !o deal with predatory practices and reducing legaJ.
impediments to entry, are successful, the industry wiII stitl be far
from the contestability ideal, as given the high level.s of concentra_

tion in the industry, the potential competition

would have

to origi_

nate primarily fron the neti start-up carriers. The Ànerican experience
suggesLs that these carriers are unJ.ikeIy lo provide a meaningful

threat to the existing efficient carriers. Given lhese Iimitarions,
an alternative approach could be to introduce foreign compe!ition.

6.5

The experience

of

highJ.y concentrated

tive, steel and othersf

industries,

such as automo_

lhat the most powerful discipJ.ining
force is not reguLatÍon or antitrust, but foreign conpetition. Foreign
suggests

their own domestic markets can capture alI econo_
mies of scale, even if their entry in the foreign market is snalI.
competitors having

The special

characteristic of transportation markets is that the produclion and sale cannot be done in different rocations. Foreign com-

petition in air transportation necessitates entrv in !erms of the Þroductioq of the service. Locâtionar. characteristics of the canadian

air transportation netrlork,

r.,ith

its

cLoseness

to the U.S. air trans_

porlation netl{ork, suggest a possibility of an 'open skies' agreement
the u.s.4s GÍven their size and financiar resources, the Àmerican

''ith

as such an agreement, as a subsrÍtute

for insufficien! donestic

conpe-
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carriers should not fear the predatory practices of the canadian carriers. ShouId the Canadian carriers operate inefficiently and/or set
monopolistic prices lhey would become exposed to entry from the Ameri_

carriers, The potential competítion, therefore, would serve a
substitute for the rack of sufficient competition in the canadian aircan

l ine markets.

In addition to increasing the actual and potential competiLion, the
'open skies' deal courd arso arrow the canadian carriers to co,npete
nore effectively for !he transborder traffic.
Às indicated in Figure

, the market share of the schedured lransborder bet,,een 1975 and
1984 traffic of the Canadian carriers declined tron 41% to 34%

21

(Fi9.21).50 The declining share of lhe Canadian carriers
may be ex_
plained partly by the establishment of hub-and-spoke netrlorks by
the
Ànerican carriers, following the Àirline Deregulation Àcl of 197g.

offer

âttractive destinations r¡ith which the canadían
carriers cannot compete without cabotage rights.sr The Large number of
connecting destinations makes it more convenient for the traveller to
fly with the American carrier and change planes at the hub ciLy, rath_
er lhan flying with a canadian carrier and having to switch airlines,
These hubs

many

tition,

has been recently proposed by the Consuners Àssociation of
("Hearings ¡enandðd-on cpÀL i"tuou".;;-irì"
oräuã--iia'üätil
Jânuary 22, 1987) ,
Canada

50 The charter traffic,
.on the other hand, has aJ.ways been dominated
Þy t¡¡e Canadian carriers rlirh their narker s¡arå iãi- lgã5-Ë;i;;
94.9%' The overr+her.ming market share of !he canadian carriers-ãàñ
be explained by the facÈ that most of the charter tratric oiiãinates in Canada and concentrates on routes Iinkins c;;;ã;-;"';;;;_
rion spors in rhe u.s. rn 198s, of rhe 10 pii"ãiñãï-.irv:påTi.,

eight invotved eirher Frorida or Hasaii (srariitics ðár.ãá,isã6i.-'
51 Cabotage can be defined
as a right to pick up and dispense of traf_
fic between a foreign country tiaffic.'

l9?5
couHIRY

@

câr{RoÂ

198{

mz7v, u.s

-

Figure 2l: Shares of the Transborder
Source : Statisti.cs
Canada ( 1986) .
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Relative Shares of the U.S, and Canadian Carriers, by City pairs
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if direct

service to his ultimate destination

is

not ava

ilable. It

not surprising, therefore, to see that most of the city-pair
are dominated by American carriers(Table 13).

mar ke

is
ts

of the connecting traffic can be inferred by compar_
ing the origin and destination(Oçp) traffic and the number of passen_
gers actualry carried betlreen the two cities. If the number of passengers carried bet'oeen the citÍes exceeds !he origin and destination
traffic, it means that some of the passengers are continuing lheir
journeys beyond the end point of the O&D route. Thus, in the Chicago_
Toronto route,
the 93% of passengers travelling with the American
''i!h
carriers, the number of passengers exceeds lhe O&D traffic by 3.3 to
1i in the Boston-Montrear market(100% American share) rhis ratio is
3.1 to 1; in the DetroÍ!-Toronto market(100% Àmerican share) it is 4.9
to 1; in the Cleveland-Toronto market(g0% American share) it ls 2,j to
1; in Philadelphia-Toronto market(100% Àmerican share) it is 1.9 to 1i
in the Minneapor.is-winnipeg market(100% Àmerican share) and in the
The importance

portland-vancouver(100% Àmerican

share) it is 3.9 to 1.

The impor_

of the connecting traffic is also supported by lhe ilata from
markets dominated by the canadian carriers, which those rinking the
tance

canada

wirh the popular vacation spots in Florida and carifornia.

The

travellers in these markets are mainry canadians, and the end point of
the internatíonal route in the u.s. is typicalry rhe finar destination
poÍnt for the Canadian travellers. On the other hand, the Canadian end
points of the transborder routes are not the ulLimate destinations for
many Canadian passengers. For examplef a traveller from
Quebec Cily
nay have to fly to Montreal 0n route !o Tampa(Florida). on his route
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back, he would have

city.

to fry

from Tampa to Montrear and from Montreal to

for on-1ine versus interline service,
wiLl favor the Canadian carrier, who can offer connecting flights to
most of the Canadian cities,
Quebec

consumer preference

skies' policy or free-trade in air transport service is dif_
fe¡ent from a similar arrangement for manufactured goods and most ser'Open

vices in that it involves giving up some sovereignty over rhe national
air space. Recognizing the principle of the sovereignty over the na_

tional space, international aviation

betrleen countries

is

regulated

by

biLateraL agreemen!s(Harris,1975), These agreements, among other
things, define rights of airlines when serving internationar routes.
These

rights, traditionally catled 'freedons,, are the followingt

First freedomt the privilege to fIy

across the

!erritory of

a

foreign country.
2.

Second freedom:

(e.g.
3.

the privilege to Land for non-traffic

maintenance, refueling).

Third freedom: the privilege !o put
cargo taken on the

aircraft
À.

purposes

down

territory of the state

passengers, mail

and

!¡hose nationaJ.íty the

possesses.

Fourth freedomi the prívilege to take on passengers, mail and
cargo destined for the territory of the staLe whose nationality

the aircraft possesses.
5.

Fifth freedomt the privilege to enplane traffic in a foreÍng
capacity and deplane it in another country(cTC,19g5).
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In addition to defining the freedoms, bilateral agreements also specify routes, rate setting mechanism and dispute setting procedures. The
Canada-U.S,

bilateral

agreement

expticitly identifies the

actuaL

routes that may be served by each country carriers. The current agree_
ment encompasses service beto.een 120 pointss and involves 60(major and

locaL) carriers(Statistícs Canada,1986). Rates require an approval of
both governments(CTC,1985), 'open skies' option would require to go

traditionaì.ty defined five

beyond the

freedoms by granting the carri_

ers an unrestricted right of cabotage,

In evaluating the possibilíty of 'open-skies'
ing issues have to addressed:

.
2.
3.
4,
'1

Would such an agreement increase market
Can Canadian
What
How

carriers

compete

agreemen!

the follolr_

contestability?

t,lith their Àmerican rivals?

are the problems and risks involved?

feasíble ís such an agreement?

To answer the

first question, it is

necessary

to

examine the condi_

tions of entry of the American carriers in Canada. The reason being
that the threat of entry may serve as a disciptining force only if the
U.S. carriers do not face significant barriers to entry

in the Canadi-

an markets. These barriers include the asset related sunk costs,
availabilÍty of essential inputs, aírport

access and product differen-

will disadvantage. As the Àmerican carriers are already
well estabLished in the u.s., asset related sunk costs and availability of inputs shouLd not be a problem for them, If lhe Canadian markets
offer an opportunity to make profits, all bhey have to do is to rede_
tÍation/good
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American Carriers

'14

at the Major

Canadian Àirports
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TABTE

American

Carriers in the

CI TY-PÀR
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ploy their planes to the Canadian routes, Most of lhe Canadian air_
ports are not as congested as the Àmerican ones, so gelting access

not

to

a serious source of entry barrier and many
Àmerican carriers are already present at the major Canadian
airports.
The presence of the U.S. carriers in Canada originates from past
bi_
lateral agreements reguLa!ing the scheduLed traffic betrreen canada and
the united states(Tabre 14). As indícated in TabIe 14, the Àmerican
carriers are welt estabLished in the major cities r,¡hich account for
more than 70% of torar donestic traffic in canada, and which
means
does

that the

appear

be

carriers would be abre to offer service in the canadian city-pair markets on very short notice, especially those carriers
Àmerican

in both cities of the city-pair narket. TabIe(15)
illustrates the presence of Anerican carriers ín the major Canadian
city-pair markets. ( Included are carriers which are already estab_
lished in both cities of a given city-pair mârket.) civen their pres_
ence at the major airports the Àmerican carrier have stations in
both
cities of the major city-pair markets in Canada. Being present in the
major canadian airports also reduces rhe product differentiati on/good
will barrier !o entry. This is because the Anerican carriers are weLl
known by canadians, many of whom have flown with these carriers
on
transborder routes' r¡hire canadians who have not actuarry used the
services of the Àmerican carriers have been exposed to the carriers,
advertising. À more significant source of entry barrier for the
currentLy present

carriers would be frequent ftier prograns offered by the Can_
adian carriers and subscribed by the majority of Canadian business
Àmerican

travelLers. OveraIl, however, barriers to entry facing the American
carriers in

Canada, are

rnininal, compared with the situation of an

en_
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!irely

carrier. Thus, an ,open-skies, agreement could
substantiarly increase porentiar comperition in the canadian airrine
markets. The the 'open skies' agreement in transportation couLd ben_
efit the Canadian consumer by putting pressure on prices and costs,
and the canadían carriers by arlowing them to expand their networks
south of the border. Assuming that it would be unacceptable to the
Canadian pubJ.ic not to have a Canadian airLine industry, the
benefits
of free trade can onì.y be rearized if the canadian carriers are able
new Canadian

to conpete wiLh their Ànerican rivals.
The competitive

position of firms

depends

on the produc!ivity

and

per unit costs of the employed fâctors of production. Factor produc_
tivity is typically defined as the relationship between ouLput and in_
puts used in production, The two approaches to productivity are
to_

taI factor productivity and partial productivity ratios. To¡al factor
productivity

methods incrude

es!imating the flexible functional forms
of cost functions(the most popular being lhe translog form), Divisia
indexes

and Exact Index Number approach (noy and Cofsky,19g4). The

of

is that they rnake some strong assump_
tions about firms objectives anC the nature of technology. For exam_
ple, they require strict profit maxinization and constan! returns to
disadvantage

these methods

scale(Divisia and Exact Indexes). If these assumptions are not ful_
filLed, the total. factor productivity approach may yietd biased re_

sul!s, Partial productivity indicators are typica!.ly Ín the form of
ratios, where lhe firm's output is divided by the quantity of each in_
put. Its disadvantage lies in the fact that productivity of a given
faeLor ¡nay depend on the quantily of o!her factors used. The advantage
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of partial productivity

method r.ies

in its sirnplicity,

lrhen

ar.I the

relevänt partia). productivity indicators are carcurated, their evar.uation may provide a reasonable approximation of the firm,s efficiency.

difficulty common to alI methods lies in defining the airLíne,s
output. It can be defined as the number of the passengers carried,
À

number

of

passenger-kiLometers

or !he

of ton-kilometers. The
to be the number of ton-kiIonumber

most appropria!e defínitíon appears
meters, as it includes lhe number of passengers carried, the amount of
carqo hauLed and the actual distance travelled. Ànother problem
arises from the differences in the types the networks served by the

airlines.

length, which is the average length of flight be_
tween landings, has been found to be positiveLy correlated with factor
productivity and negatively correlated with costs(Laprade, 1 9g1 ). Civ_
The stage

this fact, shorter distances irnply lower factor productivity and
higher costs. It is important, therefore, to adjust for stage Iength
when comparing airlines, produclivily.s2
en

most important produc t i ve inputs in lhe airline industry are
labour, capi tal and materials. MaleríaI inputs include a range of
The

products such as

plies, etc.
in

fuel,

energy and

Àggregation

monetary terms.

This,

of

heat,

meals, office

sup-

require expressing

them

passenger

these inpuLs wouJ.d

however, may cause problems

s2 The average stage length

if

the ratios are

is onJ.y one of the factors affecting pro_
ductivity and cosrs. Other faËtors may include tr;¡;i;-å;;.i;;,
lfne. of equipment used, etc. To see how other factors atfect-oiål
ducrivity
and cost a nunber of regressions, ,riré-"ãåitlå;;;'"ã;;_
ables such as traffic density(nrui and. typÉ-of .qúip*.rlipäi;.;;;;.
of wide-body equipment) o,ere run. In the'i9g4 cróssrsectiðn or aiíl
l¡nes, these varÍables r,rere. either insignificant or improved
goodness of. fit only marginally. À tist of these regreãii";; the
the estimation results are avaiiabl.e from the author, ón ,Àsr"it.;;ã-
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to be used for inter-country comparisons. Domestic prices of these in_
puls may vary and they may be subjecr to different taxation. Furthermore, data on these inputs

ties,

onJ.y

is often

unavailabLe. Given these

difficul-

capital and labour producLivity ruitl be examined here.

productivity measure is the ratio of revenue_
tone-kilometers(Rfn) per employee. ReLative efficiency can be meas_
The most widely used

ured

by

comparíng the

actual RTK per employee t.Iith the lrend va1ue,
obtained by adjusting for the average stage length. The actual and
adjusted values of

RTK

per emproyee for the canadian and the Àmerican

carriers are presented in

TabLe 16 and Figure 23.

ro the data given in Table 16, aIl of the canadian carriers,
except for Quebec Àir with productiviEy 7,7% above the trend, have lô_
bour productivities below the trend. This labour productivíty disäd_
Àccording

for Àir Canada, 11.2% f.or Cp Àir, 2,3% f.or
Nordair, 7.2% f.or pWÀ and 5.69 for EpÀ.ec Air, tower labour produc_
vantage amounts Lo 29,7%

tivity, however, nay not resuLt in a competitive disadvantage if la_
bour cosls are Lower in Canada. Wages, classified by empLoyee group,
are presented in Table 17. Except for ContinentaL, the Canadian car_
riers pay lower wages lhan the Àmerican majors. tabor costs may also
be conpared

by

benefits) per

using aggregate system data.

RpK

are presented in Table 1g and Figure

the actual with the trend adjusred varues,

for

PWA,

tabour costs(wages

wiLh labour costs per

RTK

i!

23.

and

Comparing

can be found that except

rnarginally(1 ,12%) above the trend,

the remaining canadian carriers have lower costs lhan the varues predicted by lhe trend line, tabour costs are very importanl for the

overall level of competifiveness as they

amount

to about 30% of atl

aaÊ

TÀBtE
Employee

CÀRRI ER

Productivity

,1

6

-

RTK

per

Employee

ÀVERÀGE RTK PER EMPLOYEE

srAGE

(000)

LENGTH ÀCTUÀL

PERCENT DEVIÀTION*
(%)

TREND

CÀNADIAN CA

Àir Canada

1234 12j,j4ï 154,912
Air
1558 1'tZ tBgS 192,336
Nordair
757 113,379 115;9BB
'17
Pacif ic I,¡estern 497
tl:.l g2',760
EPÀ
445 7'1 ,35'1 75,410
466 94,951 7S,410
Quebec Air
CP

G27.701]¡

ç11,244\
(-2.301)
l-1 .238],
(-5.68e)
7

.101

ÀMERICÀN CARRI ERS
Amer

U.

ican

S. Àir

Continental
Delta
Eastern

Frontier

Northl,fest
Pan Àm
Republ

ic

TI,¡À

Un i
Wes

ted
tern

1365
608
1309
916
973
777
13't6
1843
640
1554
1268
'1003

164,714

106,690

205,310

,606
,678
f33, 165

121
123

1'ì6,233
91 ,626
171,489
133,815
139,805
118,326
177,149

308,385
190,368 211 ,'709
101,963 101 ,11'r
183,404 191 ,2'Ì8
1'19,813

'1

s3,2s0

167

,926

142,884

(-6 . 993 )
8,49s
16.473
(-10.040)
G13.0421
11 . 144

42.556
(-11.231)
(\ tL)
(-4 . 2s3 )
6.610
6.7 64

Trend va.lues were obtained using the foLlowinq functionaL form:
( 1 ) RrK/ôMpr
= ¡s.\/( .a + b*ASL); ;hi.h-;;; ;;ånsrormed into
(2) RTK/EMPt = 1/( a/ASL
+ b) and (3) t/ar¡/nuer = b + a*1/Àsr

Using the ICAO data on lhe Canadian and Àmerican airlines, (3)
was estimated and the values of the coefficients were obtained.

l/wx/øuer.
Se

t

=

2,0047 4 +
(0.s78s1)

3.46s

5008.94036*1/ÀSL
(451.6239)
11 .09
R SQUÀRE=O.8849

Thus, the predicted values of outpu! per employee are qiven bv
RTK/EMPL = AStiz(5008.94036 + 2.004?4'rÁSL)

*

Percent deviation = 100*(Acluat-Trend),/Àctua1.

Source:

I CÀ0 ( 1984a ) .
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operating costs.5 3 Despite

this generaLly favorable situation a note
of caution applies here. Two of the American najors, Northwest and
continental have Labour costs substanLiaLì.y lo*,er !han !he other carriers. North!,estrs costs are 60.13 berow the trend adjusLed reve1,

while the

ils

same

figure for Continental. is 94.7g%(l). Northr,est, after

nerger with nepubric

ies( Toronto,

is

present

in five of the major

canadian

cit-

Vancouver, Montreal, Calgary and Edmonton), while Conti_

nental is planníng to offer service betrveen ottaÌ,a and I,lashington.
continental( owned by the Texas Air group, also the owner of Eastern

Àirlines) has become the fastes! growing major carrier, particularly
since after its takeover of people Express and Frontier and its absorplion of New york Àir(ar.so owned by Texas Àir). Its row r.abour
costs are putting pressure on the renaining American carriers to reduce their wage bill. Thus, the Canadian carriers wouLd have to moni_
tor their labour costs so as not to rose their current advantage over
the majority of the American carriers.
À

difficulty in comparing the efficiency in the use of capital Iies

in the fact lhat airLine assets are highly heterogeneous. The most im_
portant asset of the airline is the flight equipment(planes). tt
to about 70-80%

airline assets, aggregating the capital by
using the value of all assets is not appropriate, since !he airìines
anounts

of.

often use leased equipment. Given lhese difficulties, it ís necessary
to examine lhe asset productivity by disaggregating the data on the

capital used by the airlines, by the lhe types of planes

5

3

I

n 1984, labour costs const i tuted

Àir
for

employed.

33.5% of a1l operating costs for
Canada, 28,"t% f.or Cp Air, 28,4o/. f.or EpA, 29.8% f.or Nordair, 38%
pI,lA and 3l% for
Quebec Air(CTC,19B4).
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TABLE

'17

Average ÀnnuaL Renumeration, by Employee Croup, 19g4 (gU.S)

AIRLINE PILOTS

CABIN ATTENDÀNTS

MECHÀNICS TICKETING OTHER

ÀND

ÀNÐ

COPI tOTS

OVERHÀUL

SÀLES

PERSONNEL

ÀND

PERSONNEL PROMOTI ONAL
PERSONNEL

Àir

,254

,412

22,284

25

66,612

22,284

25,524

58 t725

17,358

Pt¡À

75,054

0uebec

55

23

,'145

25 ,47

21

,373

24,864

25 ì756

NÀ

21

25,292

29,823

26,275

25,215

47,443

16,917

29,168

NÀ

NÀ

94

,440

26

26,430

37,953

97

,528

29,108

,269

34,164

Canada

CP

Àir

Norda i

r

Àir

O

,915

American
Carr íers

Continental

29,695

16

,023

33,509
39,943
11 ,731

Delta

93, 516

21

,097

29,095

28

Eastern

91 , 190

24,191

27 ,'t 40

22 ,'t

Northwest 94,427

27,086

33,522

23,288 29,074

27

Àner ican
USÀi

r

ic
TWA
unÍted

67 t271

21

87,555

Western

Republ

,341

27

18,042 23,566

,057

40

34 , 81 0
29

,829

,'t80

23,177

21

34,722

30,850

23,049

33, 140

96,086

28,092

39,491

34,041 27,165

57

20,649

30,930

26,801

,202

Sourcer ICÀ0(1984a)i

t2gg

sratistics

Canada(1994b).

,541

28,603
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TÀBIE

18

Labour Expendi tures per

ÀVERÀGE

CARRI ER

STAGE

LENGTH

LÀBOUR

RTK

COSTS

RTK

PER
(CENTS PER RTK )

PERCENT DEVTATION*
(%)

ACTUÀL TREND,rrt

CÀNADIAN CARRI ERS

Air Canada

1234

21

Àir
1568
r
75'1
Pacific Western 497
EPÀ
44 5
466
Quebec Air

.48

15.00
22.66

CP
Norda i

Jð, rJ

23.32
21 ,26
29.44
5t . I
40.52

34.84
33.71 39.31

(-8.58)
(-41.75)
(-29.88)

t.

I

t¿

(-16 .29],

(-16.50)

AMERICAN CARRI ERS

American
1365
2'1 .65 22.39
19.00
s. Àir
608
44.81 33.31
25.66
Con t inental
1309
11.69 22,77
(-94 . 78 )
Delta
916
37.68 26.69
29.16
Eastern
973
31.51 2s.93
11 .71
Frontier
717
30.21 29.03
3.92
Northh'est
137 6
(-60. 3 )
3. 93 22 ,32
Pan Am
1843
2'1 .03 20.12
4.32
RepubJ. i c
640
36.42 32.33
11.23
TWÀ
1554
24,86 21 .33
14.21
uni red
1268
25.07 23.06
8.00
Western
1003
25,70 25.56
0. 54
** Trend va.Lues r¡ere oblained from the equations
u.

1

1

rcosrs/RrK = 0. 136305 + 119,68200x1 /Ã¡i

se
r

R

(0.037415) (29.3088)
3. 643

4,09'1

SOUARE=O.5120

lihere LCoSTS stands for total Labour expendiLures and ÀSt
stands for average stage Iength.

*

Percent deviat ion= 1 00* (Àctual-Trend )/nctuaJ.

Source: ICÀ0(1984a)

;

rCÀO(1984b).
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efficiency in the use of planes can then be measured by comparing
the average flying time per day for each type of pJ.ane. Utilization of

The

the aircraft space

may be evaluated

by looking at the number of

seâts

19). The Canadian carriers have achieved better utiLization of pLanes in terms of the average dairy revenue hours flor¡n.
The number of seats per given type of plane has typically been higher
for the Àmerican carriers. This, however, does ¡ot always have to im_
ply lower efficiency. Low seating density r+íth Hider seats and more
per plane(Table

leg

reflect the product differention strategy of Can_
adian airLines. Unfortunately, the magnítude of this phenomenon cannot be easiLy identified because of the lack of data on the product
space may merely

mix, by the aircraft type.
The aggregate

utitization of the equipment can also be evatuated

looking at t.he airlines' Load factors(TabLe

20).

by

The 1oad factors of

Àir and Àir Canada) have been consistently
higher !han those of the Àmerican major. Canadian regionaJ. carriers(except for Quebec Air), however, had lower load factors than lhe
the Canadian majors(

Cp

Àmerican IocaLs.
The overaLL competitive posibion

examining

the airlines' direct

of the carriers

may be assessed by

operating costs and

total

operating

costs per RTK(direct operating costs and total operaLing costs are defined in Tables 21 and 22l¡. The comparison of direct operatíng costs
per

RTK

is given in Table 21 and Figure 25.

With the exception of

EpÀ

and NordaÍr with
Canadian

direct costs above the lrend by 9.75% and 10.99%, the
carriers have had lower operating costs than suggested by the

trend. Àir Canada's costs are 13.96%

beLow

lhe trend adjusled levels.

TÀBIE

19

Utilization of Aircraft, by Àircraft

AIRCRÀFT

TYPE

NU}.ÍBER

OF AIRCRÀFT

AVERÀGE

OF
Boe i

nq 727(200)

Àir

Ca na

da

37

ican
USÀir
Àmer

NUI,Í

t¿5

147

14

145

8.0
ot
8.0
8.9

¿q

Eastern
Northl{est

96

93

(-9.0)*

157
148

162
146

1È

t5/

6.0
8.6
6.4
oa
8.8
9.0

Pan Àrì
Republ i c

56
38
15

TWÀ

56

146

04

14'1

45

145
170

ted

'1

West ern
PSÀ

REVENUE

HOURS FLOWN

8.4
(+0.5)

Continental
la

i

BER DÀILY

SEÀTS

141

DeL

Un

Type

2

i ghted
Average

155

7,1

We

Boei

CP

nq

737 (200

Àir

19

104

G12)
6

110

(-8
Quebec

Air

1

120

(+2)
ican
USAir
Àmer

125

14'1

)

8,8
(+1.1)
8.6
(+0.9)
9.3
( +'1

.6)

8.0

120

DeIta

Frontíer

30

10'1

41

Àm

16

United

109
157

49

'109

Western

17

121

18

Piedmont

100

53

Àmerica West

112

20

AirCal

Weighted

,0

)

EPÀ

Pan

'7

150

Àve

rage

7,8
8.9
5.0
6.9
5,7
8.4
6.9
ot

118

Continued

Boei

Ài

r

nq

7478

Ca

ada

n

JbJ.5
(-31 . 41 )

NorLhrrest
Pan An

29

United

18

Weighted

'1

Àve ra ge

362
410
395

QI
10.9
8.8

9.05

no 747(200)

Boe i

Air

CP

400

7.4

(-1.6s)

J5

t

11.9

G1)

(+0.6)

Pan An

362

11.0

Weighted Avera ge

358

11.3

201

q¿
(+0.2)

t5

204
204

19

197

9.5
8.4
9.6

201

a,

210.5

?a

Boe í

nq

Air

Canada

767
12

(0.0)
Àmer

ican

10

Della
Un i ted
Weighted

pc

I

Àir

Àve rag e

(60)
ca nada

(-2,s')

G2,87],

Delta

IJ

UniLed

212

JU

214,5

i.50

213

6.77

Weighted

Àve ra ge

pc 9 (30)

Àir

Ca

nada

r
Continental
Delta
USÀi

Eastern

100
71
¿3

36
58

110
108
98
99

RepubI i c

60

NY

101.5

16

110
107
103

Àir

PSA

Weighted

4

Àve râ9 e

7q
7,0
7.8
7,7
7.6
'1
.2
6,7
1.3
1L
Cont inued

pc 10
CP

(10

)

Air

259

11.3

(-13)
American
i ted
Western

¿q

Un

41
10

WeÍghted

Àve ra 9e

(+2.8)

288.5
254
,ol

8.9
8.7

272

OE

¿6

EI

11.3

I

(+1.0)

t+b)
ican
t inental
Pan Àm
Un i ted
Amer
Con

Weighted

6

13
1

6

Ave ra ge

267

.5
oa

11

284
286
253.5

|.5

274

10.3

251

8.3
(+0.4)

FO

L-1011

Air Canada

18

(-18)

Della
Eastern
Pan Am
TWA
Weighted Àverage

* Terms
avera9e.

34

272.5

25

300

Êô

9

238

33

261

8.4

269

?a

in brackets denote deviations fron the weighted

Sourcel ICÀ0(f984a).

8.8

TÀBLE 20

Utilization of Àircraft -

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1982 1984

CÀRRI ER

Ai

r

nada

Ca

63.2 62.5 65.8 57.5 65.5 62.5 64.9

6'1

.5

63.i 68.9 10.6 70.1 68.7 65.5 69.9 70.0

CP AíT

Norda i

System toad Factors

r

37,5 42.2 s5.3 55.2 50.3

PWÀ

53.5 54.6 52.7 53.5 54.3 52.0 53.7 50.3

EPA

54.2 55.9 55.7 54.8 56.3

Ouebec

41

,.1 50.4 s5.8

Air

62.2

61

.2 64,0 58.6 52.1 50.4 NA

57.8

j

55.9

61

,2 63,2 58.3 57.3 58.8 60.3

59.0

U.

S.

Ma

U.

S.

Loca I s

ors

53.9 58.6 s8.7 54.8 55.5 56.5 56.3 58.8

source: statistics canada( 1 9B4a) ;

cAB( 1983a)

;

cÀB( 1983b)

;

DOT(

1

985).
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figures for Cp Àir, pWÀ and Quebec Air are 2S,Zg%,
18,36% and 3.'10% respectively. it has to be indicated, however, that
the t''o most efficient American carriers, continentar and Northwest
have their direct operating costs below the trend values by .1g.77% and
Corresponding

by

17

,04%

respectively.

Total operating costs per
Except

for

RTK

are presented in Table 22 and Figure

EPA(with 5,29% above !he

trend),

aJ.1 canadian

carriers

25.

have

costs Lor¡er than the trend values. Àir canada's costs are 10.6g% below
trend, while the figure for Cp Àir, Nordaír, pWA and Quebec Air are
15,20%, 3.11%, 9.81% and 1.30%

of direct operating costs,

respectively. SimiJ-arly as in lhe

ating costs belor¡ the trend values by
The

carriers

should be able

to

vaLs. The superior productivity

oper_

16.26% anå 2g.04% respectívely.

analysis of carriers productiviLy

canadian

total

Northt,¡est and Continental have

case

and costs

compete

and

costs

reveals thât

the

wirh their American ri-

of the lwo

performance

majors, Northwest and continental indicates lhat the success
of the canadian carriers is not guaranteed and wourd require further
reduction in costs and productívity improvements on their part. The
Àmerícan

ability of the

canadian

costs wouLd have

to

carriers to increase productivity

be evaluated while assessing risks

'open skies' agreements. The

difficur.ty in

and reduce

of the the

making such an assessnent

lies in the fact that productivity and costs depend on work rures and
l'lage rates, which are subject to labour contracts. should the canadían unions be more successful than their Àmerican counterparts in resisting cost reducing measures, the ability of the canadian carriers
to compete would be reduced. There is no easy riay to âssess the out_
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TABLE

2,1

Direct Operatíng Costs per

CÀRRI ER

RTK

AVERAGE

DIRECT OPERATING PERCENT DEVIÀTIoN)t

LENGTH

(CENTS PER

STAGE

COSTS PER

RTK

(%I

RTK )

-

ffËä#¿u=* rz¡¿
cP Àír

Nordair
Pacific western
EPA
Quebec Air

1558
757
49'j
445
456

3s.e1 a*i_zs'.zai

31.s1
23,66 29,28
54,74 48,71
50.46 59.73
69.39 62,62
59.57 61 .42

10.99

t-l8.ãál
9.75
(_3.10)

ÀMERICAN CÀRRI ERS
Àmer ican
U. S. Àir

973

37.19 33.2'7
57.51 54.45
28.93 34.37
47,90 43.72
44,45 42.14

771

44 .7

tJb5
508

'1309

Continental
Delta

916

Eastern

Frontier
Northl{est

137 6

Pan

1843

Àm

RepubI

ic

4

48. 03

1s 33.05
31 .05 25,41
53 .52 53.
28.

640

11

Un i t. ed

1268

Western

34.85 29,87
36.74 35.20

1003

3'1

1554

TWÀ

,64

41

.34

10.54
5. 31

Gl8,7'11
8.73
Ê aô

(-7.34)
G11 .421
18.17

0.77
.26
4.18
(-9.84 )
14

**Tre¡d values were obtained from the equation:
DoEx/RrK = 2,22323 _ O.zozel*rni¡sii(0.1Bs51l (0.276281
Se

r

R

1

.1

.793

_9.537

SQUARE=8504

for direct operating expenditures and ASL
stands for average stage length.
operating expenditures include the following :
llle:i
Flight Crew Salaries and Other Expenditures + Àirciaft
FueI and
oil. + Flight Equipnent rnsurance + Rentals of Fliéùt-Eq;iñ";;+ Maintenance and overhaul + Depreciation and ¡moitizatioä
+ 0ther Fl ight Expenditures,
Where DOEX stands

*

Percent deviat

Source

I

i on=1 00*

ICÀ0(1984a);

(ÀctuaI-Trend)/,lctuaJ.

I CAO ( 1984b ) .
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Costs per RTK,
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TABLE 22

Tota] operating Costs per

ÀVERAGE

CARRI ER

STÀGE

LENGTH

RTK

TOTÀL OPERÀTING PERCENT DEVIÀTION*
COSTS PER

(CENTS PER

RTK

(%I

RTK )

ÀCTUÀL TREND*

ìI

CANADIÀN CÀRRI ERS

Àir Canada

1234

Àir
1568
'157
Nordair
Pac i f ic Western 491
EPÀ
445
466
Quebec Àir
CP

70.86
60.20
92.59
101.31 111.31
122.72 116,23
112.71 114.18
64.02
52.26
89.80

(

- 10.68

)

(-1s.20)
(-3.11)
(-9.87)
5.29

(-1.30)

ÀMERICAN CARRI ERS

Anerican
U. S. Àir
Con t inental
Delta
Eastern
Fronti er
North¡lest
Pan Am
Republ ic
Tl,¡À
United
Western
*x Trend

1365
608
1309
916

973
771
13'16
1843

640

75.20

110.28

58.69
93.81 84.1'1
85.41 81.43
89.09 91.43
s1.55 66.0'1
65.45 53.01

103.96

.93

1554

'10

1268

68.52
73.01

1003

66.37
102.35
68,23

100.06
60 . 60

69.65
80.08

.74
7.19

11

(-16.25)
10.33
4 ,56

G2,63],
(-28 . 04 )
19.00
3,'t4

r{.5b
(-1.6s)

(-9.6i)

vaLues were obtained from the equation:

roEx/RrK = 3.8750 - 0.44484*tn(Àsr)
(0.31472], (0.04584)
Se
E
12.312 -9,704
R SoUARE=8548

l¡here ToE¡{ stands for total operating expenditures and ÀSt
stands for average. stage Length. Totál o¡erating expenditures
include the following: Ðirec! Operating Expendiiures
+ User Chargers and Station Expenditurés + passenger Servicing
+ Tickeling, SaIes and promotiônaL Expenditures + General
Administration + Other operating Expendilures.

Sourc

e:

I CÀ0 ( 199aa )

;

iCÀO(1984b).
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F
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come

of

of future labour nègotiations as they

management and J.abour,

rnent rates and

depend on bargaining

the overall state of the economy,

other relevant factors. Thus,

some

skitls

unemploy-

uncertainty about

the future competitiveness of the canadian carriers has to acknowredged and

risk involved

ity of the'open-skies'
'Open

skies' policy

considered

in the evaruation of the desirabil-

agreemenl.
r¡our.d

create a free North Àmerican mârke! for

air transportation services. Hou,ever, it would not change the fact
that the airlÍne industries of the two countries would continue to be
subject !o the developments in their domestic economies, which courd
affect their conpetitive positions. one of the possibre complications
for the 'open skies' policy may arise due to exchange rate flexibili_
ty, l.¡ith easy entry and exit, exchange rate fluctuatÍons may encour_
shifting to take advantage of changes in relative profit_
abiliiy of domestic and foreign routes. À change in the reLatíve
profitability and competitive position of a carrier nay resurt in an
age capacity

entry lhat has nothing to do with improved productivity or increased
cost efficiency, but !here are forces that will reduce the impact of
the exchange rate fLucluations. suppose that
contenplates entry

the

Àmerican

carrier

into the canadian city-pair markets folJ.owing the

appreciation of the canadian doLLar. Àlthough revenues earned in can-

translate into higher earnings in u.s. currency, costs would
also have to increase, since operating in Canada requires Canadían
ada would

purchases. The question, then,

is to

effect these increased cosLs
have on the overall competirive position of an Àmerican entrant. The
magnitude of this cost increase can be idenrified by examining the
',,hat
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airline costs(tabLe 1), The cost categories affected by ex_
rates are those which are incurred for operating in a country

data on
change

which mus! be paid

for in tha! country's currency. In the case of an
American carrier entering a Canadian city-pair market, the percentage
of operating costs affected by a change in lhe exchange te will be:
Passenger Servicing (9.76%) +

fuel

and

(7,52%) + insurance fees (f.09%) + other

oils (28.03%) + landing fees
flight expenditures (1 .08%) +

reservation and sales (11.76%l + traffic servicing (7,48%) + Àdvertising and Pubticiry (1.82%) = 64,19%
This means tha! an improvemen!

in the prof i fabi 1i ty due to exchange
rate fluctuations witl be offset by a factor of 0.64 due to an increase in costs. The neL change in the competitive position wi tl be
I = [E(r)/E(r-1)] x (1.00-0.6a) = [n(t),/n(t-l )] * o.¡e.
I

for a rer.ative change in competitiveness, n(t) denotes
an exchange rate in period't,and E(t-1) denotes an exchange rate ín
I{here

stands

period 't-1'

.

For example, a 10% change in the vaLue of a country's currency will
resuLt in a 3'6% improvement in the competitive position for the fore-

ing carrier entering the country's markets. (3.6% improvement for for_
eign carrier if country's currency has appreciated and vice versa for

depreciation). It

appears then

the industry

to a large de_
gree protected from the effects of exchange rale fluctuations, although

it

should be noted

ple of exogenous

position.

event.s

that

wouLd be

currency fructuation

is only

one exam-

affecting the carriers' rer.ative cornperitive

For example, changes in tax laws or Iabour reguLations

can
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alter

of carriers even if their productive efficíency
does not change. There are also important Legal problems to be
solved. i f the American carriers enter the Canadian airLine marhets
they

competitiveness

will

in Canada, and lhey should
be required to pay corporate income taxes and be subject to Canadian
regulations. This could be achieved by requiring the Àmerican carriers to set up Canadian subsidiaries, although this arrangement wouLd
be earing income while operatín9

like).y encounter problerns due to high degree of costs jointness be-

different routes of an airline network. Rules for allocating
costs and revenues and income reporting wouLd have to be worked out
tween

skíes' arrângement can be operational. Àn alternative
would be to treat airline services as exportsf but this soLution may
put the Canadian carriers in a position of dísadvantage if tax rates
and other regulations effecting airline competitiveness are more favorable ín the U.S, These are onJ.y some of the compJ.ications that may
arise and that need to be considered when analizÍng the desirabiliÈy
and risks and probtems involved in pursuing the ,open skies, arrangement tiith the united States.
before 'open

feasibility of an agreement depends on how both sides perceive
the benefits and costs ínvoLved. Às far as the Canadian side is concerned, the national airline industry has been historically considered
as an inportant part of the Canadian idenLity as a separate nation,
which l¡as the very reason for creating the industry.5a Às indicated in
The

5¿

Explaining the rationale for the creation

of Tras-cånada Airlines
1937, C.D. Horle stated:. "Many Canadian cítizens when travelling
from one point to another in Canáda find they have to use the airi
Lines in the United stâ!es, and they have bãen very insisteni in
demanding !he establishment of direct Canadian servicã...,I believe
such a service would prove of immense value for national purposin
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the section, the 'open skies' agreement involves giving up some of the
nationaL sovereignty over the national space in exchange for the ben_

efits of improved âccess to the Àmerican market and increased competition in the industry. The analysis cannot be easily expressed in mon_
etary terms as il l¡ould require a dollar figure to be put on
identity. Assuming, however, !hat the Cana_
dians are willing to take lhe risks ínvolved and give up their sover_
eignly, it is not obvious that the Americans would be witling to enter
sovereignty and national

agreemen!. HistoricalLy the U.S. government has been nore
protectionist wíth respect to Canada-U.S. aviation(Harris,1975), and
the onJ.y period of the reversar from this rure was at the time of carterrs presidency, The shift tonards 'open skies' approach in interna_
such an

tional aviation coincided with deregulation of the donestic airrine
industry. The principal objectives of public policies towards inter_
na!íonal aviation were
consumer, and

to

to

increase corìpetition !rith

improve rhe

position of the

American

a benefit to
carriers in

the

com-

perition t{,ith the foreign airrines(Brenner et ar.,i9g5). À series of

bilaleral agreenents

policyf

were signed as

a

means

of

implemenLing lhe

new

which emphasised lhe increasing

of the number of routes, re_
laxing of capacity restric!ions and making pricing more fIexibIe. The
most no:able examples incrude agreements

with the Nerherrands and sin-

gapore(Doganis,1985). These agreements, however, failed to produce
the expected results, the biggest tosers being ¿he Àmerican carri_
ers.s5 This led to a reevaluation

of the u.s. posÍtion

to*,ards

inter-

es" (Corbett, 1965 ) .
55 An example

here. may. be the U.S.-Netherlands traffic where KLM, a
Dutch f1a9 carrier, increased iis share of Àmsterdam _ U.S. traifið
to over 90%("U.S. International Àviation eolicy t:akeri'Ãå";i-ìi;;;
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national âviation t¿ith a greater emphasis on the national interest

and

faír exchange of economic benefits56 (Brenner et aL,19B5). Given
this renelred enphasis on a fair exchange of benefits the question
arises what benefits might the Americans derive from an the 'open
skies' agreement r¡ith Canada. The possible benefits may involve the

the industry. The consumers could benefit due to increased competition if the Canadian carriers are allowed entry into
the new Àmerícan markets. Given the smaIl size of the Canadian carriers relative !o the size of the Àmerican market lhis effect is IikeLy
to be small.. The Àmerican industry is likely to be against such an
agreement, since lhe status quo appears to be serving it weIL, an indícation of which is an increase ín its market share of the transborder lraffic.
The Canadian domestic market is small by the Àmerican
standards and the induslry may not find it sufficiently attracLive to
consumers and

press the government into seeking the 'open skies' agreement rlith Can-

ada. Thus, the

policy, white potentially 1eading to a
substantial increase in the degree of market contestability in the
Canadian industry is unJ-ikely, given lhe nunber of problems and risks
'open skies'

involved, to offer an immediate solution to the industry problems.

Pragmat

ic

Àpproach",

ATW.

10,1984).

issues of the nature of competition and national interes! in
!he context of internation aviation are discussed by Dennis( 1985).

The

¿+h

6,7

CoNCLUSIoNS ÀND I!,ÍPLICÀTIoNS FoR REGlnÀToRY

The anaJ.ysis

of this chapter has

try no! being contestable.

REFORIT{

found the Canadian airLine indus-

Given the srnaLl domest,ic market, high con-

centration Ievels and high proportion of international traffic in the
indusLry's output, the Canadian airlíne markets deviate from the con-

testability ideal more than the American markets. Except for the
northern routes, enhancing market conlestability in the Canadian industry has been found as poten!iaIly nelfare improving. Horlever, the
domestic policies to enhance market conleslability have been found in-

sufficient.

The 'open skíes' poticy

offers a greater increase in market contestabiliLy, but requires solving a variety of difficuLt le9a1
and political problems. In addition to this, the Àmerican side has

little to gain at present fron such an agreement, Given the recent emphasis on the exchange of mutual benefíts as a policy guide in the
U.S. , the short-term perspectives of reaching the 'open skies' agreemen! are not good. Whether such an agreement should be a long-run
policy objective for Canada is only partly an econonic question.
Transportation industries in generaì., and lhe airLine industry in par!icular, have been considered as an important part of the national
identity, thus it is uncertain if the the ,open skies' agreement wiIl
be acceptable in Canada, even in the long run,
Regulatory reform

is

happening

now, and therefore more immediate

sol.ulions !o lhe industry problens have to be considered. The indus-

try is not

Ís unlikely to be rnade significantly more
contestable by neans of public policies, The industry, therefore,
contestable and
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even

in the contestability

framework,

is a candidate for anLitrust

and

regulatory scrutiny.
Where markels

are characterízed neither by a Iarge number of
of entry, public Sector íntervention
may be. reguired lo prevent the exercise of monopoly power.
In such cases, there is a strong presumption thai tire'reguIatory or antí!rust.agencies serve the þublic interest bést
if their inlerven¡ion secures the sort of behavior on the
part of incumbent firms that effective market pressures
might otherwi se enforce(BaumoI,19B5,p. 13).
incumbents nor by ease

As indicated

in

11,

of the first 100 Canadían city-pair
markets are served by only one carrier. Because of the possibility of
monopoJ.isLic pricing, lhese markets would be the prime candidates for
public in!ervenLion. The analysis of Sectíon 6.1 indicated that the
alternative to regulation schemes, such as franchise bidding, are impractical in the airline indusLry. RegulaLion therefore appears to be
the appropriate form of intervention. ,Freedom to Move' indicates a
possibility of overruling price increases in monopotislic routes upon
complaint. The scope and the method of intervention appear inadequate. The method is ad hoc and it is not obvíous whose complaint
wÍ1.1 cause

TabJ.e

21%

a possible price overruling.

ual sufficient to warrant

is a complaint of one individan investigation? If not one, how many cit-

izens have to complaín? OnIy price increases are singled out as candidates for investigation. Excessive pricíng, however, may occur even

price increases. Consider, for example a case when fuel prices
decreases or technological progress reduce airline costs, If firms
r,¡ithouE

recognize

their mutual interest,

consumers and earn above normal

Lhey may not

profits.

pass these savings to

such conduct and performance

are clearly inconsistent with allocative efficiency.
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The

most typical structure of bhe

city-pair markets is
duopoLy, It is theorelically possible that the rivalry between oligo_
polists wiIl be sufficient to ensure the socially optimar performance
by the industry. Such a result, however, is not guaranteed, The small
number of fírms opens a possibility of collusion, especially given the
weakness

of potential competition.

igopolists

couLd

be

Canadian

sT The possible

collusion by the

addressed under the conspiracy

oL_

crause of the ne'o

competition law. The nel' act reduces the requirements

for the proof of
the exislence of the conspiracy but it does not eliminate it.
It is necessary to prove thaf the parties thereto inLended
to and did enter into the.conspiracyl combination, ugr""r.ni
or arrangement, but it is not necessary to prove [hat the
parties intended that the conspiracy,
uqr.árá;i
"oirbin"tion, izll ,iii
have an effecr set out in subseciion(1)(secrion
Bill C-91).

of proving the existence of conspiracy rnakes the Iegis_
]ation ineffective ín dealing wirh 'conscious parallerism', which may
result from the mere recognition of mutuaL interdependence and interThe necessity

est of the oligopolists.

'Freedom

to

Move' makes

no provision for

dealÍng wirh collusion, despite high leve1s of the industry concentra-

tion.

Only monopoly routes are singled out

for a possibte investiga_

tion and intervention. tegislation dealing with the crucíaI national
industry should not be based on the best scenario concerning the industry conduct and performance, and assume that firms wirr never cor-

lude.

5?

Given the timitarions

of the canadían competition reqisratíon

In additíon to the.possibÍfity of collusion between !he duopolists,
there is a possibility of a rnutually destructiv. *arfur.,' ii-itå
firms have aertrand type experatir-ons (that is thãy -åiå*å. tf,.i
príces of their rivali are glven). Such .xpectaÈiôn ;;;;1.;;i;
irrational in the conrext oi canadian air trãnsport and thereforä
the.possibili!y of coLlusion is considered as thã princip^t;;;;;;
of inefficiency.
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in dealing r¡ith the corrusive behavior, the arternative ,oourd be a
closer scrutiny of indus!ry pricing on all routes by the regulatory
agency. If lhe firms do not coltude, the regulatory agency might nev_
er intervene, ShouLd a collusion occur, however, the regulatory agency
shouLd be given authority to alter price in the public inLerest. The

possibility of

such an intervention

in itself

may

constrain firms from

seLting excess i ve pr ices.

far

is concerned, the document suggests a continued
regulation of entry in the north. Given the importance of service
continuity on these routes, the continued entry regulation of entry
appears justified. Service conLinuity should also be enhanced by the
Às

as entry

proposed requirenent

that rhe advance notice is given in the event of

exit. Às indicated in Section 5.3, a problem in the southern routes
is insufficient actual and potential cornpetition. In these routes
'Freedom to Move' proposes a complete freedom of entry to aII ,fit and
able' operators. The analysis of Section 6.5 suggests that reducing
impediments to entry in these routes is potentialLy welfare improving,
Thus, the proposaLs deaLing with entry in the industry appear justi_
fied.

Chapter VII
su'I,lÀRY ÀND CoNCTUSIoNS

As indicated

in chapter 'l , this study's objectives

werel

1.

To evaluate market

2,

airline markets, in general, and the Canadi_
an airline markets, in particular, are contestable.

3.

To examine whether narket

conlestability as a theory and its useful_
ness for public policy analysis.
To examine whether

fare standard for the

4.

To examine

contestability is an appropriate

Canadian

wel_

airl-ine industry.

policies which can be used to enhance market con_

testabiLity in fhe

Canadian

airLine markets. and to identÍfy

thei! limitations.
5.

Based on the analysis

of

posals in the document 'Freedom
and pricing.

7.1

to 4, to evaluate the pro_
to Move, which deal Ì,ilh entry

problems 1

EVÀIUÀTION OF I,IÀRKET CONTESTÀBIIiTY

far as the first objectÍve is concerned, the anal.ysis in chap_
ters 2 and 3 found the principal uses of narket contestability in pol_
Às

icy analysis lo be that of an industry

moder

and a werfare

standard.

essential characteristics of contestable markers include freedon
of entry and exit and the possibility of 'hit-and-run, entry. When
The
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these conditions are

met, the mere threat of entry

discipline the
existing firms and prevent monopolistic/oligopolistic pricing in hígh_
rnay

I'y concentrated industries, Firms' conduct and performance in contestable markets is independent from !he internal organization of the

narke!' Barriers to entry are defined in the contestabitity framework
as a cost disadvantage of potential entrants versus incumbent firms,
Typically, barriers !o entry are related to sunk costs, since sunk
costs are already foregone for the incumbents, while they are still a
part of the opportunity cos! for !he entrants. ,Hit-and-run' entry
may be possible under any of the following conditionsi (a) price re_
actions of íncumbents are constrained by regulation or antitrust IegisLation; (b) entrants believe that

will not reacti (c) entry is snall; (d) the entry and exit lag is snaller than the
incumbents' reaction lag; (e) lhere is a possibility of ex-ante conincumbents

tracLs betr,,een customers and entrants.
The

analysis in chapter 3 found that the first three conditions in-

volved some important contradictions,

while the feasibility of !he
last t!¡o in a given industry, has to be established empirically. When
rhit-and-run' entry is nor possibre, firms'
behavior natters and there
is a possibility of strategic entry deterrence. Incumbent firms may
use their fist move advantage by creating barriers to entry and naking
commitments to make their entry dererring strategies credible, Low
leve]s of sunk costs alone do not guarantee that an indusrry will behave in a way consistent riith the contestabitity theory, r+hich sets a
limitatÍon on its applicability as an industry

mode)..
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Às a welfare standard and a

policy guide, narket contestability is

inappropriate under the following

conditions: innovation requires
proteclion from opportunistic entry; 'lemon' type market failure is
possible; first move advantage of !he estabLished firms opens a possibi).ity of socially 'wasteful' comnitments. public poticies aímed at
reducing barriers

to entry may also result ín a welfare loss when the
optimal rnarket structure ís unsustainable and when internalizing external i t ies requires restricting entry.
Tr,¡o

type of unsustainability can be distinguished

unsustäinability.

post

-

ex-ante and

Ex-ante unsustainability does

nol

ex_

aIIow the

It is possible, however, that if
the industry is protected from opportunistic entry in the development
optimal market structure to emerge.

stage, the optimal market struclure wiLl be ex-post sustainable.
presence of sunk and transaction costs hâs been found as â factor
hanc i

The

en-

ng market sustainabiJ.ity.

a policy guide, the usefulness of markel contestability is atso
restricted by its partial eguitibrium static perspective, r¡hích conAs

siders only the issues of allocative and cost efficiency. public pol-

icies to'oards industries

may go beyond

the

narrowry defined economic

efficiency and include national and sLrategic interests, equity
other relevant social and political objectives,

and
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7,2

I{ÀRKET CONTESTÀBITITY ÀS À MODET OF

As

far

ÀIR

TRÀNSPORT

is concerned, the analysis in
inconsistency betr¡een airline eco-

as the second objective

chapters 4 and 5 reveals
nomics and the

a

general

contestability modeL. Às indicated by rhe theoretical

analysis of chapter 4 and

the empirícal evidence presented in chapter
5, 'hit-and-run' entry is generaLly impossible in airline markets,

which suggests a

deterrence.

possibility of predatory behavior

and

strategic entry

impossibility of 'hit-and-run' entry has also imptications for poJ.icy in that public policies aimed at enhancing market
The

contesLability in the airline industry have !o be supplemented by the
appropriate conpetition policy, which would constrain predatory conduc!.

airline industry is

not free of barriers to entry, which
may originate from asset related sunk coslsr product differentiation,
computer reservation systems and airline reliance on the travel
The

a.Lso

agenlsr absolute cost âdvantage, availabí1ity of essential inputs and

airport

of airline size. The last source of barriers to entry is reLevant in the context of snall and gradual entry,
before the ner¡ carrier reaches the ninimum efficient scaLe of opera-

tion.

access and economies

theoretical analysis in chapter 4, indicated that the economies of airtine size may originate from economíes of aircraft size,
The

economies

of

scope between various

airline services

and network econo-

nies. In addilion to costs savings ín the provision of service, econonies of airline size may also be related !o cost savings to the conresult from lower transaction costs and tíme savings,
of economies of airline size, which may affect the level-s

surner, which may
The presence
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of concentration in the industry, is important in the contestability
framework as i! defines the source of potential compeLirion in airline
city-pair markets. In generaì., trio types of entry are possible - entry of existing carriers into the new markets, and entry of the new
s!art-up carriers. The theoretical analysis in chapter 4 suggested
that barriers to entry would typically be higher for the nerv start-up

carriers.

The empirical evidence

fron the U.S. deregulation of air-

lines provided the additional support to this claim. The initiaL ease
of entry for the netl carriers resulted fron the specific condítions of
the industry after the Airline Deregulation Àct of 1979, which included cost inefficiency of the existing carriers, inefficient route
structures, inefficient price/quality mix and government policies supporting the net,t entry. Despite these favorable conditions, most of
the netr entrants failed, which is an indication of the !,eakeness of
this type of entry as a source of polential competition. This, in

!urn, has important implicaLions for countries rlith smaLl dornestic
narkets. In such countries, potenLial competition has to originate
from start-up carriers rather than existing
however,

airLines. These carriers,
will face significant risks and barriers to entry,
of empirical tesls

for the ÀmerÍcan industry indicated a general inconsistency between the predictions of the theory
and the actual performance of the indusLry, especially !rith respect to
À number

correlation

betr.¿een

conducted

fares and concentration.

analysis in chapter 6 reveals that the Canadian airline markets
are not contestable, !he deviations from the contestabilíty ideal beThe

ing greater than in the case of the U.S. airline industry. The most
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important source

of

Lorler

contestability is the high Ievels of

concen-

tration and the high share of inLernational traffic in the industry's
oulpu!.

in the airline industry can be defined in !erms of
data and in each city-pair market. In eíther case the in-

Concenlration

lhe

system

dustry can be described as a duopoly, the t!¡o dominant carriers being

Air Canada and CAI .

The

fhird carrier

Wardair

is serving a Iirnifed

of Iong-distance routes. The major carriers have also extended
their dominance of the industry to the commuter carriers, by buying
the majority or minority shares of the snaLl regionals. These commuter airlines typically share the major carrier,s computer reservation
codes, coordinate their flight scheduling and marketing strategies and
participate in the frequent flyer programs of !he majors. The control
of the commuter carriers by the rnajors, eliminates competition bet!,een
number

these two types

of carriers

also

result in a barrier to entry
for potential entrants. Entry into city-pair markets, currently dominated

and

by the tlro major carriers

may

would have

to originate either

from

the new start-up carriers or fron Wardair, r+hich, given lhe Àmerican
experience, is an indication of !he weakness of potential competition

in Canada. High proportions of international traffic and market imperfections related to the bilateral agreements have important implications for the Canadian airline industry as the designated ,flag'
carriers can experience a sígnificant product differentiation advantage over net¿ entrants. The new entrants would have to offer discounts or incur other costs to overcorne this disadvantage.
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Thus, given that market contestability

was found inconsistent r¡iLh

airline economics, and the fact of relatively Io' contestability of
the canadian airìine markets, market contestability should not be used
'as a theoretical model when
designing public poJ.icies to!,ards the Can-

adian

airline

indusLry.

7.3

Às far

as the third objective is concerned, Chapter 3 identified
the conditions under which sunk cosls and other barriers to entry may
be

tt,

improving. These conditions incLude market unsustainabili'oelfare
'Iemon' type market faiLure and innovations. polential competi_

tion

may

also

reduce r¡elfare

if

f

irrns make

socially wasteful connit-

Íìenls to make their entry deterring straLegies credible. Trro types of
unsustainabiLity can be distinguished in the context of the airline

industry - unsustainability of the natural monopoly in a given citypair market and unsuslainabiì.ity of an optimal airline network. Chap-

!er 2 indicated that unsustainability of the natural monopoly arises
when the conditions for subadditivity are fulfilled but the average
totaL cost curve is increasing at a point of intersection with the demand curve. However, when a firn can offer different prices to different customers markel unsustainability need not arise. Airlines can
typically charge different prices to different classes of consumers,
which should ensure sustainabiJ.ity

of natural monopoly, even

there are no barriers to entry and the incumbent

is

when

constrained not to

prices in the event of entry. Market sustainability will be
further enhanced by the carriers' abilily !o react to entry. NetHork

change
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sustainability can be related to the issues of cross-subsidy and the
viabiJ.ity of lorl traffic density routes in the deregulated environ-

ment.

The analysis

in chapter 4 indicates that net!,ork unsustainabil-

ity is possible when adding

new

rou!es while generating nerl

!raffic

on

the existing routes, requires !hat !he whole system efficiency gain be
transferred to the nerl routes to nake them viable. Therefore, re-

stricting enlry

be

in the nettiork development stäge,
once the netl¡ork is developed, the case for entry regulation becomes
less obvious, as r¡arkets may be ex-post sustainabLe if barriers to entry are present. Given lhe carríers abiJ.ity to set multipJ.e prices
and the impossibiJ.ity of 'total' entry, both types of unsustainability
should be very unlikly in the airline industry, Other types of innovative activities have also been found to be independent of the condimay

necessary

tions of entry in the industry.
As

far as 'lenon' lype market failure is concerned, airline

travellers are repeat customers, ÀirIines, therefore, have an incentive to buiLt a reputation for high qualiÈy, r+hich alone rnakes this
type of market faiLure unIikely.
The issue

try

of the impact of barriers to entry in the airline

on the technological progress deaJ.s primarily rriLh probLem

indus_

of

in_

airline industry and the airplane manufactures.
Given lhe snrall size of the Canadian airline market conpared to the
tot.al demand for planes, changes in the structure of the Canadian airline industry J.eading to increased demand for capital equipment will
!.ike1y have only negligible effect on aircraft manufacturers. Therefore, it can be assurned that technologÍca1 progress in aircraft r¡anuteractions

betr,reen

the
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facturing is exogenous to the canadian airline industry and wirr not
be significantly affected by the industry's conditions of entry. pub_
1ic policies

aimed

at

enhancing market contestabiJ.ity may also be wel_

fare reducing if firms

sociarry wasteful commitments in order to
erect compensating barriers to entry. The analysis of chapter 4 sug_
gests that there is a very rimited scope for naking 'wastefu| commitments

make

in the airline industry,

of the unique characterisLics of the canadian airlíne system is
the difference belween northern and southern roures. The northern
routes serve small and isolated communities. snalL population size,
one

weather condiÈions and types

ity of

of

economic

activiLy define the specific-

routes. Àir transport in the canadian north provides an
essential link between the northern communities and between lhese conmunities and the south. Low densities of traffic,
Iow capital re_
quirements and Lit!ìe scope for estabì.ishing integrated networks imply
the absence of sone of the conditions enhancing sustainability. Given
that real life economic agents do make mistakes and differ in terms of
their risk preference, a possibility of a mutually ¿restructive entry
these

canno! be excluded. I,lhire there

is

no reason

to

ber.ieve

ruption of service will be permanent or even long-lived,

that the diswhen

the

con_

tinuity of service is essential, constraining entry might be justified, Thus, market contestability is inappropriate as a welfare
slandard for these routes.
far as southern routes are concerned, a problem there is insuf_
ficient competition. Given that most of the canadian airports operate
As

wíth excess capacity and that

lhe airline

netrvorks

are

alreacly well
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developed, there seems to be no compelling reason

to restrict enlry

in

the south,
Increasing narket contestability in the southern routes could
achieve two minimum objectives,

First,

I,lardair could disrupt a possi-

bIe colLusion between the ttr'o major carríers by entering new narkets
where príces set by lhe majors offer positive econornic profits(in the

of collusion betr,leen alL carriers). Secondly, enhanced contestability could put pressure on cost efficiency, should some, but

absence

not aI1, of the existing carriers

carriers couLd take over
lhe industry

become

become

inefficient;

more

efficient

markets, and should aLt the carriers in
inefficien!, there woutd be a possibility of a new
t.he

entry. By reducing barríers to entry and probabili!y of strategic entry deterrence, the degree of alLorrabLe cost inefficiency in lhe industry would be reduced,

Thus,

enhancing market

contestability in the south shoutd be wel-

fare improving and contestability theory rnay be used as a
standard

there.

Ho'oever' market conLestability as a welfare standard

is inappropriate in the north, where the social and political
tance of service continuity may require constraining entry.
7,4

r+elfare

irnpor-

POLiCIES TO FOR CÀNÀDIÀN ÀIR TRÀNSPORT ÀND THEIR LII.IITÀTIONS

far as the fourth objective is concerned, domestic policíes to
enhance market contestability could include industry restructuringl
disaJ.lowing airline marketing and scheduling agreements, reducing
As

produc! differentiation and good

will

advantage

of the exist.ing carri-
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ersr disciplining the computer reservaLion systems, eLirninating the
absolute capiLal cost advantage of the existing carriers, reducing the
possibility of strategic entry deterrence and eliminating
iments to entry.

J.egaI imped-

far as the first case is concerned, restructuring the industry
would have to involve dividing lhe exis!ing major carriers into a nunber of smaller airLines. I,lhile this wouLd not aLter concentration in
Às

individual city-pair markets, a rarger

number

of

independen! carriers

strenglh of potential competition because entry
could come from the existing, rather than from the ner+ start-up carriwould increase the

ers. This poì.icy's Iimitations are that it

would not

a

.ow the

carri-

ers to capture the availabLe network economies and tha! the Canadian
carriers rloutd not be able !o compete effectiveJ.y with foreign carriers on international routes, as competition on these routes requires
both cost efficiency and the ability to offer many destina!ions.

Thus, it
opt i on

in

appears

that industry restructuring is not a feasible policy

Canada.

The second case involves agreements between the major

carriers

and

airlines. It is nol obvious, however, that clisallowing
airline agreements would inprove welfare, lhe reason being that these
agreements, while having an anticompetitive effect on the net,l entrants' improve coordination of schedules and reduce airline narketing
the commuter

costs.
The

third case involves reducing product differenLiation

of the existing carriers. It

seems

advantage

that littte can be done to elimi-
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nâte good r,rill advantage of the existing

carriers. Furthermore, at-

to eliminate the good will advantage may be counter-productive,
if they result in inferíor service quality, As far as the characleristics mix of the produc! is concerned, only frequent flier programs
tempts

to be candidates for intervention, These programs are popular
with business travellers because lhey offer a premium to the flier
appear

rather than to the firm which incurs the cost of the lravel.

This

characteristic of frequent flier progräms could be eliminated by
stríct enforcement of the tax law, which considers program awards as
taxable income when used for private consumption. A case for a complete elimination of these programs is less obvious. First, lhe Canadian carriers have to compete internationaLly and if they are denied
the use of an efficient marketing tool, which conlinues to be used by
their rivals, their cornpetitive position rlill deteriorate. The second
argument against

elimination of these

program has

to do tiith the na-

ture of competition in otigopoly. If lhe frequenl flier
eliminated there

is

no guarantee

price compelition, and firms

that firms' rívalry wilI

may replace frequent

tools, rihich may be of less
thaD current freguent flier awards.
other marketing

programs are
change to

fJ.ier programs with

value

to the consumers

in chapter 6, the designated international airlines
can experience a product differentiation advantage versus the potential entrants. In order to eliminate this disadvantage, the nerv entÀs indicated

rant

r,¡ould have

al routes,

to be given an equal opportunity to enter internation_

is difficult to

that that bilateral
agreenents, tihich regulate interna!ionaI avia!ion, typically do not
which

achieve given
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allorl more than one designated carrier !o serve a foreign country,s
route. Although allocation schernes such as auction bidding are possi-

bIe, they are impractical in the airline industry, given the importance of name recognition and good r+i1I, and lhe fact that internationaL routes are part of inLegrated networks.
the
line marketing. Às far as the
The fourLh case involves

ceÌned,

computer reservation systems and

air-

computer reservation systems are con-

are -

of the computer
reservâtion system from the industry or regula!ion of the privalely
owned systems. It appears that it is possible !o eliminate or reduce
barriers to entry related to the reservation systems. As far as the
airline reliance on the travel agents is concerned, public policies
are unlikely to succeed in e1íminating this barrier to entry.
The

two major optíons available

fifth

case involves the

separation

capiLal cost disadvantage of the nerl

entrants, which arises because the nel.¡ entranls are unknown to lhe
lenders of capitaJ. and/or because a net,t venture may be intrinsicly riskier than operations of the existing carriers. The problem is that
only the first reason for capiLal cost asymmetry is a legitimate candidate for public inLervention, that is, if the government reduces the
capital costs of the new enlranls in

such a way

that they do not truly

refLect the riskiness of entry, excessive entry t{ill be possibl.e, In
practice it may be difficult !o separate asymmetric and imperfect information relaLed capital cost premium from the higher risk
The

sixth case involves predatory pricing

premium,

and other predatory prac-

tices. In order lo reduce the possibility for predatory conduct, a
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set of operational rules to identify it should be designed.

The Àree_

could be used to identify a variety of predatory
strategies. Às indicated in chapter 6, the Areeda-Turner test can
faiL to identify predation if entry is smalt and,/or gradual. Given
da-Turner condition

limitations, !he Àreeda-Turner condition may be considered as a
sufficient but not necessary condition in identifying predatory practices and could be applied as a first step in evaLuating a suspected
predatory conduct. Should the test fail to identify predation, a nore
conplete evaluation in the spirit of Bork's definition of the problem
could follow. I.lhiì.e improving the rules and procedures to dear ,*íth
predatory performance is important, it is unlikely lhat any rule can
these

completely el iminate predation.

in addition to designing appropriate rules and procedures, the re_
sponsibility for enforcing them has to be assigned. The laek of experience on the part of the anticombines authorities in dealing with
the complexities of airtine economics may make enforcement of anlipre_
datory ruLes difficult. since the responsibirity for mergers has been
retained by the regulatory authorities,
regulatory agency to deal

Ít

might be more

efficient for

with the remaing cornpetition policy issues,

as se1L
The Last case involves

lic

legal

impediment

to entry. White the 'pub-

convenience and necessity' requirement can be er.iminated, safety

consideration require the continued restricting entry to
abì.e'

operator.

The necessity

costs on the potential entrants.

to

prove ,fitness,

will

only'fit
inpose

and
some
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in chapter 6 suggests that the domestic options to enhance market contestability in the industry are very limited. Even if
The analysis

the possible donestic

policies, such

as

restricting frequent flier

programs, regulating computer reservation systems and improving rules

lo deal r.lith predatory practices, are successful, the industry wiJ.l
stil1 be far from the contestabi).ity ideaJ.. Given the high leveJ.s of
concentration in Lhe industry, the potential competition will have to
originate primarily from the nerc start-up carriers. The American ex-

are unlikety to provide a meaningful threat to the exisLing efficient carriers. Given lhese limitations, an aLternative approach could be to introduce foreign

perience suggests that thèse carriers

competition,
agreement
'Open

r+hich

could be done by negotiating the topen skies'

with the U.S.

skies' agreement,

to enhancing market contestcarriers to compeLe more effec-

1n addition

ability, could also allow the Canadian
tively for transborder traffic. The analysis in chapter 6 suggests
that given the size and the financial strength of the U.S. carriers,
and their presence at the najor Canadian airports, the 'open skies'
agreement could increase conteslability more significantly than any
combination of domestic policies. The analysis of carriers productivity and costs suggests that the Canadian carriers shouLd be abte to
compete 1,¡ith their Àmerican rivals, bu! given the superior productivity and costs performance of Èhe two American majors, Northwest and
Conlinental, the success of the Canadian carriers is not guaranteed
and would reguire further reduction in costs and productivity irnprovements on their part. Iihile 'open skies' policy would creale a free
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air transportation services, it ,'our.d not
change the fact that lhe airline industries of the tu,o countries lrould
continue to be subject to the developments in their donestic econornies, which could affect their competitive positions and would in_
crease the risks involved in such an agreement. There are also imporNorth Àmerican market for

tant Iegal

to be sorved, inctuding the issues of raxa!ion the
legal status of fhe U.S, carriers in Canada. In addiLion to this, the
Àmerican side has littre to gain at present from such an agreement.
problems

Given the recent emphasis on the exchange

of

mutuaL

benefits as a

po1_

icy guide in the U.S., the short-term perspectives of reaching the
'open skies' agreement are not good. 9¡hether such an agreement shourd
be

a long-run poJ.icy objective for

question.

Canada

Transportation industries

is only partly

in general,

an economic

airline in_
as an important part of the
and the

dustry in particular, have been considered
national identity, thus it is uncertain if the the 'open skies' agree_
ment wiLl be acceptable in Canada, even ín the Long run. In general,
given the number of problems involved, ít does not appear that the
'open skies' agreement can

offer a sorution to the

immediate problems

of the industry.
The

analysis of the

above problem provides

the additionat

proof

that market contestabiliLy is inappropriaLe as an industry model when
designing public policies torlards the Canadian airlines. Not onty the
índustry

is not currently contestable, but it also cannot be nade

conlestable by government policies.
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7,5

EVÀLUÀTIoN

0F

rrFREEDotl

T0

ltOVEtt

last objective deals t.¡ith lhe assessment of the proposals to
deregul.ate the Canadian airLines. Ànalysis of the first four objec_
lives of this study reveals thal Canadian airline markets are not
conLestable and are unlikely !o be made contestable by public poJ.icies. Àt the same time, the industry is highly concentrated r¡hich
opens a possibility of abuse of market power.
The

reform, as it r.las outlined in lhe document 'Freedom
to Move', deals primarily with entry and pricing in the industry. As
The regulatory

far as entry is concerned, the docunent proposes freedom of entry to
all'fit, wÍ1J.ing and able' carríers in the south. In the north, entry
is to be more closely regulated and the 'public convenience requirement'

is to

continued.

restrictive entry regulation of
northern service is rat.ionalized by the relative fragiliiy of routes.
Given the potential. for destructive competition in the north and the
importance

be

The more

of service continuity, continued reguLation of entry Ín

north appears

justified,

The analysis in chapter 6 indicates
presence of insufficient actual and potential competition in

south. Thus, proposals to

dereguJ.at.e

the
the
the

entry there appear justified.

far as pricing as concerned, rate setting in the norlh wili be
stiIl regulated, while price regulation is to be eliminated in lhe
south. The only exception will be nonopolístic routes where príce in_
As

creases can be overruled by the regulatory agency upon complaint,
rnelhod appears

ad

hoc and inadequate, and does

served by nore than one

carrier. In

such

not

The

to routes
routes, insuffisient ac!uaI
extend
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potentiäl competition suggest a possibility of monopolistic pric_
ing in the industry, if the existing carriers recognize their mutual

and

interdependence. There is a possibitíty thât the carriers witr cornpete vigorously and not collude. Such conduct, however, cannot be

guaranteed. Given the r,teakness of the cornpetition legisJ.ation in
dealing with conscious paralIeJ. conduct, the Iack of provisions
against collusion

in

'Freedom

!o Move' has to be considered as a seri-

policy error. In order to reduce a possíbiJ.ity of coLlusion and
monopolistic pricing the regulatory agency should be given an authori_
ous

ty to overrule prices (both l-evels

and increases)

in atl routes,

not

only those served by one carrier.
7.6

CONCTUSION ÀND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEÀRCH

The analysis

of this study

identified important Iimitations of
mârket contestabi).ity theory as an industry nodeL and a
stan','elfare
dard. These limitations are especially reLevant in the context of the
canadian
and

i!

has

airline industry. This industry is not curren!1y contestable

cannot be made contestable. Therefore, public

air
ability as a
canadian

lransport should

not

policies

towards

using market contestdescriptíve model of the industry. Às a tleLfare stan_
dard, !he theory has Iimited acceptabi).ity in !erms of freedom of en_
try for southern routes but Ís inappropriate in the north. However,
market power

of

be cresigned

the carriers and the

possibility of collusion renain

as probì.ems. Proposals to relax rate setting regulalion are found in_
appropriate and continued regulatory authority over pricing appears
j ust i f iabIe.
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outlined

of lhe Lirnitations of this study. These
limitations can be used to identify the area of further research in
the areas relaLed to the stated objectives of this thesis. First, the
Chapter 1

some

pure theory of contestable markets

is stilt in its infant stage and
many of important theoretical issues have not been resolved yet.
Thus, there is a need for further theoretical research related to !he
contestabillty theory. Secondly, the theoretícal and empirical analysis of this sludy, which was applied to the Canadian airLine industry,

test in whicb the industry performance is
compared with the predictions of the conlestabilify theory. It will
be possible to conduct such a test in Canada after the process of deregulation and the industry adjustrnent to the nelr environment is comshould be supplemented by a

pleLed.
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